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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
от bhur bhuva svah 
tat savitur varenyam 
bhargo devasya dheemahi 
dhiyo yo nah prachodayat 
Ga.ya.tn 
1.1 Problem area 
Different kinds of modelling techniques are involved in information system development, 
such as techniques for specifying data models and techniques for specifying process models 
During the pat>t few decades, these modelling techniques have evolved from implementation-
oriented techniques (also called machine-oriented) to implementation-independent tech­
niques (also called problem-oriented) In this thesis the focus of attention is data modelling 
1.1.1 History of data model l ing 
Conventional implementation-oriented data modelling techniques are the relational, the 
hierarchical and the network data modelling technique ([1Л189]) In each technique a model 
has particular structural characteristics (e g a network) and has particular basic operators 
(data definition operators and data manipulation operators) 
So-called normal forms are used in order to guide the design process for these models 
In general a normal form is defined as a data model having certain desirable structural 
properties, which may be expressed by integrity constraints (e g functional dependencies) 
Although normalization improves the process of database design significantly, the above-
mentioned modelling techniques are still implementation-oriented This situation has led 
to the introduction of implementation-independent data modelling techniques (also called 
conceptual data modelling techniques) 
The importance of conceptual modelling is generally recognized (see e g [Gri82], [Che76], 
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[NH89]) The advantage is that it gives the designer the opportunity to separate the con-
cern of constructing a correct model from that of finding an appropriate implementation 
Once the conceptual model has been specified in a suitable language, a proper realisation 
can be (automatically) derived, using a specification language that is more implementation-
oriented This approach is a typical example of software development in phases (see e g 
[Som89]), and is in harmony with the three level architecture for information systems mod-
elling ([Gn82]) and the transformational approach to software development ([Par90]) 
1.1.2 Database structure optimization 
Conceptual data models specify what kind of data must be handled by the information 
system under development, rather than in what way these data will be actually organized 
(see [Gn82]) The actual organization of the data is done according to the machine-oriented 
representation chosen for the conceptual model at hand Machine-oriented representations 
for conceptual models will be called internal representations in the sequel 
There is one important property typical for internal representations efficient usage of the 
basic resources time and space More concretely, the internal representation chosen for a 
given conceptual data model should be attuned to the particular application environment 
in which it will operate, such that response time and storage space are in harmony with 
the needs and possibilities of that environment 
Consider for example the situation where important database operations (queries as well 
as updates) do not have the desired response time In order to solve the efficiency problem, 
database structures can be attuned to the specific requirements of their environment (e g 
query patterns) This is a highly complex matter for several reasons As an example, an 
improvement for one class of operations often is a worsening for other classes The fact that 
structural modifications also affect the storage space requirements further complicates the 
problem Although this task cannot be performed by hand in a proper way, there exists no 
computer aided support This particularly becomes a problem when databases are large, 
e g consisting of 500 to 2000 relational database tables 
1.2 Intention of this thesis 
In this section the problem statement for this thesis is given We describe and motivate 
our requirements, and conclude with the scope of the thesis 
1.2.1 Requirements and motivation 
The focus of this thesis is database design in the context of converting a conceptual data 
model into an internal representation Although several approaches exist for converting a 
conceptual model into some reasonable internal representation (see related work in section 
1 3), there is no general strategy, nor a framework for such strategies, for examining the 
time/space and update/retrieval trade-off for a given database application However, if the 
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actual implementation of a given conceptual model must satisfy the specific requirements 
of a particular application environment, such a strategy is essential 
Most approaches in the literature and in current Computer Aided Software Engineering 
tools focus on constraint-driven transformations (e g [NH89], [Z092]), whereas a strategy 
for examining trade-offs should also consider time/space-driven transformations More 
precisely, we impose the following requirements on a framework supporting the inspection 
of trade-offs involved in database design 
formal description of conceptual models: Conceptual data models are input to the 
database optimization process To be able to consider optimization within a formal 
framework, conceptual models have to be defined in a formal way 
correctness of internal representations: The mechanism used for describing internal 
representations of conceptual data models should present a clear relation between an 
underlying conceptual model and candidate internal representations This is essential 
for guaranteeing the correctness of internal representations 
generality of approach: The approach should not be too restrictive Therefore it should 
be possible to choose different types of target environments, in order to support differ-
ent (existing) Database Management Systems This will guarantee the applicability of 
our approach Note that this does not exclude other ways of implementing the internal 
representations, for example directly in a third generation programming language or 
even in assembler 
The requirements discussed above are general requirements with respect to conceptual mod-
els and their internal representations Next we consider requirements concerning database 
optimization 
optimization of internal representations: There should be an instrument for optimiz-
ing internal representations with respect to several criteria, for example response time, 
storage space, number of tables and data dependencies This is necessary to support 
the process of gaining insight into the use of resources (time and space), and into the 
corresponding trade-offs, such as the time/space trade-off and the update/retrieval 
trade-off for the database application under development 
executability of approach: There should be a prototype in which the instrument for 
optimization is implemented In this way basic experimental results can be used to 
illustrate the approach 
formalization of optimization dynamics: There should be a formal basis for describing 
and predicting the behaviour of aforementioned instrument for optimization This 
paves the way for a systematic performance analysis of the underlying algorithms 
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1.2.2 Problem statement and approach 
The subject of this thesis is the following: 
This thesis introduces a framework f or examining the trade-offs involved in database 
design, satisfying the requirements discussed in the previous section (formaliza­
tion of conceptual models, correctness of representations, generality of approach, 
optimization of representations, executabihty of approach, formalization of dy­
namics). 
Now our approach to these requirements will be discussed. In order to obtain a formal 
description of conceptual models, a straightforward formalization of object-role data models 
is given (for object-role models, see related work in section 1.3). According to requirement 
correctness, there must be a clear relation between the conceptual model and candidate 
internal representations. Therefore an internal representation is defined in terms of the 
conceptual model, such that the underlying information structure of the original conceptual 
model is explicitly reflected in the internal representations. 
According to requirement generality, the internal representations must be suitable for im­
plementation in different types of (existing) Database Management Systems. Therefore 
these representations are defined in such a way that they can be easily interpreted in terms 
of conventional data modelling techniques, such as the relational model, the hierarchical 
model and the network model. The overall situation is shown in figure 1.1. 
jr Relational model 
^ — * " Hierarchical model 
Conceptual , . Intermediate ^T^~~ » Network model 
model language ^ \ T " ~ ~ — - ~ ^ 
^ > ^ - ^ ~ ~ " 3 GL 
" -
 ч
^"*" Assembler 
Figure 1.1: Internal representations as intermediate language 
For requirement executability a straightforward approach is chosen. Since the aim of this 
prototype is to produce basic experimental results in order to illustrate our approach, we 
describe a simple PC-based tool giving a relatively high priority to the kernel of the instru­
ment for optimization (i.e. evolution based on data schema transformations, see below). 
The underlying algorithms are explicitly described and the corresponding Markov chain 
fundamentals are introduced (requirement formalization of dynamics). 
Next, the optimization of internal representations is considered (requirement optimization). 
Several conflicting criteria are involved in optimization, for example response time and 
storage space. Since no general approach exists for examining the underlying trade-offs, 
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we will focus on automated support for navigating through the solution space of candidate 
internal representations for a given conceptual data model This navigation is based on 
data schema transformations and describes a so-called evolutionary process 
In the context of evolution processes, several additional requirements can be recognized An 
algorithmic framework for evolving internal representations is needed, based on mutation 
operators (data schema transformations), in combination with a general multi-objective 
fitness function expressing the quality of internal representations This framework then 
can be used for the definition of evolutionary algorithms, in order to search the internal 
solution space for representations having specific properties More concretely, we define the 
following additional requirements 
parameterized initialization: There should be a systematic generator, producing can­
didate internal representations for a given conceptual data model This allows for 
opportunities to influence the generation process, such that it produces representa­
tions having certain desirable properties, for example based on absence of redundancy 
and optional database fields, or on other structural properties such as database table 
size 
correctness of mutations: In order to be able to search the solution space of internal 
representations, there should be mutation operators for internal representations which 
yield a proper result, ι e the result again specifies a correct internal representation of 
the same conceptual model 
completeness of mutations: These mutation operators must be complete in the sense 
that for each internal representation in the solution space, any other internal repre­
sentation can be produced by applying mutation operators This will guarantee the 
connectedness of the solution space 
Next we discuss our approach to these additional requirements In order to allow for 
extensive possibilities to guide the generation process (requirement initialization), it is 
clearly identified in what stage of the generation process the determinative choices are 
made, and how these choices can be influenced on the basis of e g integrity constraints in 
the conceptual model 
Finally we discuss the issue of mutation operators to be used for navigating through the 
solution space of internal representations Firstly, in order to achieve that the result of a 
mutation implements the same conceptual model (requirement correctness), these operators 
use knowledge of the underlying information structure Secondly, in order to guarantee 
connectedness of the solution space (requirement completeness), these operators are able 
to (a) completely break down an internal representation into basic building blocks, (b) 
manipulate these building blocks, and (c) use them for the construction of any possible 
internal representation This however does not mean that during the evolution process 
the source internal representation must necessarily be broken down completely in order to 
produce the target representation 
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1.2.3 Scope of thesis 
As input to the optimization process we introduce the Predicator Model ([BHW91], [WHB92]), 
a general platform for conceptual data modelling techniques with an underlying object-role 
structure (e g [Fal76]) Examples of such techniques are NIAM ([NH89], [Win90], [VB82]), 
BRM ([SEC87], [SS93]), and FORM ([H092], [Hal89]) The approach however is also ap-
plicable to modelling techniques being more or less similar to above-mentioned techniques, 
for example ER [Che76] and functional data models such as FDM [Shi81] A discussion 
on the handling of the specific constructs found in more advanced techniques (e g PSM 
[HW93] and IFO [AH87]) is provided The object-oriented approach to information system 
modelling is outside the scope of this thesis 
For the output of the optimization process we use conventional data modelling techniques, 
such as the relational, the hierarchical, and the network modelling technique We therefore 
focus on the nested relational modelling technique, which can be considered as an inter-
mediate between the conventional data modelling techniques This technique is similar to 
so-called complex object modelling techniques (see e g [Liu93]) 
With respect to the underlying cost model forjudging the quality of internal representations, 
we use a basic cost model This basic model can be further refined by embedding integrity 
constraint specifics (see below) and DBMS specifics such as physical parameters and query 
optimization strategies 
We give emphasis to describing a mechanism for examining trade-offs As a consequence, 
transformation of integrity constraints has a relatively low priority However, constraints 
do play a role here, since constraint enforcement will in general slow down updates This 
enforcement has to be taken into account when considering the quality of internal repre-
sentations This will not be elaborated in this thesis 
1.3 Related work 
1.3.1 Related work on database design 
Related work on database design is divided into several categories The focus of the first 
category is the three level architecture for information systems modelling ([Gn82]) In 
this architecture a distinction is made between the conceptual level, the internal level and 
the external level The conceptual level considers the question what kind of data will be 
manipulated by the system under development The external level describes the data forms 
convenient in particular user views, while the internal level describes the interface to the 
storage facilities of a particular computer This architecture is also explained in other work, 
for example [NH89] 
The focus of the second category is the transformation of a conceptual data model into an 
internal representation Basic algorithms and tools are found in [NH89], [LN88], [Z092] and 
[SEC87], [De 89], [Hal92] respectively Here the efforts are concentrated on the generation of 
normal forms, such as the Optimal Normal Form ( 0 \ F ) According to [LN88], a relational 
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schema is in ONF if it is in 5NF and the number of relations (tables) is minimal These 
procedures may also take basic relational integrity rules into account, such as candidate 
keys, foreign keys and mandatory attributes (columns) 
Recently, a number of additions have been introduced for increasing the power of this 
approach Firstly, the number of ONF relations (tables) can be further reduced by first 
'optimizing' the conceptual model (e g [Hal90], [Hal92]) Secondly, more advanced integrity 
rules such as set constraints are incorporated (e g [De 93], [RH93]) 
The approaches to the transformation of a conceptual data model into an internal rep-
resentation mentioned so far concentrate on the generation of normal forms The main 
goal of normalization is to construct a database schema where update anomalies cannot 
occur This is a generally recognized database design theory (e g [U1189]) However, nor-
malization does not consider the expected usage of the system, for example the frequency 
of different classes of (retrieval and update) requests Database optimization is therefore 
not supported by normalization theory Moreover, in situations where updates do not occur 
(e g CD-ROM) there seems to be no justification for normalization at all 
This leads to the third category of related work, dealing with database optimization on 
the basis of expected patterns of database operations (access profiles) The approach in 
[Ris91] considers a conceptual data model and describes an internal representation aiming 
at efficiency of retrieval and update requests The intention is to restrict the number of disk 
accesses for all possible requests The author of [Sha92] goes a step further and describes 
general guidelines how expected query patterns can be used for tuning normalization as well 
as denormalization m favour of important queries Tuning tools are described for various 
systems, such as INGRES, ORACLE, SYBASE and UNIFY These tools are primarily 
meant for measunng performance, rather than for optimizing performance This approach 
does not use an underlying conceptual data model In [Ami85], a conceptual model is used 
in combination with an access profile An efficient internal representation in favour of the 
access profile is generated, while at the same time storage requirements are kept minimal 
The above-mentioned approaches ([Ami85], [Sha92], [Ris91]) do not offer automated mech-
anisms for examining the trade-offs involved in database design To the best of the author's 
knowledge, no references to such mechanisms are found in the literature Tools and tech-
niques discussed in [Hai89], [Tha94] and [Ste94] seem to take a step in this direction, 
although this is not discussed 
1.3.2 Related work on evolutionary algorithms 
Our approach is based on navigation through the solution space of candidate internal rep-
resentations for a given conceptual data model This navigation is based on data schema 
transformations (which will be called mutations here) and is an evolutionary process Evo-
lution here indicates the gradual development of internal representations 
The term evolutionary algorithm is often used for the class of optimization algorithms 
that simulate organic evolution Related work on evolutionary algorithms is divided into 
two categories The first category contains references to general work on evolution and 
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optimization, whereas the focus of the second category is the application of evolutionary 
algorithms to the field of database research. 
The concept of evolution was introduced in the context of formal (technical) systems more 
than twenty years ago (see e.g. [FOW66], [Rec73], [Hol75]). Since then this concept has be-
come more powerful by a further formalization of evolutionary optimization (e.g. [Sch95]). 
Nowadays several kinds of evolutionary optimization algorithms are commonly used. They 
are divided into three main streams: genetic algorithms ([Gol89], [Dav91]), evolution strate-
gies ([Sch95]), and evolutionary programming ([Fog91]). An overview of these streams is 
given in [BS93]. Finally, although simulated annealing is in general not considered to be an 
evolutionary algorithm, this approach uses a more or less similar framework (e.g. [LA88], 
[Ree93]). 
The second category contains applications of evolutionary algorithms to optimization prob-
lems in the field of database research. The problem of query optimization has been treated 
in [BFI91], [IK90] and [IW87]. For the application of the evolutionary approach to infor-
mation retrieval (document retrieval) we refer to [FS91] and [SF91], where focus is on a 
multiprocessor environment. The clustering of data in databases has been considered in 
[MBM90]. 
1.4 An example application: The Project Case 
In this section1 an example database design case is described. First the conceptual data 
model of this case is discussed in section 1.4.1. This model specifies what kind of data 
must be stored in the database under development, rather than in what way these data 
will be actually organized (see [Gri82]). Next we discuss internal representations of the 
conceptual model in section 1.4.2. Internal models focus on the question how the database 
is (efficiently) organized. Finally, criteria to be used in deciding whether an internal repre-
sentation is appropriate or not will be discussed in section 1.4.3. 
1.4.1 Underlying information structure 
In this section we informally introduce a modelling technique for making conceptual descrip-
tions of complex information structures (as encountered in administrative environments), 
viz. the object-role data modelling technique (see e.g. [NH89], [Win90] and [VB82]). We 
clarify this technique by an example. 
Consider an organization where information is to be recorded about projects and persons 
being involved in those projects. In order to specify this more precisely, we describe an 
information structure containing the following (see also figure 1.2). A Project has a budget 
of a certain Amount of dollars (fact type Budget). A Person is involved in a Project for a 
certain Duration (fact type Involvement) and is coworker of a certain Department (fact type 
Coworkershvp). Finally, a Project is managed by a certain Person (fact type Management). 
lThis section is based on part of [BLW94a]. 
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The information structure described above is graphically represented in figure 1 2 The 
circles represent object types, each of which plays roles in fact types, represented by boxes 
This information structure contains three binary fact types and one ternary fact type 
Coworkership 
work- having 
i n 8 coworker 
for 
being 
manager 
of 
Figure 1 2 Information structure for the Project Case 
It is important to realize that data models will in general be far more complex than the 
example described above Firstly, the number of object types and fact types may be very 
large Secondly, fact types are usually constrained ([BHW91], [NH89], [VB82]) Examples 
of constraints are a project has exactly one budget, a project involves at least four persons, 
a person being involved in a project cannot be manager of that project Thirdly, object 
types may be ordered in subtype hierarchies (specialization), while fact types can be used as 
object types themselves (objectification) The embedding of more advanced concepts, such 
as generalization, power types and sequence types is considered in [HW93] and [Hof93] 
Remark Object-role models are widely used for various reasons For example, these models 
allow an elegant verbalization of queries by path expressions, built from names of object 
types and role names (see e g [HPW93]) Role names verbalize the participation of object 
types in fact types A path expression may for instance be Person Ьегпд-manager-of 
Project hamng-budget > 10,000 Basically, role names are the elementary constructors for 
all path expressions 
1.4.2 Implementing the conceptual model 
Conceptual modelling is intended to provide a description of some information structure, 
without bothering about any implementation detail In order to develop an efficient in­
formation system, a conceptual model has to be transformed into a model capturing the 
necessary implementation details, usually referred to as an internal model An internal 
model can be considered to consist of two layers ([U1189]) 
• The first layer specifies in a global way how different fact types from the conceptual 
model will be actually organized As an example, it may require certain fact types to 
be combined in a single (derived) fact type for reasons of efficiency Sometimes this 
layer is called the logical layer 
9 
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• The second layer specifies how particular parts of the logical layer are realized on phys-
ical storage media using concrete data structures, such as B-trees and hash structures 
Sometimes this layer is called the physical layer 
Typical modelling approaches for the first layer are based on the relational, the hierar-
chical or the network data modelling technique ([U1189]) Another possibility is to use 
the nested relational modelling technique (sometimes called non-first-normal-form or NF2) 
This technique can be seen as an intermediate between the relational, the hierarchical and 
the network modelling technique In contrast to the relational approach, tables in NF2 may 
contain entries that are tables themselves (see e g [SS86]) 
Consider for example the nested table header in figure 1 3 This table is a correct internal 
representation for the Project Case information structure in the sense that all relevant 
information about projects is represented This will be explained below 
Project Budget 
Dollars 
Involvement 
Duration Person Coworkership 
Department 
Management 
Person 
Figure 1 3 A single nested table for the Project Case 
The table in figure 1 3 consists of 4 columns, named Project, Budget, Involvement and Man-
agement respectively For each project, column Budget contains all data about its budgets, 
column Involvement contains all data about the persons involved, while column Manage-
ment registers the project managers The latter three columns are sub-tables (nested 
relations) The nested relation Budget has a single column, named Dollars, which has been 
assigned an elementary domain (e g integer) The nested relation Involvement has three 
columns Duration, Person and Coworkership The columns Duration and Person have 
associated elementary domains, while column Coworkership again is a nested relation 
The nested table shown in figure 1 3 describes a possible internal representation for the 
Project Case information structure However, internal representations consisting of more 
than one nested table are also possible Figure 1 4 presents an example of an internal 
representation with two nested tables More details about nested tables for object-role in-
formation structures are discussed in later chapters (see also [BKM94], [Born93], [BW92a]) 
It will also be shown that the number of alternative internal representations implementing 
the same information structure is exponential in the number of fact types (chapter 3) 
Person Management 
Project Budget 
Dollars 
Person Involvement 
Project Duration 
Coworkership 
Department 
Figure 1 4 Implementation for the Project Case consisting of two nested tables 
As was mentioned in section 1 4 1, a conceptual model usually has constraints on the possi-
ble populations of the fact types This also has consequences for the internal representations 
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of such a conceptual model. As an example, if each project has at most one budget, the 
nested relation Budget in figure 1.3 and figure 1.4 will contain a single budget for each 
project, rather than for a group of budgets. 
1.4.3 Optimization 
For the transformation of a conceptual model into an internal representation, there exists 
a huge number of possibilities. In order to discriminate between good and bad internal 
models, it is necessary to estimate the time needed for actions on the database, and the 
requested size of the storage capacity. For this purpose the notions of access profile and 
data profile are introduced, in relation with the conceptual data model. 
Access profile and average response time 
It was mentioned that data models are considered on the conceptual and the internal level. 
As a consequence, database operations will also be considered on these levels. Suppose 
for example that we want to know the projects managed by people from the personnel 
department. The following conceptual database query will give the answer: LIST Project 
managed-by Person workmg-for Department 'Personnel'. Note that this query describes a 
path through the Project Case information structure (see figure 1.2). The corresponding 
internal query is expressed in terms of the chosen internal representation, for example by 
means of operators from the NF2 relational algebra (see e.g. [SS86]). The exact formulation 
of the correct relational expression is beyond the scope of this thesis. 
The retrieval of the projects specified by the above query may be as follows (we assume 
the single table from figure 1.3). First, all occurrences of department 'Personnel' within 
sub-table Coworkership are located. Then all persons being coworker of that department 
are determined within sub-table Involvement. Finally the entries in sub-table Management 
containing these persons are determined and all projects managed by those persons are 
retrieved from column Project. The retrieval process described here can be speeded up by 
introducing an efficient access path (index) for the columns involved in the query (see e.g. 
[UU89]). 
The relative frequency of different (classes of) conceptual database operations is specified 
in an access profile. Figure 1.5 presents an example access profile for the Project Case 
information structure. The operations in this profile are expressed as paths through the 
information structure, in the style of RIDL ([DMP84]) and LISA-D QHPW93]). 
An access profile can be used to compare different internal representations with respect to 
their expected average response time. This is a highly complex task, since it will depend 
on the particular strategy for evaluating the queries contained in the access profile. 
Consider for example the first query: LIST Person bemg-manager-of Project x. The way 
of thinking may be as follows. The query will first search for a certain project and then 
retrieve the persons being manager of that project. As a consequence, the implementation 
consisting of a single nested table (figure 1.3) will be more efficient for this query than the 
implementation consisting of two nested tables (figure 1.4), because the structure of the 
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Relative 
frequency 
Operation 
LIST Person being-rnanager-of Project χ 
LIST Project managed-by Person working-for Department χ 
LIST Person being-manager-of Project χ AND working-for Department y 
UPDATE Duration of (Project x, Person y) 
Figure 1 5 Example access profile for Project Case 
single table is dominated by Project and thus all managers of the same project are grouped 
together Note that the introduction of query optimization strategies and indices (efficient 
access paths) can make figure 1 4 more efficient Obviously, several other physical aspects 
of database design can be taken into account, for example underlying pointer mechanisms 
This will also affect the storage requirements 
Data profile and storage requirements 
The expected size of the contents of the database is recorded in the data profile In figure 
1 6 we see an example of a simple data profile, in which the expected number of instances 
is specified for the object types in the Project Case information structure, relative to each 
other So, for example, if a population contains 3 χ 50 = 150 coworkerships, then it will 
also contain 3 times the number of departments, or, 15 departments 
object type 
project 
person 
department 
involvement 
management 
coworkership 
relative nr of instances 
10 
50 
5 
75 
10 
50 
Figure 1 6 Example data profile for Project Case 
Given the Project Case information structure and aforementioned data profile, different 
implementations can be compared with respect to their storage usage This is not a trivial 
task and therefore storage cost models are used here The following general considerations 
will be sufficient for the aim of this section 
Joining fact types may introduce redundancy As a consequence, the implementation con­
sisting of a single table (figure 1 3) will probably contain more redundancy than the imple­
mentation consisting of two tables (figure 1 4) This however will also depend on (1) the 
table structures, for example structured by Project in figure 1 3 and structured by Person 
in figure 1 4, (2) the number of instances of the corresponding object types, and (3) the 
integrity constraints on the fact types 
Redundancy usually increases storage cost, while the efficiency of retrieval operations may 
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be improved. Update operations may become less efficient, as a result of maintenance 
(update overhead). 
Fitness of internal representations 
In general, the fitness of an implementation takes into account the expected storage re­
quirements Space and the expected average response time Time. The fitness function will 
specify how Time and Space affect the overall fitness of an implementation, depending on 
the aim of the optimization process. Example optimization options are: 
1. Space should be as low as possible. In this case the optimization process will yield an 
implementation with minimal storage cost, irrespective of the average response time. 
2. Time should be as low as possible. Now the result will be an implementation with 
minimal average response time. 
3. Space may not exceed a certain threshold and Time should be as low as possible. This 
situation may occur when a large amount of information must be stored on a storage 
medium with a predefined size (e.g. CD-ROM). 
As usual, time and space are conflicting objectives for optimization. It is therefore very 
difficult to find an internal representation which has a satisfactory response time (for the 
associated access profile) in combination with satisfactory storage requirements (for the 
associated data profile). This is reflected in the well-known time/space trade-off. 
Time 
Space 
Figure 1.7: Time/space trade-off 
Consider for example the internal representations А, В and С shown in figure 1.7. In this 
case representation A and В are both better than representation C. However, it is not clear 
whether A is better than В or vice versa. These representations are said to be part of the 
13 
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time/space trade-off, which corresponds to a convex Pareto-Optimal front (see e.g. [VG81]). 
Several other trade-offs may be recognized, for example the update/retrieval trade-off. By 
basing ourselves on the data and access profile, these trade-offs will be automatically taken 
into account in the underlying cost model. 
1.5 Thesis outline 
There are several ways of reading this thesis. To get a quick impression one reads introduc­
tion and conclusions. In the precedence graph in figure 1.8 this is indicated by the arrow 
labelled with q. 
( 
1 Introduction 
\ ° 
q \ 
9 Conclusions 
r
 *{ 2 Object-role models j 
r i 
[ 3 Internal represen tat ι оіь J 
ч г 
\ \ ¿ 
(_ 6. Optimization by evolution J 
( 7 Prototype EDO ) 
[ 8 Markov chains J 
] 
V 
[4. Populations and operations 
5. Mutations and encoding J 
) 
Figure 1.8: Different ways of reading this thesis 
The arrows labelled with о indicate the optimization part. This part can be read with­
out precise knowledge of the representation mechanism for the description of database 
structures. There are three chapters in this part. In chapter 6 database optimization is 
considered and embedded in a framework for evolutionary optimization. This chapter is 
based on [Bom94d], [BLW94b], [BLW94a] and [Bom95]. 
Next, the prototype optimizer EDO is presented in chapter 7, which is based on [Bom94c], 
[Bom95], and [Run94]. Markov chain fundamentals for describing the dynamics of database 
optimization processes are discussed in chapter 8. This chapter is based on [Too94] and 
[TB95]. 
The arrows in figure 1.8 labelled with г indicate the part focussing on the representation 
mechanism used for describing database structures. The basic framework for conceptual 
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modelling is introduced in chapter 2, which is based on [BHW91]. Further details may 
be found in [WHB92]. Chapter 3 describes the generation of internal representations for 
a given conceptual data model. This chapter is based on [BW92a]. In chapter 5 basic 
mutation operators for internal representations are introduced. This is a compilation of 
[BW92b], [Bom93] and [Bom94b]. 
Chapter 4 considers the transformation of populations and operations from the conceptual 
to the internal level. Although our approach would not be complete without this chapter, 
it may be skipped when first reading this thesis. The chapter is based on [BKM94]. More 
background information about this thesis can be found in [Bom89] and [Bom94a]. 
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Object-role data models 
asto ma sad gamaya 
iamaso ma jyotir gamaya 
mntyor ma amritm gamaya 
Jai Sai Ram 
2.1 Introduction 
Conceptual data models are input to the database optimization process. To be able to 
consider optimization within a formal framework, conceptual models have to be defined in 
a formal way. 
The aim of this chapter1 is to give a formal description of conceptual modelling tech-
niques with an underlying object-role structure. Our formalization has its roots in the 
relational data modelling technique and the relational algebra ([UU89]). Other formaliza-
tions of object-role models may be found in [De 94], [De 93] and [Hal89]. These are logical 
formalizations. 
An object-role model consists of object types playing roles in fact types. Depending on 
the power of the technique, fact types may be of any degree and can be treated as object 
types (objectified fact types). Furthermore, a distinction can be made between lexical and 
non-lexical object types and specialization (subtyping) of object types may be defined. 
The organization of the chapter is as follows. In section 2.2 information structures are 
introduced. Section 2.3 considers populations (instantiations) of information structures. 
Integrity constraints will be treated in section 2.4, while section 2.5 describes possibilities 
for reforming conceptual schemata. The chapter is concluded with a summary and out-
look. A discussion on the specific constructs found in more advanced object-role modelling 
techniques (e.g. PSM) is provided in chapter 4. 
xThis chapter is based on parts of [BHW91] and [WHB92]. 
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With respect to the graphical representation of information structures-, we make use of 
the drawing conventions of NIAM. Our approach however is applicable to any modelling 
technique with an underlying object-role structure, even if the notion of predicator is not 
explicitly used as drawing object (for example attributes in ER [Che76] and functional 
relations in FDM [Shi81]). 
2.2 Information structures 
2.2.1 Informal introduction 
This section introduces the notion of fact type. In NIAM and ER a fact type (or relation 
type) is considered to be an association between object types. The graphical representation 
of a fact type, drawn in the NIAM style, is shown in figure 2.1. The corresponding ER 
diagram is shown in figure 2.2. We prefer the MAM style, as this makes the concept of 
role more explicit. 
ГЙГЙ1—TO 
Figure 2.1: A NIAM fact type 
η 
X2 
Χι 
Pi 
Figure 2.2: The corresponding ER diagram 
We use the term predicator for the role played by an object type in a fact type. This term 
was first introduced in [FW88] and was adopted in [BHW91]. As an example, predicator 
P\ is the role played by object type X\ in fact type ƒ. 
2.2.2 Basic components of information structures 
The discussion in the previous section leads to the following definition. An information 
structure J is a structure (V, Ö, C, 8, T, Base, Sub) consisting of the following basic compo-
nents: 
1. A set V of predicators. 
2. A set О of object types. Object types are classified as follows. 
18 
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(a) Firstly we have atomic object types A С O. There are two different kinds of 
atomic object types: entity types and label types. The difference is that labels 
can, in contrast with entities, be represented (reproduced) on a communication 
medium. It is required that A = £ U С and £ П £ = 0. 
(b) Secondly, the object types in Τ = О — A are composed object types, also called 
fact types. The set Τ is a partition of the set of predicators V. The fact type that 
corresponds with a predicator is obtained by the function Fact : V —• Τ which is 
defined by: Fact(p) = ƒ <=$• ρ £ f. 
AU sets introduced above are assumed to be nonempty and finite. 
3. A function Base : V —• Ö, specifying the object type associated to a predicator. 
4. A binary relation Sub Ç £ χ £, with the convention that o Subo is interpreted as: a is 
a subtype of b. Then b is called a supertype of a. 
Example 2.2.1 
Figure 2.3 shows a simple information structure, consisting of two binary fact types f 
and g. In this information structure we have e.g. Fact(r) = g and Base(r) = B. Figure 
2.3 also shows some integrity constraints. These will be introduced in section 2.4- Π 
Figure 2.3: Information structure with two binary fact types 
A fact type is called objectified, if it occurs as the base of a predicator. A predicator is 
called an objectification, if its base is a fact type. The set Η contains all objectifications: 
П = {ρ e V\ Base(p) € Τ) 
Example 2.2.2 
Figure 2.4 shows a simple information structure with objectification, consisting of two 
binary fact types ƒ and g. In this information structure we have Ή = {r}, Fact(r) = g 
and Base(r) = ƒ. G 
Instances (occurrences) of object types are not within the information structure. Instanti­
ations (also called populations) will be introduced in section 2.3. 
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Figure 2.4: Simple information structure with objectification 
Figure 2.5: Example of a subtype hierarchy with top animal 
Sec. 2.2 Information structures 
2.2.3 Subtyping 
The concept of subtype is defined as a binary relation Sub C Í x £ . This relation should 
have the property that with each element of £ a unique top element can be associated. 
This so-called pater familias is found by the function Π : £ —• £. A formal definition of the 
function Π is given in [WHB92], [Hof93]. 
Example 2.2.3 
In figure 2.5 we have the following subtype hierarchy: 
flesh-eating animal Sub animal 
plant-eating animal Sub animal 
carnivore Sub flesh-eating animal 
omnivore Sub flesh-eating animal 
omnivore Sub plant-eating animal 
herbivore Sub plant-eating animal 
Each subtype relation is represented as an arrow m figure 2.5. As a consequence, the 
pater familias of object type carnivore is animal, or: П(сагпі оге) = animal. О 
Two predicatore ρ and q are called type related, denoted as ρ ~ q, if n(Base(p)) = 
n(Base(q)). A subtype s of object type t is used only if particular fact types are attached 
to s but not to t. For example, a fact type recording the kind of plant may be introduced 
for object type plant-eating, rather than animal. 
Next we consider subtype defining rules. Let s and t be entity types with s Sub t. A subtype 
defining rule is intended to be a criterion for deciding whether an instance of (super)type t 
also belongs to the subtype s. As a result, we need a subtype defining rule for each subtype. 
More than one subtype defining rule is not allowed, as this may lead to contradictions. 
Furthermore, the subtype defining rule for type s should not depend on any subtype of s. 
Subtype requirements at the fact level are expressed by subset constraints. These con­
straints are mentioned in a later section. For a full treatment of subset constraints, see 
[BHW91]. 
2.2.4 An elaborated example 
In figure 2.6 we see an example of an information structure with subtyping. 
This information structure is defined as follows: 
V = {p,q,r,s,t,u,v} 
О = {A,B,C,D,E,f,g,h} 
Τ = {f, 9, h} 
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Figure 2 6 Example information structure with subtyping 
where ƒ = {p, q}, g = {г, s, t} and /ι = {и, ν} With respect to the predicatore we have 
Base(p) = A 
Base(q) = В 
Base(r) = В 
etc 
Fact(p) = ƒ 
Fact(î) = ƒ 
Fact(r) = g 
The subtype hierarchy is given by 
В Sub с 
D Sub С 
2.3 Populations 
An information structure is used as a frame for some part of the (real or fictive) world, 
the so-called Universe of Discourse (UoD) A state of the UoD then corresponds with a 
so-called instantiation or population of the information structure, and vice versa The idea 
of states is also used in for example [FN85], [WVV88] and [De 88] A state transition of the 
UoD has a corresponding transition on populations of the information structure This can 
be formulated as 
The Universe of Discourse is isomorphic with the set of possible populations of 
the information structure and a transition relation hereupon 
This is called the conceptuahty property of information structures This is elaborated in 
more detail in [Bom89] and [HPW92a], where it is further generalized using homomor-
phisms 
In our approach, a population Pop-j- of an information structure I = (V,0,C,£,^F, Base, Sub) 
is a value assignment to the object types in O, conforming to the structure as prescribed 
in V, Τ and Base, respecting the subtype hierarchy Sub This is denoted as lsPop(2", Pop
x
) 
The precise rules a population has to satisfy will be discussed below When no confusion 
is likely to occur we write Pop rather then Pop2 
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The population of an atomic object type is just a set of values. The population of a label 
type comes from the corresponding concrete domain (e.g. string, natural number), while 
the population of an entity type comes from an abstract domain containing unstructured 
values. This leads to the universe of instances Ω, consisting of all possible atomic values, 
and all possible composed values such as mappings from predicatore to values. A formal 
treatment of aforementioned domains and universe of instances is found in [HPW93] and 
[Hof93]. 
The population of a fact type is a set of tuples. A tuple t of a fact type ƒ is a mapping 
ί : ƒ —• Ω. This is a basic requirement for the insertion of tuples into the population of 
fact types (see also section 4.4). Furthermore, this mapping is required to assign values of 
the appropriate type. This is referred to as the Conformity Rule: 
/ Л
Р о р ( Л р е / [t(p) 6 Pop(Base(p))] 
Usually entity values within populations are required to be strongly typed. This means 
that overlapping populations are only allowed within a single subtype hierarchy: 
Vx,,g£ [Pop(x) η Pop(y) φ 0 => Π(χ) = П{у)] 
This rule is referred to as the Strong Typing Rule. Respecting the subtype hierarchy is re­
flected by the Subtype Rule. This rule requires that the population of a subtype is contained 
in the population the supertype: 
І | У е £ [χ Sub y => Pop(x) Ç Pop(î/)] 
Example 2.3.1 
Consider the information structure shown in figure 2.6. Suppose a, b, e, d\, dì, e are 
values that occur in the universal domain Ω. Then the following is a population of the 
information structure: 
Pop(A) = {a} 
Pop(S) = {6} 
Pop(C) = {c,b,d
u
di} 
Pop(D) = {d
u
 di} 
Pop(£) = {e} 
Pop(/) = 0 
Pop(s) = {{r:b,s:c,t:di},{r:b,s 
Рор(Л) = {{и : di, ν : e}} 
:c,t:d2}} 
D 
When no confusion is likely to occur the predicator is omitted when writing tuples. In the 
above example this results in Pop(/i) = {(di,e)} and Pop(p) = {(b,c,d\), (b,c,d2)}. 
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2.4 Integrity constraints 
Usually not all possible populations of an information structure are valid, ι e correspond 
with some state in the UoD Forbidden populations are excluded by so-called static integrity 
constraints Dynamic constraints exclude forbidden transitions These are not considered 
in this thesis 
2.4.1 Approach 
In our approach, the semantics of constraints is expressed in terms of relational expres­
sions constructed from fact types and relational operators, such as projection and selection 
([BHVV91]) A relational expression has a structure (Schema) and a value (Val) 
A schema Σ = (Τ,С) consists of an information structure Τ and a set of constraints С 
A population of a schema should be correct according to the information structure, and 
satisfy the requirements expressed by the constraints 
lsPop(E, Pop) = lsPop(2, Pop) Л Vc€c [Pop f= c] 
The following kinds of constraints are distinguished total role, uniqueness, occurrence fre-
quency, set exclusion, set equality, subset, enumeration, total subtype and exclusion subtype 
constraints (see e g [NH89] and [Win90]) In [BHW91] these constraints are formalized 
The set of all possible constraints is denoted by Γ(Ζ), hence С С Г(Т) 
We discuss two kinds of constraints in more detail uniqueness constraints and total role 
constraints These constraints are of vital importance for the conceptual information struc­
ture, since they are used for identification purposes (see section 2 5 1 and [BHW91],[NH89]) 
For related work on integrity constraints, see e g [De 93] and [NC90] 
2.4.2 Total role constraint 
We first consider the total role constraint Object type may have the property that in any 
population all their instances must be involved in some set of predicators An example 
might be that, in a personnel information system, all employees should have a department 
associated This property is called a total role constraint 
Let r be a nonempty subset of V A total role constraint total(r) only makes sense if all 
predicatore in τ are type related 
VP 4gr[p~9] 
A population Pop satisfies the total role constraint total(r), denoted as Pop |= total(r), if it 
satisfies the following expression 
U Pop(Base(g)) = (J Val[7T, Fact(g)J (Pop) 
q€r qÇr 
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where ж is the usual projection operator (see e.g. [U1189], [Mai88]). The projection operator 
is defined in terms of object-role models in [BHW91]. Note the implicit coercion from a 
unary relation resulting from the projection into the range of values that are taken by this 
relation. 
Example 2.4.1 
Consider the total role constraint total({<j}) in the information structure of figure 2.3. 
The meaning of this constraint is: 
Pop(B) = аІ[7Г,/] (p°P) 
This expresses that each instance in the population of object type В must occur in the 
population of fact type ƒ ma predicator q. When no confusion is likely to occur this is 
simply denoted as В = 7Tqf. • 
Figure 2.7: Example of total role constraint 
Example 2.4.2 
Consider the total role constraint total({g, τ·}) in the information structure of figure 2.7. 
The meaning of this constraint is (using the shorthand notation): 
BXUB2 = 7Γ, ƒ U nrg 
D 
2.4.3 Uniqueness constraint 
The uniqueness of values in some set of predicatore has become a widely used concept in 
database technology, as a guarantee for integrity and as a base for efficient access mecha­
nisms. In this section we will define some well-known concepts, such as functional depen­
dency, identifiers (keys) and uniqueness constraints. 
An important notion in relational algebra theory is functional dependency ([UU89]). Let r 
be a relational expression and let σ, τ Ç Schema(r). Then σ —^ + r is a boolean expression 
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which holds in a population Pop iff in this population, Val[r] (Pop) can be seen as a mapping 
from Val^r·] (Pop) into Val[7rTr] (Pop) Then, in population Pop, we call r functionally 
dependent on σ over r This is denoted as 
Pop |= σ —-> τ 
The following property is obvious 
L e m m a 2.4.1 Schema(r) —-> Schema(r) 
A set of predicators σ Ç Schema(r) is called an identifier (key) in population Pop of relational 
expression г iff 
Pop |= σ -^* Schema(r) 
We use identifier(r, σ) as an expression to denote that a is an identifier of τ We then have 
L e m m a 2.4.2 ^ ^ г З ^ с / [P°P И identifier( ƒ, σ)] 
It should be noted that, using structural induction on the construction of relational expres­
sions, this property is easily extended to all relational expressions A uniqueness constraint 
umque(a) is based on a non-empty set of predicators σ Ç V The semantics of this con-
straint will be expressed as an identifier of the form identifier(£(a), σ), where ξ is an operator 
specifying a derived fact type When σ does not exceed the boundaries of a single fact type 
ƒ (ι e σ Ç ƒ), the uniqueness constraint is bound to this fact type ξ(σ) = ƒ When more 
than one fact type is involved in a uniqueness constraint, these fact types may be joinable 
via common object types If in these fact types objectification occurs, unnesting may be 
necessary The operator ξ will produce the correct relational expression This is defined in 
the Uniquest Algorithm For more details, see [WHB92] and [BHW91] 
2.5 Reforming conceptual schemata 
In case a conceptual schema Σ = (Г, С) has undesirable properties, it has to be reformed 
As an example, if a particular algorithm for generating efficient database schemata assumes 
specific characteristics of the information structure, the conceptual schema may have to be 
preprocessed The result of reforming a conceptual schema Σ = (J, C) is a new schema 
Σ' = (T,C') 
In this section two possibilities for reformation are considered removing label types and 
removing unary fact types The generation algorithm described in the next chapter assumes 
that all label types and unary fact types have been removed For more advanced conceptual 
schema reformations the reader is referred to [De 93], [Hal89], [Hal90], [Fal93b] and [Ver93] 
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2.5.1 Identiñcation and defoliation 
In section 2.2.2 two kinds of atomic object types were distinguished: entity types and label 
types. The difference is that labels can, in contrast with entities, be reproduced on a 
communication medium. Therefore it should be possible to uniquely identify an entity type 
via one or more label types. This unique identification is also called a naming reference or 
standard name. Usually, identification is guaranteed using uniqueness constraints and total 
role constraints (see e.g. [BHW91]). 
A naming reference very often consists of one single label type, specified via a so-called 
bridge type. A fact type ƒ is called a (binary) bridge type, only if it has the form ƒ = {p, q] 
with Base(p) e С and Base(g) 6 £. We assume that all bridge types are binary, and that no 
label types are involved in non-bridge types. 
Example 2.5.1 
Let Person be an entity type and let Number be a label type. Suppose each person has 
exactly one number and each number belongs to exactly one person. Then instances of 
type Person can be identified by instances of type Number, using a bridge type between 
Person and Number. • 
In complex cases, identification is defined by more than one bridge type, or by a combination 
of bridge types and fact types. The following example describes such a complex case. 
Figure 2.8: Schema with complex identification 
Example 2.5.2 
Consider the schema in figure 2.8. In this schema persons live in a house (ƒ7), houses 
are located in a street (ƒ5), and streets cross other streets (fi) and are located in a 
community (ƒ2)· By convention a label type is denoted in parenthesis. 
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There are two simple naming references: f γ and /β. The other naming references 
are complex. A street can be identified by the combination of its community (ƒ2) and 
its name (ƒ3). This identification is unique as a result of the constraints unique {p*}, 
unique{P5} and unique{рз.рв}· Similarly, a house can be identified by the combination 
of its street (ƒ5) and its number (/g) These naming references fulfil the requirements 
for structural identification (see [BHW91]). О 
In internal representations of conceptual models the distinction between label types and 
entity types is not made. Therefore, an information structure must be defoliated before it 
is transformed into an internal structure. The effect of defoliation is the restriction of the 
information structure to the fact types that are not bridge types: 
^(Т) = { / б ^ |
 р6/[Вме(р)^£]} 
Example 2.5.3 
Consider the schema in figure 2.8 again. For this schema we have Ti = {ƒ2, ƒ4, /s, ƒ7}· 
The defoliated information structure is presented m figure 2.9. ü 
Com mu- χ 
Dity Τ 
h 
I I 
^ 1 
PT 
Ι τ 
J > l 
Хч 
Street · 
Figure 2.9: Corresponding defoliated information structure 
The predicatore in a defoliated information structure are specified by V¿ = UT¿. The 
internal representations described in the next chapter focus on the defoliated information 
structure. When these internal representations are realized in a database system, each 
entity type is replaced by its naming reference. When no confusion is likely to occur, we 
will simply write V and Τ rather than Vi and Ti. 
Remark: The term defoliation is based on the Object Relation Network view of an informa­
tion structure (see [BHW91]). All leaves in the Object Relation Network are atomic object 
types. As a consequence, defoliation aims at removing the leaves that are label types. 
2.5.2 Clean information structures 
A set F Ç Τ is called unary attached if it consists of unary fact types attached to the same 
object type: 
V / € F [ | / | = 1] Λ V{p},{,}eF[Base(p) = Basefa)] 
A unary attached set F Ç Τ attached to object type X may be replaced by a single fact 
type, by introducing a new entity type Y and a new binary fact type between X and Y. 
This is a typical case of role to object composition ([Fal93b], [Fal93a]). 
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Example 2.5.4 
Let Person be an entity type and let Is-Marned be a unary fact type attached to Person 
This fact type can be removed by introducing an entity type Marital Status and a binary 
fact type between Person and Marital Status О 
Example 2.5.5 
Let Person be an entity type and let Is-Male and Is-Female be unary fact types attached 
to Person These fact types can be removed by introducing an entity type Gender and 
a binary fact type between Person and Gender О 
The composition of unary attached fact types can be used to remove unary fact types from 
an information structure An information structure without unary fact types is called a 
clean information structure 
It should be noted that, when removing unary attached fact types from an information 
structure, an additional enumeration constraint is needed for the new entity type In 
terms of the previous example, this enumeration constraint should restrict the population 
of Gender to {Male, Female} 
2.6 Summary and outlook 
In this chapter conceptual data modelling techniques with an underlying object-role struc­
ture were considered After describing information structures and populations, the attention 
was focussed on integrity constraints Two kinds of constraints were discussed in detail 
uniqueness constraints and total role constraints In [BHW91] other kinds of constraints 
(e g set constraints and subtype constraints) are described in detail, along with a full 
treatment of the relational operators used for specifying the semantics of these constraints 
The chapter was concluded with a section on schema reformation for getting rid of un­
desirable properties This included the notions of identification and defoliation We only 
considered structural identification, ι e identification at the schema level Identification at 
the instance level, called weak identification, is discussed in [BHW91] 
Several advanced topics were not treated in this chapter Firstly, different levels of popu-
latabihty and the verification of populatabihty are outside the scope of this thesis Details 
are found in [BHW91] Secondly, more advanced modelling constructs (e g power types and 
generalization) are not mentioned These are treated in detail in [HW93] and [HPW92b] 
In chapter 4 these constructs will be discussed in relation with internal representations for 
object-role data models Chapter 3 will now first introduce a mechanism for representing 
object-role information structures on the internal level This sets the context for automated 
design procedures for machine-oriented representations for conceptual data models, which 
will be discussed in later chapters 
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Chapter 3 
Generating internal representations 
loka samasta sukmo bkavantu 
Jai Sai Л а т 
3.1 Introduction 
For a given conceptual model the number of correct internal representations (internal views) 
may be very large, depending on the size and complexity of the conceptual model and the 
language used for specifying internal representations Some internal representations will 
result in a system behaving in a desirable manner, whereas others will not We express 
the desirability of a systems behaviour in terms of response time and storage space The 
problem then is how to find a 'good' candidate 
The aim of this chapter1 is to describe a mechanism for the generation of internal repre­
sentations Also we consider the possibility of restricting the generation process, in order 
to yield candidates having certain desirable properties This sets the context for more 
sophisticated algorithms, such as algorithms aiming at optimization of response time and 
storage space (see chapter 6) Furthermore, the generation of internal representations and 
the restriction of the generation process provides a basis for structural translations in auto­
mated prototyping As design tools are becoming more important, the need for automatic 
translation of data structures becomes more pressing 
Various implementation-oriented data modelling techniques exist Often a distinction is 
made between relational, network and hierarchical models (see e g [U1189]) Current ap­
proaches to the transformation of conceptual models into internal models focus mainly on 
the relational modelling technique The result of the transformation is a relational schema 
in a certain normal form (see for instance [LN88], [LV87], [SEC87], [TYF86] and [DMV88]) 
Other approaches can be found in [AS84], [Kob86a], and [Twi89] Also a lot of research has 
l r
rhis chapter is based on [BW92a] 
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been done on nested relational models, also called non-first-normal-form or NF2 models (see 
e g [SS86], [AFS87] and [Col90]) Nested relational models can be seen as an intermediate 
level between relational, hierarchical and network models 
The organization of this chapter is as follows Section 3 2 describes a mechanism for rep­
resenting object-role information structures internally, such that the conventional internal 
models can be produced Internal representations are defined m terms of the conceptual 
model, such that the underlying information structure of the original conceptual model is 
explicitly reflected in the internal representations The advantage of this approach is, that 
conceptual-internal mappings can be described within the scope of a single specification 
language Furthermore, this approach gives the opportunity to describe intermediate re­
sults easily Information structures are assumed to be clean and defoliated (section 2 5) 
Section 3 3 shows how candidate internal representations can be generated for a given infor­
mation structure The attention will also be focussed on the question how this generation 
process can be guided, in order to generate structures having certain predefined character­
istics, involving e g redundancy, optionale and size of the generated structure In section 
3 4 the generation algorithm is exemplified, starting from a simple object-role informa­
tion structure and tracing the generation process Examples also show how populations 
(or instantiations) of the information structure correspond to populations of the generated 
structures This topic is considered in more detail in chapter 4 In section 3 5 complex 
identification structures are discussed, resulting in a simplification during postprocessing 
The chapter is concluded with a summary and outlook 
3.2 Internal representations for object-role models 
In this section a mechanism is discussed for representing object-role information structures 
internally Intuitively, such a representation is the result of lifting up certain atomic ob­
ject types of the information structure and cutting the connections between these object 
types Formally, a forest (set of trees) Τ = (Λ/", Ε, ί) is called an internal representation for 
information structure 1 = {V, O, £,£,F, Base, Sub) if it is a labelled graph, satisfying the 
following wellformedness conditions t\, , ig discussed below 
3.2.1 Base representation 
¿i The set of nodes j\f is a partition of the set of predicatore V, s t predicatore in the 
same node are type related 
A node is intended to model a field (or attribute) in the database Since all predicatore 
in the same node are type related, the common pater familias in node η can be denoted 
as Base(n) 
¿2 Loss of information should be excluded Therefore, all predicatore sharing the same 
node belong to different fact types 
„ б * / 6 И | п П / | < 1 ] 
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Conditions <i and t2 express the basic requirements for the nodes in ал internal represen­
tation. An internal representation is called a separately objectifying representation if all 
objectifications (elements of Ή) are treated separately: „
еЛ
/· [|n Π 7ΐ| < 1]. 
3.2.2 Fact representation 
E Ç Ai χ Λ/" is a set of edges. The pair (m, n) represents an edge from node m to node n. 
The edges in an internal representation should have the following properties. 
<з : Edges are labelled by fact types in the obvious way, with some care to handle objecti-
fication. The function I: E-*T assigns ¿({m, n)) = ƒ, iff both the source node and 
the destination node contain a predicator from ƒ: 
1. nf\f φ e¡ 
2. mf\ ƒ = 0 => Base(m) = ƒ 
Í4 : Fact types are not split and are therefore located around a single parent: 
і{{тг,пі)) = ¿((m2,n2)) => щ = n2 
¿5 : In order to keep predicatore from the same fact type together, all predicatore involved 
in an edge must occur in the label of of that edge, or in the label of some associated 
edge. More precisely, each edge (m, n) 6 E has the following property: 
Vp€mun3e=(x,j,)eE [p e χ U у Л £(е) = Fact(p)] 
We call Τ an incomplete internal representation for information structure J , denoted as 
Forest(T,I), if it satisfies all wellformedness conditions discussed above. 
3.2.3 Completeness 
i6 : In order to guarantee that the complete information structure is represented, each 
predicator must be involved in some edge: 
р е
рЗ < Г П і П ) 6 £ ; [ρ € m U η] 
We call an (incomplete) internal representation Γ complete, denoted as CompleteForest(T, I ) , 
if it also satisfies wellformedness condition i6. An internal representation is also called a 
tree representation in the sequel. 
Example 3.2.1 
Recall the information structure with two binary fact types f and g from figure 2.3. 
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The tree m figure 3 1 is a possible tree representation for this information structure, 
according to 
Af = {пі,П2,пз} with 
" i = {q,r},n2 = {p} and n 3 = {s} 
E = {βι,βΐ} with 
ei = (пг.Пі) and e2 = (яз.Яі) 
¿(e,) = f 
Ы = 9 
a 
Figure 3 1 Tree containing two binary fact types 
The tree representation in figure 3 1 consists of a single tree with root {q, r} Other complete 
representations consisting of a single tree have root {p} or {s} Representations consisting 
of two trees are also possible for this information structure The number of nodes will then 
be equal to the number of predicatore, ι e four 
An alternative notation for the tree representation in figure 3 1 is [{q, r}, [{p}], [{s}]] This 
is called the nested-bracket notation for hierarchical record structures (see section 3 2 5) 
Since predicator г is unique but not total and predicator q is total but not unique, this 
record structure can be written as follows 
[{<?.r},[{p}] rep,{{s}] op] 
Here {q, r} is the primary key, {p} is a repeating attribute type and {s} is an optional 
attribute type The record structure can be simplified to [ В , A rep, С op] Further 
details about optional and repeating attribute types are given in section 3 2 5 
Example 3.2.2 
Recall the information structure from figure 2 4 binary fact type f is objectified and 
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plays a role m fact type g The tree m figure 3 2 is a possible tree representation for 
this information structure, according to 
M = {п\,П2,Пз,П
А
} with 
ni = {я},Щ = {p},n3 = {r} and n4 = {s} 
E = {ei,e2,e3} with 
ei = (π 2,πι) ,e2 = (n3,ni) and e3 = (η^,η3) 
¿(e,) = ƒ 
ІЫ = ƒ 
ІЫ = 9 
Figure 3 2 Tree containing objectified fact type ƒ 
The conditions t\, ,t6 will guarantee the wellformedness of an internal representation with 
respect to a specific information structure They do not specify the generation process of 
internal representations In section 3 3 a generation algorithm will be described This 
algorithm yields all possible tree representations for a given information structure Several 
guidance parameters will be introduced in order to exclude candidates with undesirable 
properties from the generation process 
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3.2.4 Basic properties of internal representations 
Note the duality of both partitions Τ and Λί of the set of predicatore V. The first is based 
on equality of fact type, the second is related to attachedness. The unique node in which 
a predicator is contained is found by the function: 
Node : V —> M' 
It is defined by: Node(p) = η ·*=> ρ 6 η, analogous with the function Fact (see sec­
tion 2.2.2). A node m, being the source of an edge, is anchored to this edge by a unique 
predicator ρ € m: 
Lemma 3.2.1 Let e = (πι, η) be an edge and let ¿(e) = f. If node m has an atomic base, 
it has the following property: 
|mn ƒ1 = 1 
Proof: 
Let (m,n) S E with Base(m) € -4 and i((m,n)) = ƒ. From condition ¿з we conclude 
that τη Π f φ s>. Now the result can be obtained from condition ¿2- • 
For node m this unique predicator is denoted as Anchor(m). The application of this lemma 
to the example tree representations is trivial: 
Example 3.2.3 
In the tree shown in figure 3.1 we have Anchor^) = ρ and Апспог(пз) = s. For щ it 
is not defined, since щ is not the source of any edge. In the tree shown m figure 3.2 
we have Anchor^) = ρ and Anchor(n4) = s. For щ it is not defined, since this node 
is not the source of any edge. For n¡ it is not defined, since this node does not have 
an atomic base. О 
For the nodes, being the destination of some edge, an analogous property holds: 
Lemma 3.2.2 Edge e = (τη, η) with £(e) = ƒ has the following property: 
| п Л / | = 1 
Proof: 
Let (m,n) € E with t((m,n)) = ƒ. From condition ¿з we conclude that η Π ƒ ψ ζ. 
Now the result can be obtained from condition t2. О 
The corresponding predicator in destination node η is unique for fact type ƒ and is called 
its hook. It is denoted as Hook(/). Note that each fact type has a hook, while not all nodes 
have an anchor. Obviously there may be several hooks in the same node. 
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Example 3.2.4 
In the trees shown in figure 3 1 and figure 3 2 we have Hook(ƒ) = q and Hook(y) = r 
D 
The properties of anchor and hook define the layout within a node A 'top' in a node is an 
anchor and a 'bottom' in a node is a hook This allows us to draw internal representations 
in a specific way (see for example figure 3 1) 
The notions of anchor and hook will also play an important role during the construction of 
internal representations for guiding the generation process Furthermore, they will be used 
for the transformation of populations and operations from the conceptual to the internal 
level in chapter 4, and for the mutation of internal representations into other internal 
representations in chapter 5 
Let Τ be a complete tree representation for information structure J and let TZ С Л/* be the 
set of nodes being the root of some tree 
7 г = { і € Л Г |
 ( т п ) е Е [ і ^ т ] } 
A basic property of forest Τ involves the number of nodes m Τ It can be expressed in 
terms of the number of predicatore, fact types and objectifications in J, and the number of 
trees in Τ 
Lemma 3.2.3 \M\ = \V\ - \T\ + \H\ + \П\ 
Proof: 
Suppose ei, ,ek are all edges labelled with the same fact type ƒ Then all these 
edges have the same destination node (condition ¿4) This destination node contains 
precisely one predicator of ƒ (see lemma 3 2 2) From lemma 3 2 1 we conclude that 
the sources of the edges either contain precisely one predicator of ƒ, or correspond to 
an objectification of ƒ We denote the number of objectifications of ƒ as | | / | | We 
therefore have 
number of edges labelled with ƒ 
= l / l - i + ll/ll 
Summation of all fact types yields 
\E\ = Σ n u m b e r of edges labelled with ƒ 
= Σ Ι CI ƒ I - 1 + I I ƒ II) 
= \ν\-\τ\ + \η\ 
The number of nodes equals the number of edges plus the number of trees As a result 
\M\ = \E\ + \TL\ = \V\ - \7\ + \n\ + \π\ 
a 
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In the proof given above it is assumed that Τ is a separately objectifying representation, 
i.e. all objectifications (elelements of Ή.) constitute their own node. If this is not the case, 
this lemma specifies an upperbound for the number of nodes. 
A singleton internal representation for information structure I is an internal representation 
where each fact type from I is represented in a separate tree (|7£| = \Τ\). The set of all 
possible singleton representations is denoted as «S,. This set has the following property: 
Lemma 3.2.4 \S,\ > 2^ 
Proof: 
The fact types in J are binary fact types or fact types of a higher order (section 2.5.2). 
As a consequence, at least 2 different trees can be constructed for each fact type ƒ, 
because each predicator ρ € ƒ can be used as a hook (p = Hook(/)). The number of 
fact types in X is \T\ and all combinations of trees are valid. From this the lemma 
follows. D 
The set of all possible internal representations is denoted as S. This is also called the 
internal solution space. Note that <SS Ç S. The following property is obvious: 
Theorem 3.2.1 \S\ > 2^1 
Proof: 
This property follows directly from lemma 3.2.4 in combination with the fact that 
S„ÇS. D 
3.2.5 Target environments 
Tree representations can be interpreted in several ways. Let Τ = (TV, E, Í) be a tree 
representation. In general, each tree in Τ can be interpreted as a (relational, hierarchical 
or network) record type where each node corresponds to an atomic attribute type. 
We give a more detailed description of the interpretation in terms of the nested relational 
model (see e.g. [SS86], [AFS87] and [Col90]). Let m g . V b e a node with children as depicted 
in figure 3.3. Here each fact type ƒ, has Hook( ƒ,) € m, and the corresponding anchors from 
ƒ, are in nodes η,ι,—,τι,ι,. 
We then construct a table with a column for m-values, along with a column for each fact 
type hooking to node m. As a consequence, we get a sub-table for each such fact type. 
This is described by the operator φ. The general behaviour of φ is shown in figure 3.3. The 
column for m-values is chosen as the primary key ([U1189]). 
Using the nested-bracket notation ([Fal87]) the behaviour of φ is as follows: 
ф(т) = [m, [ф(п
п
), ••·, 0(n1 ( l)] c(pi), · · ·, [Ф{пк1), · · ·, ф{пкік)] c{pk)¡ 
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ф{т) = m h 
Ф(ті) ··· Ф(пііі) 
h 
ф(п
к
і) ••• ф{п
к
і
к
) 
Figure 3.3: Interpretation in terms of nested tables 
Here c(pt) is a collection of integrity constraints which can be derived from the integrity 
constraints for p, = Hook(/,). For the basic constraints (uniqueness and total role con­
straints), the resulting c(pt) is expressed using the keywords op and rep for optional and 
repeating attribute types respectively (see also figure 3.4). This is done as follows: 
rep € ο(ρ
τ
) 
Op € С(р
г
) 
- ι unique(pt) 
- ι total (ρ,) 
This definition was illustrated by a simple example in section 3.2.3. Further examples 
will be given in section 3.4. Note that for a given nested table a flat relational table can 
be obtained by unnesting (flattening) the hierarchical structure. Further details are given 
in section 5.2. The use of the network modelling technique (e.g. COD ASYL [UU89]) is 
illustrated in section 4.5.2. 
notation 
m 
[ni,...,n¡] op 
[пі,...,щ] rep 
explanation 
m is the primary key 
optional attribute group 
repeating attribute group 
Figure 3.4: Legend of symbols used in record structures 
3.3 The generation process 
3.3.1 Basic generat ion strategy 
The intention of the generation process that we describe is to generate all internal represen­
tations for a given information structure T. However, in order to avoid the overhead of the 
backtrack mechanism, we let the algorithm search for a random internal representation. 
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The construction first sets up an initial incomplete tree representation This incomplete 
representation is extended step by step until it is complete In each step a fact type will be 
incorporated in the internal representation As a consequence, the number of steps equals 
the number of fact types in the information structure 
Initially each predicator constitutes its own isolated node, not linked to any other node 
This initialization establishes the following precondition 
Lemma 3.3.1 Precondition 
# X is an information structure # 
N ={{p} \peV} 
E = 0 
i =0 
# Forest(T,Z) # 
Proof: 
Let X be an information structure After the initialisation, (Λ/', Ε, ί) satisfies the 
conditions ii and ¿2, because each node contains exactly one predicator The conditions 
Í3, ¿4 and is are void, because there are no edges From this we conclude that Τ is an 
incomplete tree representation of I , denoted as Forest(T, 1) О 
In each step of the algorithm a fact type is selected to be incorporated in the tree rep­
resentation This is done by selecting a predicator of a yet unprocessed fact type This 
predicator then will act as a handle for the extension of the tree representation 
We use the set U to record the unprocessed isolated nodes The procedure CanExtend selects 
an unprocessed node m G U, in combination with another node η € Λ/" The actual 
extension is performed by the procedure ProcessFactType The algorithm 
proc GenerateForest (I Information Structure) Forest 
JV = { M | p e p } 
E = 0 
I = 0 
и =M 
while CanExtend (m n) do 
ProcessFactType (m,n) 
od 
Γ ={Ν,Ε,ί) 
endproc GenerateForest 
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The extension of a tree representation either enlarges an already existing tree, or adds a new 
tree to the forest. If the unprocessed node m € U is chosen in combination with a processed 
node π 6 Af — U, an existing tree is extended. A choice for η = m leads to the creation of 
a new tree. Other combinations of m and η are not allowed, because they do not result in 
a correct tree representation. The procedure CanExtend will check this. Furthermore it will 
guarantee that all object types within the same node belong to the same subtype hierarchy: 
proc CanExtend (var m , τι Node) Boolean, 
take random m = {ρ} 6 U, η 6 (Λ/- — U) U { m } with Base(m) = Base(n) 
endproc CanExtend 
It may be desirable to further restrict the possibilities for extension, e.g. when the result 
of the generation must fulfil specific design criteria. This further restriction is discussed in 
the next section. 
For the extension of an existing tree and for the creation of a new tree one single strategy 
can be used. This strategy consists of the processing of the fact type, which is implicitly 
specified via the unprocessed unary node τη. 
The extension starts with the union of the selected nodes m and n. Then the entire fact 
type ƒ, specified via m, is processed by the addition of edges with label ƒ : 
proc ProcessFactType ( m , η Node); 
Let m = { ρ } , 
if m ψ η then M = jV — {m}, 
η = r a U л, 
for each χ € Fact(p) — m do 
E = E U {e} where e = ( { ι } , η), 
1(e) = Fact(p) 
od , 
U =U - {{x}\x e Fact(p)}, 
i f 3 r x j € j | [Base(x) = Fact(p)] then ProcessObjectifications(Fact(p), n), 
endproc ProcessFactType 
Finally, we have to handle the objectifications of the fact type ƒ under consideration. For 
each fact type g, which contains an objectification of ƒ, we have to choose a predicator for 
unnesting. This unnesting is performed by the addition of edges with label ƒ. The fact 
type g then is processed by recursively calling procedure ProcessFactType: 
proc ProcessObjectrfications (ƒ Fact Type, η Node), 
for each m €U with Base(m) = ƒ do 
E = E U {{m,n)}; 
/ ( ( m , η » = ƒ . 
ProcessFactType(m, m) 
od 
endproc ProcessObjectifications 
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The procedure ProcessObjectifications results in a separately objectifying representation (all 
objectifications are taken separately) Next we show that the loop in procedure GenerateForest 
is governed by the following invariant 
Lemma 3.3.2 Invariant 
# Forest(T,I) a n d CanExtend(m,n) # 
ProcessFactType(m, n) 
4 Forestal) # 
Proof: 
Suppose Forest(T, J) and CanExtend(m, n) Let ƒ be the fact type implicitly specified 
by m After the execution of ProcessFactType, condition t\ is satisfied as a result of the 
checks in CanExtend(m, n) 
Each predicator in ƒ — m is the source of a new edge with destination η and label ƒ 
From this we conclude that the conditions ti, t\ and t5 are satisfied 
Furthermore, the recursive call in the processing of objectifications guarantees condi­
tion i 3 As a consequence, the resulting forest Τ is an incomplete tree representation 
of J D 
The previous lemmas guarantee the correctness of the entire generation 
Theorem 3.3.1 Postcondition 
# I is an information structure # 
Τ = GenerateForest(I) 
# U - 0 Л CompleteForest(T,I) # 
Proof: 
Let J be an information structure The result of the initialization is an incomplete tree 
representation (see lemma 3 3 1) In each iteration the procedure ProcessFactType yields 
an incomplete tree representation (see lemma 3 3 2) Procedure CanExtend guarantees 
that GenerateForest terminates with U = 0, ι e each predicator has been classified 
Consequently Г is a complete tree representation according to condition t6 • 
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proc CanExtendReduced (var τη,η Node) Boolean, 
take random m = {ρ} 6 U η € (jV — U)l¡ {m} with Base(m) = Base(n) 
such that n e K V total(Anchor(n)) 
and if NoNesting t h e n unique(p) 
and if NoRedundancy then η € "Я V unique(Anchor(n)) 
and if NoOptionals t h e n 
'line Я 
t h e n V l € m U n [total(i)] 
else total(p) 
and if SizePreference then |Facts(n)| < 7 
and if DepthPreference then Depth(n) < δ 
endproc CanExtendReduced 
Figure 3 5 Guidance conditions for the extension of incomplete representations 
3.3.2 Further restricting the generation process 
The generation process described in the previous section results in a correct internal repre­
sentation, according to the definition in section 3 2 However, in many cases the property 
of correctness is not strong enough, for example when the search space in schema transfor­
mation is to be reduced Then, database structures to be generated must be characterised 
in advance, in order to exclude candidates with undesirable properties from the generation 
process 
This characterization can be embedded within the generation framework as follows In 
each iteration the procedure CanExtend selects two nodes m and η as a base for further 
processing This selection leaves us many opportunities to influence the nature of the 
resulting tree representation, simply by restricting the number of possible combinations of 
m and η We will discuss some restrictions in this section 
Let m — {ρ} € U be an unprocessed isolated node and let η be either a processed node 
(n e JV — U) or a new root (η = τη), such that their bases belong to the same subtype 
hierarchy This forms the starting-point for further restriction (see figure 3 5) 
First we deal with lossless tree representations To prevent loss of information in the result, 
the anchor of node η should have a total role constraint 
η 6 TL V total(Anchor(n)) 
Absence of this constraint allows Fact(p) to have instances that cannot be related to in­
stances of Fact(Anchor(n)) higher up in the tree These instances of Fact(p) can not be 
reached via node n, which results in loss of information 
Next we deal with several other structural properties, such as absence of nesting, redun­
dancy or optionale, and preferences with respect to the size or depth of the tree A certain 
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combination of these properties can be specified via the guidance parameters NoNesting, 
NoRedundancy, etcetera (see figure 3.5). 
The meaning of these parameters is expressed in so-called guidance conditions. For exam­
ple, for the construction of flat relational structures (parameter NoNesting), a uniqueness 
constraint unique(p) is required. Freedom from redundancy (parameter NoRedundancy) is 
obtained when Anchor(n) has a uniqueness constraint, provided η is not a root: 
η 6 Tí V unique(Anchor(n)) 
A structure will be free from optionals (parameter NoOptionals) when the equality of popu-
lation Pop(m) and population Pop(n) can be guaranteed. This is expressed in terms of total 
role constraints. Furthermore, a maximal number 7 of fact types per tree can be specified 
(parameter SizePreference) and a maximal depth 8 of the tree can be specified (parameter 
DepthPreference). 
3.4 Elaborated examples 
In this section the behaviour of the generation algorithm is illustrated. This is done by 
showing how an example information structure is transformed into tree structures, and 
how different settings of the guidance parameters influence the result. 
Consider the information structure shown in figure 3.6. We assume that this structure 
has already been defoliated. The population in figure 3.7 will be used to illustrate the 
characteristics of some generated trees at the level of instances. 
h 
Figure 3.6: Example schema containing three binary fact types 
The selection of a parameter setting will on the one hand be determined by quantitative 
aspects of the conceptual schema under consideration. On the other hand it will be deter-
mined by aspects of the target environment. For example, if the application is to be stored 
on CD-ROM parameter NoRedundancy can be switched off, because there are no updates. In 
a relational target environment, parameter NoNesting may be set to true. 
3.4.1 Size preference without redundancy 
Suppose we aim at a tree representation where the maximal number of fact types per 
tree is 2 and redundancy cannot occur. This can be obtained by the following setting of 
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Figure 3.7: Possible population for example schema 
parameters: 
NoRedundancy = True 
SizePreference = True 
7 = 2 
In the information structure in figure 3.6 we have V = {ρ, q, г, s,i,u} and therefore both 
λί and U initially consist of 6 nodes, each containing one predicator. There are no edges 
yet: E = 0 and i = 0. 
We will show how the generation proceeds step by step, in each step choosing two nodes m 
and η that fulfil the guidance criteria, followed by the processing of the fact type implicitly 
specified by τη. During this processing the set of unprocessed nodes U will be reduced. 
Furthermore, nodes in j\i will be joined and edges between these nodes will be constructed. 
1. Let the first selection of nodes consist olm = {г} and η = {r}. Note that the choice 
m = η will lead to the creation of a new root (see section 3.3). This choice passes all 
checks in CanExtend. Procedure ProcessFactType reacts as follows: an edge labelled with 
g from {s} to {/·} is created, and {s} and {r} are removed from U. λί does not change, 
because no nodes have to be joined. The resulting situation is shown in figure 3.8. 
Figure 3.8: The first step processes fact type g 
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2. Now U contains the unprocessed isolated nodes {p}, {q}, {¿} and {u}. Since the maxi-
mal grouping rate 7 = 2 has not yet been reached, the next step may either extend the 
tree in figure 3.8 or create a new root. Suppose the existing tree is extended. There 
are three possibilities to do this: 
(a) Choose m = {и} and η = {s}, and process fact type h. 
(b) Choose m = {t} and η = {г}, and process fact type h. 
(c) Choose m = {q} and η = {г}, and process fact type ƒ. 
Consider the first alternative. It attempts to join the nodes {u} and {s}, and to add 
an edge from node {t} to node {u, s}. However, Anchor({u,s}) = 5 and predicator 
s is not unique. Therefore, the guidance condition of parameter NoRedundancy is not 
fulfilled and as a consequence, this possibility is rejected. In section 3.4.2 the meaning 
of this guidance condition will be illustrated at the instance level. 
Next we consider the second alternative. ProcessFactType reacts as follows: after joining 
{t} and {r}, an edge labelled with h from {u} to {r, <} is added. Furthermore, the 
nodes {u} and {<} are deleted from U. The resulting tree is shown in figure 3.9. 
Figure 3.9: The second step adds fact type h 
In case the third alternative is selected, the result is an edge labelled ƒ from {p} 
to {q, r}. We do not consider this alternative and proceed with the tree shown in 
figure 3.9. 
3. At this moment U contains two unprocessed nodes {p} and {q}. This leaves three 
possibilities for the processing of fact type ƒ in the final step: 
(a) Join {q} and {r, t}. 
(b) Create a new root {q}. 
(c) Create a new root {p}. 
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Consider the first alternative. Observing the guidance parameters (especially 7 = 2), 
we see that this alternative is rejected, as it would result in a tree containing three 
fact types. 
Next we consider the second alternative. In this alternative {q} is chosen to become 
the root of a new tree. In the reaction of ProcessFactType, Af does not change, U is 
made empty and an edge from node {p} to node {</} is added. The label of this new 
edge is ƒ. This alternative leads to the final situation shown in figure 3.10. 
Figure 3.10: The final step adds fact type ƒ 
If the third alternative is chosen the new root is {p}. Then an edge from {q} to {p} 
is added. 
The forest in figure 3.10 corresponds to the following relation types: 
• [{ r . *}.{«}> M °P rep] 
• [Î9Î.{P} rep] 
The keys of these relation types are {r,t} and {q} respectively. This is expressed by a 
line (or arrow) on top of the corresponding attribute type. There are two relation-valued 
attribute types {u} and {p}. This is expressed by rep, which is a shorthand for repeating, 
{u} is an optional relation-valued attribute type for instances of C. It is optional according 
to the absence of constraint total(i), while it is relation-valued according to the absence of 
constraint unique(i) (see figure 3.6). 
The example population from figure 3.7 is represented in the generated structure in fig-
ure 3.11. 
We have used parameter NoRedundancy for generating the structure in figure 3.11. Note that 
this structure is indeed free from redundancy, as every fact instance is mentioned only once. 
Note furthermore that attribute type {u} is optional. 
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Figure 3 11 Example population in generated structure without redundancy 
The scenario discussed in this section shows the strong influence of the first step of the 
generation on the final result The choice for node {r} in the first step (in combination 
with parameter NoRedundancy) fully determined the height of the tree(s) in the resulting 
structure 
3.4.2 Maximal grouping without optionale 
In case a maximal grouping of fact types is preferred, such that optional attribute types 
cannot occur, the parameters should be set as follows 
NoOptionals = True 
SizePreference = True 
7 = И = 3 
The ultimate result of maximal grouping is a forest consisting of a single tree However, 
since 7 expresses the maximal number of fact types per tree, the setting 7 = \T\ will also 
allow representations consisting of more than one tree 
Initially both U and AÍ consist of 6 nodes, each containing one predicator Furthermore 
£ = 0 and I = 0 
1 Suppose the first step chooses m = {q} and η = {q} This choice passes all checks in 
CanExtend Then ProcessFactType reacts as follows an edge labelled with ƒ is constructed 
from {p} to {q}, and both processed nodes are removed from U M does not change 
The resulting situation is shown in figure 3 12 
2 Now U consists of the nodes {r}, [s], {£} and {u} There are six possibilities for the 
next step 
(a) Choose m = {ί} and η = {q}, and process fact type h 
(b) Choose m = {г} and η = {ς}, and process fact type g 
(c) Create a new root for either {r}, {s}, {<} or {u} 
Consider the first alternative It attempts to join node {£} and node {q}, adding 
an edge from node {u} to node {9, i} However, the root {q, t} causes an optional 
attribute type {u}, since predicator q is total and t is not Therefore the guidance 
condition of parameter NoOptionals is not fulfilled and CanExtend rejects this possibility 
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Figure 3 12 The first step processes fact type ƒ 
Next we consider the second alternative It selects unprocessed node {r} in combi­
nation with processed node {q} Procedure ProcessFactType will react as follows after 
joining {r} and {q}, an edge labelled with g from {s} to {q, r} is added Furthermore, 
the nodes {r} and {5} are deleted from U The situation is shown in figure 3 13 
Figure 3 13 The second step adds fact type g 
In the third alternative a new root is created This possibility will not be worked out 
further 
3 At this moment U contains the unprocessed nodes {t} and {u} This leaves four 
possibilities for the processing of fact type h in the last step 
(a) Choose m = {t} and η = {q, r} 
(b) Choose m = {и} and η = {s} 
(c) Create a new root for either {<} or {u} 
Consider the first alternative It attempts to join {i} and {q, r} As a result of 
parameter NoOptionals this alternative will be rejected (see also the previous step) 
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Consider the second alternative. It selects {u} and {s} to be joined. In the reaction 
of ProcessFactType the set Λί is adapted by joining {u} and {s}, and U is made empty. 
Furthermore an edge labelled with h from node {t} to node {u, s) is added. This leads 
to the final situation shown in figure 3.14. 
Figure 3.14: The second step adds fact type h 
The tree in figure 3.14 corresponds to the following relation type: 
[{<?.r} ,{?} rep,{s,ix},{i} rep] 
The key of this relation type is {q,r}. There are two relation-valued attribute types {p} 
and {t}, for instances of A and В respectively. The nesting of these attribute types is the 
result of -iumque(g) and -iunique(u) (see figure 3.6). 
The population from figure 3.7 is represented in the generated relation type in figure 3.15. 
Note that this structure does not have optional attribute types, as was specified by the 
guidance parameters. 
The tree representation shown in figure 3.14 is essential for the meaning of figure 3.15. 
There are three tuples, the first one of which is read as follows: 6i is related to a
x
 and a-i 
(via f) and to c\ (ma g). C\ is related to b\ and 62 (ino. h). An incorrect interpretation 
could be: αϊ is related to b\, and a^ is related to 62. 
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Figure 3 15 Example population in generated structure without optionals 
We see that the generated structure allows for redundancy the instances {ci,6i} and 
{ci,62} of fact type h are mentioned twice A closer inspection of the original schema in 
figure 3 6 and the tree representation in figure 3 14 leads to the cause of this redundancy 
In the tree structure we see that an instance of fact type h containing object χ of type С is 
mentioned as often as χ is involved in g Since predicator s is not unique, some instances 
of h may be mentioned more than once 
3.4.3 Loss of information 
At the end of the previous section we considered the cause of redundancy In this section 
we will show that the point that was made there is closely related to the question of loss of 
information 
Consider the schema in figure 3 6 and the tree representation in figure 3 14 again As­
sume the absence of constraint total(s) This assumption does not affect the relation type 
expressed by the tree in figure 3 14 
{{я,г} , {P} rep, {s,u},{i} rep] 
Let c3 be an object of type С which is not involved in fact type g If C3 is involved in an 
instance of fact type h, a problem arises this instance of h cannot be represented in a tree 
structure according to figure 3 14 This problem does not occur if the anchor of non-root 
and non-leave nodes is required to be total (see section 3 3 2) 
3.5 Complex identification 
Very often the identification of an entity type can be done by a single label type However, 
it may be necessary to use a combination of label types as identifier In this section we 
discuss the effect of such complex naming references on the resulting relation types We take 
the Address Identification Schema from example 2 5 2 as input for the generation process 
The defoliated information structure for that schema is recalled in figure 3 16 
3.5.1 Maximal grouping 
Maximal grouping is obtained by the following setting of parameters 
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Figure 3.16: Defoliated structure for Address Identification Schema 
SizePreference = True 
Consider the tree representation in figure 3.17. This representation implements the Ad­
dress Identification Schema under maximal grouping around House, or H for short. It is 
easily checked that this tree represents the defoliated information structure from figure 3.16 
correctly and that no guiding conditions are violated. 
Figure 3.17: Address Identification Schema under maximal grouping around House 
The corresponding relation type will contain two optional relation-valued attribute types 
{Pu} and {ps}. since predicatore p 1 3 and ργ are neither total nor unique (see example 2.5.2). 
Furthermore, redundancy is allowed for fact types f2 and /4. This redundancy is caused as 
follows: the anchor of node {p4.p7.p9} is predicator p9, which is not unique. 
Usually different scenarios can result in the same tree representation. The tree in figure 3.17 
may be the result of a generation starting with predicator P13: 
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Breadth-first scenario: Start with node {різ} and process fact type /7 Then 
join {pio} and {різ} and add an edge labelled by fact type /5 Proceed with {p4} 
and {p7} 
Another scenario that generates this tree starts with predicator p 1 0 
Depth-first scenario: Start with node {рю} and process fact type /5 Then 
join {p7} and {p9} and add an edge labelled by fact type /4 Proceed with {p4} 
and {різ} 
Both scenarios mentioned above contain a permutation of the predicatore різ, рю, p4 and 
P7 Not every possible sequence of these predicatore will result in the same tree Firstly, it 
depends on the choice for nodes to be extended Furthermore, only if both p4 and ργ are 
chosen after рю, the result will be the same 
The tree structure shown in figure 3 17 corresponds to the following hierarchical relation 
г
УР
е
 r
 , 
[ {РІЗ,РІО}, {РН} °P гер,{Р9.Р4>Р7},{Рз}>{Р8} °P rep] 
Each set of predicatore can be replaced by the naming reference (identification) of its base 
These naming references were discussed in example 2 5 2 For example, {p4, P7, Рэ} has base 
Street, or S for short Entity type S has naming reference (S-name, C-name), or (S,C) for 
short Furthermore, {різ,Рю} has base House, or H for short Entity type H has naming 
reference (H-nr, S-name, C-name), or (H,S,C) for short The resulting relation type then 
is 
[(H,S,C),(P) op
 rep,(S,C),(C),(S,C) op rep] 
This relation type can be simplified to a large extend It is dominated by the combination 
(H,S,C) Naming reference (S, C) corresponding to node {p9,p4,P7} contains the same S 
and С values as naming reference (H, S, C) This (5, C) therefore can be omitted For the 
same reason (C) is obsolete Note that (S, C) corresponding to node {p8} cannot be treated 
in the same way, as it is the result of fact type /4 which is not part of the identification of 
another base 
Finally, leaving out the sharp brackets, we get 
[TC5TC,P op rep, [5, C] op rep] 
3.5.2 Size/depth preference without optionale 
Consider the following setting of parameters 
NoOptionals = True 
SizePreference = True 
7 = 2 
Depth Preference = True 
i = 2 
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The result of the generation will be a forest where each tree contains at most 2 fact types 
and has maximal depth 2, such that optional attribute types do not occur The tree 
representation in figure 3 18 satisfies these conditions 
Figure 3 18 Address Identification Schema under specific design parameters 
It can be reached via the following scenario Start with node {p4} and process fact type /2 
Then join {p4} and {p9} and add an edge labelled by fact type /5 Proceed with {pu} It 
becomes a new root because the tree does not contain a node with base Ρ yet Add an edge 
from {різ} to {pu} labelled by / 7 Finally, create a new root {pg} For two reasons it is 
not possible to add pa to {р4,рэ} Firstly, parameter NoOptionals only allows the extension 
of node {р4,рэ} with predicatore having a total role constraint Secondly, the tree having 
{р4,Рэ} as root already contains the maximal number of fact types 
Obviously there is no difference between depth-first scenarios and breadth-first scenarios 
for the tree representation in figure 3 18 This representation corresponds to the following 
relation types 
[ { Р 4 , Р 9 } , { Р З Ы Р Ю } rep] 
[ {Pu} , {Різ}] 
[ {Pe} , {Vt} rep] 
Replacing the sets of predicatore by the naming references of their bases, we get 
[WC),(C),(H,S,C) rep] 
[TP),(H,S,C)] 
[WC),(S,C) rep] 
In the first relation type the values of (C) also occur in {S,C), since f2 is part of the 
identification of entity type S Therefore, this (C) can be omitted 
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3.6 Summary and outlook 
In this chapter the generation of internal representations for conceptual data models has 
been considered. First a mechanism for specifying internal representations was introduced 
and basic properties were examined. It was shown that the number of candidate internal 
representations is exponential in the number of fact types from the conceptual model. Then 
the generation process was described. A distinction was made between a basic generation 
strategy and possibilities for restricting the generation process in order to yield candidates 
having specific predefined characteristics. The generation process was illustrated using 
several examples. 
In chapter 4 we consider the transformation of populations and operations from the con-
ceptual to the internal level. For a given conceptual model with population and a given 
internal representation, we describe how the population of the internal representation can 
be derived. The focus of chapter 5 is the mutation (modification) of internal represen-
tations. Here we describe how a given internal representation can be modified in such a 
way that the result of the modification is still a correct internal representation of the same 
conceptual model. 
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Populations and operations 
twameva mata cha pita twameva 
twameva bandhu cha sakha twameva 
twameva vidya sarvmam twameva 
twameva sarvam mum dev deva 
Twameva 
4.1 Introduction 
In this chapter1 a general framework for database generation is described, including the 
transformation of populations and operations Transformation of populations may be used 
to guarantee so-called losslessness Also it can be applied during prototyping, which can 
be further enhanced by the transformation of operations This can be explained as follows 
When a database designer examines a candidate internal representation for a given con-
ceptual model, a prototype can be generated with several sample populations This will 
provide a better understanding of the internal representation under consideration Also it 
may be desirable to examine the (dynamic) behaviour of that design, by simulating update 
operations For related work see e g [TCF90] 
The organization of the chapter is as follows Section 4 2 presents an overview of different 
transformations In section 4 3 populations are considered, while section 4 4 focusses on 
operations These sections first introduce populations and operations for both the con-
ceptual and the internal level, without considering the relationship between these levels 
Then, conceptual populations and operations will be mapped to internal populations and 
operations We discuss several basic population rules, such as the Partitioning Rule and the 
Fitting Rule, and consider their violation for each operation we introduce Usually, several 
other rules can be specified by an information analyst, for example constraints involving 
^ h i s chapter is based on [BKM94] 
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uniqueness and mandatory roles These will be considered in section 4 5 For other con­
straints (e g set constraints) we refer to [De 93] and [RH93] Section 4 5 will also consider 
additional transformations dealing with CODASYL models, design alternatives for objec-
tifications, and advanced modelling constructs (power types and generalization hierarchies 
from PSM) 
4.2 Framework for database generation 
Let Σι be a structure description of a database Suppose we perform a transformation 
resulting in a new structure description, say Σ 2 Although different terms may be used 
for these descriptions, e g information structure, database schema or database structure, 
they have the common property that they focus on types, rather than instances of those 
types (ι e populations conforming to the structure description) As a result, we must also 
consider the consequences of the transformation mentioned above for these instances More 
concretely, if Ρορ(Σι) is a population of structure Σι and this structure Σι is transformed 
into Σ2, how is a population Ρορ(Σ2) of structure Σ 2 obtained, such that all data in Ρορ(Σι) 
is represented7 For database operations a similar problem occurs 
Usually, databases are considered on different levels of abstraction We use the well-known 
distinction between the conceptual level and the internal level ([Gn82]) The conceptual 
level focusses on correct specification of semantics, while the internal level focusses on 
efficient realization On both levels we consider structures, populations and operations 
We will descnbe a transformation from the conceptual level to the internal level The 
overall transformation process is shown in the activity graph in figure 4 1 In this graph a 
box represents an activity, while a circle represents the input or output of an activity 
In figure 4 1, we see three transformation activities The middle transformation of the three 
involves the database structure A conceptual structure is transformed into an internal 
structure This transformation has been described in chapter 3 
On the left hand side we see the population transformation Populations of the concep­
tual structure are transformed into populations of the internal structure at hand As a 
consequence, conceptual populations as well as the conceptual structure and the internal 
structure are used for this transformation 
On the right hand side we see the operation transformation Conceptual operations are 
transformed into internal operations Again, conceptual and internal structures are needed 
for this transformation 
Next we discuss the use of population rules A population is not an isolated notion, since 
it is associated with a structure Therefore a population must satisfy certain rules The 
aim of these rules is to protect the evolution of populations during system usage against 
unwanted situations This evolution is caused by (update) operations As a consequence, 
for each operation it should be checked under what circumstances these rules are violated 
If violation occurs, the operation must be rejected or some auxiliary actions have to be 
undertaken We discuss several basic population rules and consider their violation for each 
operation we introduce 
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Figure 4 1 Transformation of structure, populations and operations 
4.3 Transformation of database populations 
In this section we discuss populations (instantiations) of information structures, tree repre­
sentations, and their relationship We first discuss the population of information structures 
(4 3 1) Then we introduce populations for tree representations (4 3 2) Next, we show 
how a conceptual population (of an information structure) is translated into an internal 
population (of a tree representation) (4 3 3) 
4.3.1 Information structure population 
A population of an information structure J assigns to each object type in О a set of values 
of some universal domain, conforming to the structure as prescribed by V and Τ (see 
section 2 3) The population of an atomic object type is a set of values The population 
of a composed object type (fact type) is a set of tuples A tuple ί of a fact type ƒ is a 
mapping of all its predicatore to values of the appropriate type This is referred to as the 
Conformity Rule 
Example 4.3.1 
Consider the information structure from figure 
contains one tuple t, defined as follows 
t(p) = Oi 
t{q) = Òi 
4 2 The population of fact type ƒ 
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Figure 4.2: Information structure with example population 
As a consequence, an alternative denotation for tuple t is {(ρ, Oi), (q, bj)}. When no 
confusion is likely to occur, t may simply be written as (οι,οι) or (6ι,αι). Ü 
4.3.2 Tree populat ion 
In this section we introduce how tree representations are populated. Our way of populating 
tree representations is analogous with [Col90], [RKS88] and [SS86], where the population 
of a nested relation consists of nested tuples. We describe such tuples in terms of nodes in 
the forest. 
A population PopT of a tree representation Τ assigns to each node m 6 Λί a set of values of 
the population of Base(m). When no confusion is likely to occur we write Pop rather than 
PopT. Let m € Λ/' be a node. Then, a population Pop(m) is a set of tuples, where each 
tuple assigns a unique value to m: 
Vii,t2ePop(m) [ti(m) = ¿2(m) => U = t2] 
This is referred to as the Partitioning Rule for populations (cf. [RKS88]). The value t(m) 
is called the root value of tuple t. 
Note that from now onwards Pop may be used with two different kinds of arguments. For a 
conceptual population (of an information structure) the argument is an object type, while 
for an internal population (of a tree representation) the argument is a node. 
Furthermore, a tuple t 6 Pop(m) assigns to each child η of node m a subset of Pop(n). 
This assignment takes the structure of fact types into account. Let ƒ be a fact type with 
Hook( ƒ) e τη. The extension of ƒ, denoted as Ext( ƒ ), contains all children of node m dealing 
with fact type ƒ. Let Ext(/) = {m,...,nj}. Then, each {h,...,t¡) € í(Ext(/)) should fit in 
the population of the corresponding children: 
Vi<,<¡ [U e Ρορ(η,)] 
This is referred to as the Fitting Rule. In the sequel we will use £(ƒ) as a shorthand for 
i(Ext(/)). 
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The Partitioning Rule and the Fitting Rule establish the basis for the mapping of popula­
tions from the conceptual level to the internal level. 
4.3.3 Transformation of populations 
In this section we consider the translation of a conceptual population (of an information 
structure) into an internal population (of a tree representation). Let 2 be an information 
structure and let Τ be a tree representation of I . From a population of information structure 
J we will generate a population of tree representation T. 
Let m be a node in T. Then, for each instance of the corresponding base a (unique) tuple 
will result in Pop(m): 
Pop(Base(m)) = [t{m) 11 € Pop(m)} 
Next we consider the children of node m. Let ƒ be a fact type with Hook(/) € τη. Fur­
thermore let Ext(/) = {щ, ...,n¡} be the children of node m dealing with fact type ƒ. We 
describe how the internal representation of Pop(/) is obtained. For each tuple t 6 Pop(m) 
the assignment i(ni,...,n/) is defined by: 
(ίι,...,ίί) 6 t(ni,...,m) iff: 
(í(m),íi(n1),...,í((n,)) e Рор(Л 
This concludes the transformation of populations from the conceptual to the internal level. 
Obviously, the resulting population of the tree representation satisfies the Partitioning Rule 
and the Fitting Rule. 
Example 4.3.2 
Let J be the information structure from figure 4-2 and let Τ be the tree representation 
from figure 4-3. We transform the population of I into a population ofT. Following 
our definitions, this population will consist of one nested tuple with root value b\. The 
result of the transformation process is shown in figure 4-4-
Besides root value b\ the nested tuple in figure 4-4 contains a sub-table for the values 
related to 6i ш fact type f, and a sub-table for the values related to bj via fact type g. 
The sub-table corresponding to fact type f contains a single tuple having only a root 
value. The sub-table corresponding to fact type g consists of three tuples containing a 
sub-table for fact type h. О 
Another (more tree-like) view of the nested tuple in figure 4.4 is presented in figure 4.5. It 
is obtained by lifting up root value £>i, incorporating the instances of the associated fact 
types (fields in the nested table). The complete formal definition of this population is given 
in example 4.3.3. 
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Figure 4.3: Maximal grouping around object type В 
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Figure 4.4: Example population in nested table 
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tuple Í7 
Figure 4.5: Tree-like view of example population 
Example 4.3.3 
Consider the population shown in figure 4-5· We formally define this population m 
terms of nodes of the tree representation in figure 4.3. The population of the leaves is 
straightforward: 
For node щ we have: 
Pop(n5) 
Pop(n2) 
Pop(n3) 
Pop(n4) 
= {ii} 
= {i2} 
= {¿3,Í4> 
= {Í5,í6} 
with: 
with: 
with: 
with: 
ίι(τι5) = ei 
t2(n2) = αϊ 
*з("з) = ci 
иЫ) = с2 
¿5(^4) = di 
U(ns) = {ti} 
ί β ( η 4 ) = di 
ібЫ = {ti} 
The population of the root щ consists of tuple Í7, defined by: 
t7(ni) = òi 
t7(n2) = {t2} 
Ь(п3,щ) = {(t3,ts),(U,t5),(U,t6)} 
4.4 Transformation of database operations 
α 
In this section we will introduce operations for conceptual information structures and in­
ternal tree representations. Without losing the generality of our framework for database 
generation, we will focus on update operations. We introduce operations for insertion, 
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deletion and modification of populations. For each operation a general definition is given, 
which is applicable to both the conceptual and the internal level. In order to shortly address 
retrieval operations, a global strategy for transforming queries from the conceptual to the 
internal level is discussed in section 4.4.7. 
Our emphasis on update operations is motivated as follows. As was mentioned in section 
4.1, the evolution of populations during system usage is caused by update operations. This 
has several consequences. For example, checking whether population rules are violated 
should be done when update operations are performed. Furthermore, the set of all possible 
populations (also called the state space) for a given information structure is induced from 
the empty population by applying update operations. This is also important for the use of 
structural induction over the state space. 
4.4.1 Insertion 
Let Γ be a set of tuples (a population) and let ί £ Γ be a tuple. Then, the general definition 
of the insert operation is as follows: 
Insert(r.i) = Γ υ { ί } 
First, we consider the insert operation on the conceptual level. Let ƒ be a fact type of 
our information structure and let Γ = Pop(/). Furthermore, let t be a tuple with domain 
Dom(i). For the insertion of t into Γ we require ί to be well defined: Dom(i) = ƒ. 
Example 4.4.1 
Recall the information structure and population from figure 4.2. The population of 
fact type g = {r,s,t} contains three tuples: Pop(p) = {31,32,Зз}· Suppose we want to 
insert (02,ci,<¿2) mt° P°P(fl)· Then we have to perform lnsert(Pop(3),34), where tuple 
34 is defined as follows: 
9i(r) = b2 
94 (a) = cy 
9*{t) = d2 
The result of this operation is Рор(з) = {31,32,33,34}· О 
Example 4.4.2 
We give a more practical example m terms of the Project Case shown m figure 4.6. The 
insertion from the previous example corresponds to the recording of a new involvement, 
such as: Insert the fact that person 'Smith' is involved in project 'database design' for 
the duration of '2 days per week'. G 
Note that the insertion of a fact instance may violate the Conformity Rule. This violation 
will not occur if tuple t to be inserted uses values of the appropriate type: 
VpeDom(0 [Í(P) e Pop(Base(p))] 
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Figure 4.6: Part of the Project Case information structure 
Next, we discuss the insert operation on the internal level. It is important to note that we 
do not yet consider any relationship with the insert operation on the conceptual level. This 
relationship will be discussed in a later section. 
Let η be a node in a given tree representation and let Γ = Pop(n). For the insertion of 
tuple t into Γ we require this tuple to be well defined: 
Dom(i) = {n}u{Ext(/) | Hook(/) € n) 
where Ext(/) is the set of nodes, containing all children of node n, dealing with fact type 
ƒ-
Example 4.4.3 
Recall the tree representation m figure 4-3 and its population m figure 4-4- Suppose 
we want to insert a tuple, say t, defined as follows: 
t(nx) = 62 
' ( Ό = {<'} where ί'(η2) = αϊ 
£(713,714) = 0 
The insertion is performed by lnsert(Pop(ni),i), resulting m the population shown m 
figure 4-7- О 
Example 4.4.4 
A more practical example is given m terms of the nested table for the Project Case in 
figure 4-8- The insertion from the previous example corresponds to the recording of a 
new budget, such as: Insert the fact that project 'database design' has a budget of 
7000 dollars. D 
Note that the insertion of a tuple t into the population of node η may violate the Partitioning 
Rule. This will not occur if the following condition is satisfied: 
V(<ePop(n) [t'(n) φ t{n)\ 
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Figure 4.7: One row has been inserted 
project budget 
dollars 
involvement 
duration person coworkership 
department 
Figure 4.8: Nested table for the Project Case 
The Fitting Rule may also be violated by the insertion of tuple t into population Pop(n). For 
Ext(/) = {ni, ...,Пк} 6 Dom(í) this violation will not occur if tuple t uses correct instances 
of the corresponding children nodes: 
к 
t(ni,...,nk) С Π Рор(пг) 
4.4.2 Delet ion 
Let Г be a set of tuples (a population) and let ί be a tuple in Γ. Then, the general definition 
of the delete operation is as follows: 
Delete(r,í) = r - { í } 
On the conceptual level this operation is simple. Violation of the Conformity Rule will not 
happen. 
Example 4.4.5 
Suppose we want to delete the inserted tuple from example 4-4-1- Then we have to 
perform Delete(Pop(<?),gA). • 
Next, we consider the Delete operation on the internal level, without considering the trans-
formation process from the conceptual to the internal level. This mapping will be discussed 
in a later section. 
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Example 4.4.6 
Suppose we want to delete the inserted tuple from example 4-4-3- This deletion is 
performed by Delete(Pop(ni),i). D 
Let η be a node with Γ = Pop(n) and let t be a tuple to be deleted. Obviously, the 
operation Delete(r, t) will not violate the Partitioning Rule. However, the Fitting Rule may 
be violated if node η has a father, say Father(n). This violation does not occur if the father 
node does not occupy the tuple to be deleted: 
Vt'ePep(Father(n)) [г £ <'(")] 
4.4.3 Modification 
In this section, we consider the modification of populations. We first introduce the notion 
of a modifier. A modifier (also called modification function) for a tuple t 6 Г is a function 
m with domain Dom(m) Ç Dom(i). For modifier m for tuple t the complementary domain 
is defined by: 
ComDom(m) = Dom(f) — Dom(m) 
Modifiers are used for the definition of modified tuples. Such a tuple is defined by: 
M(i,m) = m U í[ComDom(m)]. If m is a modifier for t, then the modify operation is 
defined as follows: 
Modify(r, i, m) = Г - {í} U {M(t, m)} 
First, we consider the modify operation on the conceptual level. 
Example 4.4.7 
Recall the information structure and population from figure 4-2. Suppose we want to 
modify tuple gi = (bi,Ci,d\) into (6і,Сз,аі). Then we need a modification function 
m defined by Dom(m) = {s} and m(r) = C3. The actual modification is performed by 
Modify(Pop(s),fli,m). G 
Example 4.4.8 
A more practical example is given m terms of the Project Case. The modification from 
the previous example may correspond to the following change: Person 'Blake' being 
involved in project 'system maintenance' for '2 days per week' will from now on work 
'4 days per week'. О 
The modify operation may violate the Conformity Rule. Let m be a modification function 
of tuple t. Then, violation is avoided if m uses values of the appropriate type: 
VpeDomtm) HP) S Pop(Base(p))] 
Next, we consider the modify operation on the internal level. Let t G Ρορ(π) be a tuple 
in the population of node η and let m be a modifier (modification function) of t. The 
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modification of t according to m may violate the Partitioning Rule if η € Dom(m). This 
will not happen if m has the following property: 
Vi'gPop(n) [t'(n) φ m(n)] 
The Fitting Rule may also be violated. For Ext(/) = {ηι,.,.,η^} € Dom(m) this rule will 
not be violated if m uses correct instances of the corresponding children nodes: 
к 
m(m,...,nk) Ç JJPop(n.) 
1=1 
In the above definition of the modify operation, we did not make any choice with respect 
to the implementation of this operation. A straightforward implementation would be as 
follows: 
lv1odify(r,i,m) = lnsert(Delete(r,í),M(í,m)) 
Note that this option uses no intermediate results. As a consequence, this implementation 
strategy will in general be inefficient. Another option is: 
Modify(r, t, m) = Delete(lnsert(r, M(t, m)), t) 
This option is quite dangerous. For example, the situation t = M(t,m) will lead to the 
unwanted deletion of tuple t. 
4.4.4 Transformation of insertion 
In this section we describe the transformation process from conceptual operations into 
internal operations. For each operation on the conceptual level, we give the necessary 
activities in terms of internal operations. The operations we use were introduced in the 
previous sections. 
We first consider the transformation of insertions from the conceptual to the internal level. 
Let ƒ be a fact type. Suppose we want to insert a tuple t into the population of fact type 
ƒ. This insertion is performed by lnsert(Pop(/),i). Let Τ be a tree representation in which 
ƒ is represented internally. We describe how the population of Τ must be changed. This 
will happen in two steps: 
p r o c Transformlnsertion ( ƒ Fact Type; t Tuple): 
InsertAtomicTuples (ƒ, i ) , 
Connect (ƒ, t) 
end 
First the values in t that are new must be inserted. Then they have to be interconnected, 
such that the current population is correctly modified. Both steps will be discussed in more 
detail. 
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1 In the first step, atomic tuples are inserted into the tree population using the internal 
Insert operation An atomic tuple is a tuple having only a root value Such a tuple 
should only be inserted if there is no other tuple with this root value 
for each ρ € ƒ 
do 
let η = Node(p) 
i f V l € P o p ( n ) [ t ( p ) ^ i ( n ) ] 
then lnsert(Pop(7i),i') where 
t'(n) = t(p) 
t'(g) = 0 (for all fact types g with Hook(s) 6 n) 
end 
end 
Example 4.4.9 
Recall the information structure from figure 4 2 and the tree representation from 
figure 4 3 The insertion of (i>2, cj, ¿2) into Ρορ(<?) was discussed m example 4 4 1 
Now we show the necessary actions to be performed on the corresponding tree 
population 
In this first step, we see that there is no tuple m the population of node n\ with root 
value 62 (section 4 3 3) As a consequence, we have to perform lnsert(Pop(ni),i'), 
where atomic tuple t' is defined as follows 
f(ni) = 62 
i'(n2) = 0 
ί ' ( " 3 , η 4 ) = 0 
Π 
2 Next, we consider the second step of the mapping process of lnsert(Pop(/),i) from 
the conceptual to the internal level After the first step, all values in t will occur in 
the corresponding tree population However, they have to be interconnected In the 
second step this interconnection is established using the internal Modify operation 
Let η = Node(Hook(/)) be the upper node involving fact type ƒ and let t' be the tuple 
in Рор(гг) with the correct root value t'{n) = i(Hook(/)) Then, we have to perform 
the operation Modify(Pop(n),i',m), where m is a modification function with domain 
consisting of all children of node π dealing with fact type ƒ (1 e Dom(m) = {Ext(/)}) 
If Ext(/) = {ni, ,n¡}, modification function m is defined as follows 
m(/)=t ' ( / )Ue( / ,0 
where ε(/, t) denotes the existing tuples in Ext(ƒ) with a root value occurring in tuple 
t 
e(/. 0 = {(tu , ti) I ^ к ; [i, € Ρορ(η,) Λ ί,(η,) = i(Anchor(n,))]} 
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Example 4.4.10 
In the second step, the new (atomic) tuple t' from example 4-4-9 is modified by 
Modify(Pop(ni),<', m), with the following modification function m: 
Dom(m) = {(n3,n4)} 
m(n3,n4) = {(t3,t6)} 
where tuples t3 and i6 are defined as m example 4-3-3. The result is shown m 
figure 4-9- This example shows that an update of a fact type on the conceptual 
level may cause updates of several fact types on the internal level. For instance, 
the population of column h m the nested table has been changed, while on the 
conceptual level it was not. D 
nx f 
n2 
9 
n3 7Î4 h 
щ 
Ьі 
f>2 
El = 1 
C2 
C2 
di 
dl 
di 
Ξ 
Ξ 
0 
Cl d2 0 
Figure 4.9: Result of transformation 
As a result of their formal nature, the examples in this section may seem rather artificial. 
Therefore we give a more practical example in terms of the Project Case. 
Example 4.4.11 
This example is similar to examples 4-4-9 and 4-4-W- Suppose we record the fact that 
person 'Smith' is involved m project 'database design' for the duration of '2 days per 
week'. Then what happens on the internal level? 
In the first step, the algorithm detects the absence of project 'database design'. As a 
consequence an atomic tuple with root value 'database design' will be inserted in the 
project column. In the second step, the values 'database design', 'Smith' and '2 days 
per week' are connected with each other. 
Note that the second step properly deals with the nested nature of the internal repre­
sentation, since the resulting tuple with root value 'database design' will also contain 
the department of person 'Smith'. • 
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Next we will shortly discuss the computational complexity of the insert operation. Suppose 
we insert a tuple t into the population of fact type ƒ. We express the complexity of this 
operation in terms of the number of internal updates needed. 
Let C, and C
m
 be the average cost of an internal insertion and modification respectively. In 
the first step, the number of insertions will not exceed the number of predicatore in ƒ, while 
in the second step there is exactly one modification. As a consequence, the complexity of 
the insert operation is given by: 
C(lnsert(Pop(/), i))<|/|*C, + C m 
Note that this is only a global estimation. For instance, in both steps of the transformation 
process some search must be done, in order to determine the precise actions to be performed. 
We will not elaborate on this further. 
4.4.5 Transformation of deletion 
In this section we consider the transformation of deletions from the conceptual to the 
internal level. Let ƒ be a fact type. Suppose we want to delete a tuple t from the population 
of fact type ƒ. This deletion is performed by Delete(Pop(/), <). Let Τ be a tree representation 
in which ƒ is represented internally. We describe how the corresponding tree population 
must be changed. This will (again) happen in two steps: 
proc TransformDeletion (ƒ : Fact Type; t Tuple); 
Disconnect (ƒ, £). 
DeleteAtomicTuples (ƒ, t) 
end 
First the values in tuple t must be disconnected such that the current population is correctly 
modified. Then the unnecessary atomic tuples can be deleted. Both steps will be discussed 
in more detail. 
1. In the first step, values in the tree population are disconnected, according to the tuple 
to be deleted from Pop(f). This disconnection will be established using the internal 
Modify operation. Obviously the disconnection is described by the inverse of the second 
step in the previous section. 
Let η = Node(Hook(/)) be the upper node involving fact type ƒ and let t' be the tuple 
in Pop(n) with the correct root value: t'(n) = i(Hook(/)). Then, we have to perform 
the operation Modify(Pop(n),i',m), where m is a modification function with domain 
Dom(m) = {Ext(/)}. If Ext(/) = {πι,...,ηι}, the modification function m is defined 
as follows: 
m(/) = *'(ƒ)-£(ƒ,*) 
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2 In the second step, the unnecessary tuples will be deleted from the tree population, 
using the internal Delete operation As a consequence, all atomic tuples for which 
there is no reference from the father node will be deleted 
for each ρ € f 
do 
let η = Node(p) 
let t' 6 Pop(n) such that t'(n) = t(p) 
i {
 ^<-6Pop(Father(„)) [*' € t'(n)] and V,ef [n = Node(Hook(S)) => t'(g) = <S) 
then Delete(Pop(7i),<') 
end 
end 
Note that this second step is the inverse of the first step in the previous section 
Next we will shortly discuss the computational complexity of the delete operation This 
will be similar to the insert operation Let Cj and Cm be the avarage cost of an internal 
deletion and modification respectively Then the complexity of the delete operation has the 
following upperbound 
C(De\ete(PoP(f),t))<\f\*Cd + Cm 
4.4.6 Transformation of modification 
In this section we consider the transformation of modifications from the conceptual to the 
internal level Let ƒ be a fact type Suppose we want to modify a tuple ί in the population 
of fact type ƒ, according to modification function m This modification is performed by 
Modify(Pop(/), t, m) Let Τ be a tree representation in which ƒ is represented internally 
The population of Τ must be changed as follows 
p r o c TransformModification ( ƒ Fact Type t , m Tuple) 
TransformDeletion (ƒ ,£) 
Transformlnsertion (ƒ, M (t, m)) 
end 
First the old tuple t is deleted and then the modified tuple M(t, m) is inserted In section 
4 4 3 it was mentioned that this approach will in general be inefficient, since it may cause 
a deletion of atomic tuples, followed by an insertion of the same atomic tuples A more 
efficient approach is obtained by restricting tuple t to the domain of m before it is deleted, 
and by interleaving the execution of TransformDeletion and Transformlnsertion 
This restriction and interleaving of deletion and insertion is done as follows First tuple t 
is partly disconnected (corresponding to Dom(m)) Then the necessary atomic tuples are 
inserted and connected Finally, the unnecessary atomic tuples can be deleted 
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4.4.7 Query transformation 
In this section a general strategy for retrieval operations and their transformation is dis­
cussed We consider the following elementary search action FactSearch for information 
structures 
Let ρ and q be predicatore m the same fact type ƒ Then, for a given value χ € 
Pop(Base(p)) occurring in Pop(ƒ) via predicator p, find the values from Pop(Base(ç)) 
being associated with χ via ρ and q 
This elementary search action is an example of a low-level action, to be used when queries 
on information structures are performed It can be applied during the evaluation of path 
expressions through information structures, occurring in conceptual languages like RIDL 
[DMP84] and LISA-D [HPW93] 
Next we consider the transformation of the above search action for information structures 
into the search action NodeSearch for tree representations of information structures Let 
m be the node containing predicator p, and let η be the node containing predicator q 
Then the search action is from m to η Following the wellformedness conditions for tree 
representations discussed in chapter 3, the following cases are distinguished 
1 If there is an edge (η, m), the search action is directed downwards Then for the unique 
tuple ί € Pop(rn) with root value x, those tuples in Pop(n) that are contained in t are 
yielded 
2 If there is an edge (m, n), the search action is directed upwards Then for the unique 
tuple t 6 Pop(m) with root value x, those tuples in Pop(n) containing t are yielded 
3 If there is a node ζ with (equally labelled) incoming edges (то, z) and (π, ζ), the search 
action occurs between siblings Let t be the unique tuple in Pop(m) with root value χ 
and let Г С Рор(г) be the set of tuples containing t Then those tuples in Pop(n) that 
are contained in Г are yielded 
Obviously a path through an information structure will result in a path through the corre­
sponding tree representation The case distinction given above shows how the latter path 
can be derived 
4.5 Additional transformations 
In this section we consider several additional transformations involved in database design 
We first consider transformation of total role and uniqueness constraints (section 4 5 1) 
Then, in section 4 5 2 CODASYL network models are considered in relation with functional 
dependencies, while section 4 5 3 focusses on design alternatives for objectifications Finally, 
advanced modelling constructs are considered in section 4 5 4, for example powertypes and 
generalization hierarchies from PSM 
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4.5.1 Constraint transformation 
Constraints on the possible populations of an information structure are used for specifying 
integrity rules Obviously, when considering internal representations of an information 
structure, these constraints must be translated (see also section 3 2 5) 
We discuss two kinds of (static) constraints in more detail uniqueness constraints and total 
role constraints These constraints are of vital importance for the conceptual information 
structure, since they are used for identification purposes (section 2 5 1) Furthermore, these 
constraints are important for internal representations, because several basic properties of 
these representations can be derived from them (chapter 3) 
First we consider total role constraints A total role constraint for predicator ρ expresses 
that each instance of Base(p) must occur in at least one instance of Fact(p) For an internal 
representation containing predicator ρ this has the following consequences 
1 If in this representation predicator ρ is the anchor of a non-leaf node, then predicator 
ρ must have a total role constraint In case this predicator is not total, the internal 
representation is illegal, because it may result in loss of information 
2 If in this representation predicator ρ is the hook of a fact type and ρ does not have a 
total role constraint, then the sub-table corresponding to Fact(p) is optional (see also 
section 3 2 5) 
Example 4.5.1 
Recall the tree representation from figure 4 3 Suppose predicator t is not total Then 
there can be instances of fact type h that cannot be represented m this structure Sup­
pose predicator и is not total Then the sub-table corresponding to fact type h is 
optional О 
Next we consider uniqueness constraints The meaning of a uniqueness constraint is ex­
pressed in terms of functional dependencies (see section 2 4 3) As a consequence, presence 
or absence of a uniqueness constraint will not cause an internal representation to be illegal 
However, a special situation occurs if the hook of a fact type is unique Then the sub-table 
corresponding to that fact type is flat rather than nested, ι e it is not a real sub-table but 
a normal non-repeating attribute type This situation occurs in several examples in section 
3 4 and 3 5 
4.5.2 Functional dependencies and CODASYL network models 
In this section the interpretation of object-role tree structures as CODASYL network 
schemata is considered For a full treatment of these schemata, the reader is referred 
to [U1189] or [Dat86] 
Consider the information structure in the left part of figure 4 10 A candidate internal 
representation is given in the right part 
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Figure 4.10: Simple information structure, population and candidate tree representation 
The tree representation in figure 4.10 can be interpreted in terms of CODASYL as follows. 
An edge in the tree corresponds to a link (or set) from a parent (or owner) to a child (or 
member). A link occurrence (or instance) contains one parent occurrence and a list of child 
occurrences. 
Example 4.5.2 
Consider for example the link e defined by {p} —• {Ci7"}· An occurrence of this link 
will consist of one Α-value and a hst of B-values. As is usual гп CODASYL models, 
Α-values (parent occurrences) are used m exactly one occurrence of e and B-values 
(child occurrences) are used in at most one occurence of e. This leads to the situation 
given m figure 1^.11. О 
Θ Tini |П"1 
'im' 
Л2 
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И 
Figure 4.11: Data instances in CODASYL structure 
Obviously, an object-role information structure may contain fact types with uniqueness 
constraints over more than one role. If the associated tree representations have to be 
interpreted as CODASYL structures according to the above principle, the information 
structure has to be prepared. This preparation results in a new information structure, 
where all fact types are functional. For a binary fact type this is illustrated in figure 4.12. 
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Figure 4.12: Obtaining functional fact types 
4.5.3 Design alternatives for objectifications 
This section introduces different kinds of design alternatives for objectified fact types. Let 
ƒ be an objectified fact type: 
3
ге^,Рб9 [Base(p) = ƒ] 
The situation is given in the left part of figure 4.14. We consider several possibilities for 
specifying internal representations of such objectified fact types. A distinction is made be­
tween direct representations (atomic-first and composed-first representations), and indirect 
representations (flattened, partitioning, and redundancy representations). 
Atomic-first representations 
In atomic-first representations, the objectified fact type ƒ is treated by first representing fact 
type ƒ, followed by the objectifications of ƒ (lower in the tree). There are |/ | alternatives 
to obtain an atomic-first representation. In each alternative a predicator χ e ƒ is chosen 
as the root of the representation. In the left part of figure 4.13 an example is shown where 
the root node contains object type B. The associated tree structure was shown in figure 
3.2. 
В f 
A 9 
С 
С 9 
f 
А В 
Figure 4.13: Examples of atomic-first representation and composed-first representation 
Composed-first representations 
In composed-first representations, the objectified fact type ƒ is treated by first representing 
the fact type in which ƒ plays a role, i.e. fact type g, followed by the components of ƒ (lower 
in the tree). A maximum of \g\ — 1 composed-first representations may be obtained. In 
each alternative a predicator χ 6 g — Ή. is chosen as the root of the representation, where Ή 
is the set of objectifications. In the right part of figure 4.13 an example is given where the 
root node contains object type C. Note that composed-first representations do not satisfy 
wellformedness condition Í3 discussed in section 3.2. 
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Figure 4 14 Unnesting results in additional constraint 
Indirect representations 
A representation is called indirect if the information structure is reorganized before apply­
ing the representation mechanism In flattened representations, the objectified fact type ƒ 
is treated by first flattening the objectification, resulting in a derived fact type h containing 
a maximum of |/ | χ \g\ predicatore As a consequence, a maximum of \h\ flattened repre­
sentations can be obtained In each alternative a predicator χ € h is chosen as the root of 
the representation 
Flattened representations may result in optional predicatore when objectifications are not 
total (see figure 4 14) Note that optional predicatore and non-total predicatore are not 
the same An optional predicator allows populations of fact types to contain partial tuples, 
whereae a non-total predicator doee not 
In partitioning representations, the objectified fact type ƒ ie treated by first flattening and 
partitioning the objectification, resulting in a derived fact type h containing a maximum of 
l/l x І5І predicatore, and a derived fact type h' containing ƒ predicatore Partitioning can 
be used to avoid optional predicatore An example of this would be an additional binary 
fact type in the right part of figure 4 14 containing A and В values 
4.5.4 Advanced model l ing constructs 
Object-role modelling techniques have been extended with constructe for modelling com­
plex object structures, such as power typee and generalization hierarchies in PSM (see e g 
[HW93], [Hof93], [HPW92b]) When these advanced constructs have to be implemented us­
ing our mechanism for epecifying internal repreeentations, several etrategiee can be applied 
We coneider two extremee 
On the one hand, the direct representation approach aime at a direct coupling between 
advanced modelling conetructe and the internal repreeentation mechamem On the other 
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hand, the indirect representation approach aims at removing all advanced modelling con­
structs such that 'standard' object-role models remain. The previous section considered 
both approaches for objectified fact types. 
For power types, an example of the direct approach would be to relate a power type to a 
repeating attribute type (sub-table). The indirect approach would be to express a power 
type in terms of more basic modelling constructs. This can for example be done using 
existensional uniqueness constraints (see [HW94]). Consider powertype В in the left part 
of figure 4.15, defined as a set of A—values. This can also be modelled as a binary fact type 
between В and A, where the role played by object type A is existensional unique (see the 
right part of figure 4.15). This constraint requires that no two instances of object type В 
can be associated via ƒ to the same set of instances of object type A. 
Figure 4.15: Removing power type Busing eu-constraint 
For generalization hierarchies, the indirect approach can be applied using optional predicator 
constraints (see section 4.5.3). Consider for example object type A in the left part of figure 
4.16. This object type is a generalization of object types В and C. An alternative way to 
model this situation is given in the right part. Both predicatore in the new fact type are 
optional. For more details we refer to [BZL94]. 
— 0 - Α Κ Ξ ) 
Figure 4.16: Modelling generalization using optional predicatore 
4.6 Summary and outlook 
This chapter considered the transformation of database populations and operations from 
the conceptual to the internal level. Populations and operations were first described on both 
the conceptual and the internal level, without considering the relationship between these 
levels. Then, conceptual populations and operations were mapped to internal populations 
and operations. Basic population rules such as the Fitting Rule and the Partitioning Rule 
were considered, along with their violation for each operation we introduced. 
Θ 
Θ Θ 
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The focus of chapter 5 is the mutation of internal representations into other internal repre-
sentations. Different kinds of mutations will be considered. Then in chapter 6 the attention 
is focussed on the question how these mutations can be used for optimization purposes. 
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Mutations and problem encoding 
dharmo viswasya jagathah prathistah 
Dhaxmo 
5.1 Introduction 
For a given internal representation an alternative representation can be constructed by 
means of mutation A sequence of mutations then describes a path through the internal 
solution space and can be seen as a database design process As an example, operators 
for joining and splitting relations can be used for searching the set of candidate relational 
models (e g for normalization or optimization purposes) Similarly, operators for adding 
and dropping indices can be used for searching through the set of candidate index configu-
rations 
To draw a parallel between our case and the area of query optimization, consider the case 
where so-called join processing trees are used ([IK90]) A join processing tree describes a 
specific join order, together with a join method for each join In order to find the best join 
processing tree, a mutation system {J,ß\,ß2,ßz) is introduced for searching the solution 
space J of candidate join processing trees The search process is based on three mutation 
operators μι = join method choice, μι = join commutativity, дз = join associativity In 
addition to these basic mutation operators, two extra operators left join exchange and right 
join exchange are described These operators are expressed in terms of join commutativity 
and associativity 
In this chapter1 a mutation system (S, Prune, Graft, Promote) is introduced, where 5 is the 
solution space of candidate internal representations for a given conceptual data model (see 
chapter 3) Prune, Graft and Promote are basic mutation operators for elements of S The 
additional operators Addlndex and Droplndex are basic index manipulation operators It 
'This chapter is mainly based on [BW92b], [Bom93] and [Bom94b] 
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will be clear that a mutation system has to be chosen carefully. Mutation operators have 
to be correct in the sense that the result of a mutation is a correct internal representation, 
and complete in the sense that all candidate representations can be produced. 
The chapter is organized as follows. In order to get accustomed to the notion of mutation, 
we restrict ourselves to relational representations and their mutation (joining and splitting) 
in section 5.2. The idea behind interpreting a tree representation Τ = (λί, Ε,ί) as a (flat) 
relational model is to ignore the edges (E) and the labels (£). In section 5.3 the attention 
will be focussed on the complete internal representations (including edges and labels). An 
encoding mechanism for these representations is introduced, so that representations and 
their mutation can be described on a high level of abstraction. In section 5.4 the operators 
Prune, Graft and Promote are introduced, whereas section 5.5 considers additional aspects 
of mutation systems, such as closedness and completeness, distance and crossover. The 
chapter is concluded with a summary and outlook. 
5.2 Relational representations and mutations 
The representation mechanism introduced in chapter 3 allows us to describe (flat) relational 
models in several ways. As an example, in case all hook predicatore are unique there will 
be no repeating groups (see also guidance condition NoNesting in figure 3.5). In this section 
a more general approach to interpreting a tree representation Τ = (λί, E, t) as a relational 
model is discussed. The idea is to ignore the edges (E) and their labels (£). We give an 
inductive definition of the solution space S
r
 of relational representations. The nodes in a 
relational representation are called attribute types here. 
5.2.1 Direct relational representations 
Let J be an information structure. A relational representation for J is a set of relation 
types. A relation type is a set of attribute types, where each attribute type is defined as 
a set of predicators. Following this definition, the information structure of a conceptual 
model corresponds to a relational representation, called the direct relational representation. 
The direct relational representation δ of I is the set of relation types, where each fact type 
ƒ e Τ has a corresponding relation type r € δ, defined by: τ = {{p}|p € ƒ}. 
Example 5.2.1 
Figure 5.1 shows an information structure which will be used as a running example for 
this chapter. The direct relational representation for the running example is given m 
figure 5.2. О 
Populations (instantiations) of information structures are treated analogously. Following 
the mapping-oriented approach for relations (see chapter 2 and 4), the population of the 
direct relational representation is straightforward. 
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Figure 5.1: Running example for this chapter 
ρ M W W {t} {и} {υ} 
Figure 5.2: Direct relational representation for running example 
Let J be an information structure with population Pop and let δ be the corresponding 
direct relational representation. The direct relational population Pop(5) is a population of 
the relation types in δ conforming to the population Pop. More precisely, if ƒ e Τ is a fact 
type and г € Í is the corresponding relation type, each fact instance t S Pop(/) results in 
a similar relation instance t' € Pop(r), defined by: 
Vp€/[i'(W) = '(P)] 
Example 5.2.2 
The example information structure population from figure 5.3 results m the direct re-
lational population shown m figure 5.4- Π 
Figure 5.3: Example population for given information structure 
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{p} {<?} 
α ϊ ¿>i 
W W {*} 
61 ci di 
{4} 
bi 
62 
{«} 
dx 
di 
Figure 5 4 Direct relational population for example information structure population 
5.2.2 Derived relational representations 
The direct relational population shown in figure 5 4 is similar to the original population 
shown in figure 5 3 In order to go beyond this original population, the relational join 
operator (eg [U1189]) is defined in terms of predicatore The resulting operator is called 
the P-join 
Let J be an information structure and let R be a relational representation for J Fur-
thermore, let ri ,r2 € Л be relation types (ΓΙ φ r2) with type related attribute types 
o.\ 6 ΐ"ι,α2 S τι Then the result of joining αϊ and 02, denoted as Join(ñ, 01,02), is a 
relational representation R', defined by 
R' = R-{rur2}u{r} 
where г = Т\ U r 2 — {αϊ, a2} U {ai Ua¡} 
As is usual, joining results in a reduction of the number of relation types This is illustrated 
by the following example 
Example 5.2.3 
The result of joining {q) and {r} zs shown in figure 5 5 (top) The result of joining 
{r} and {u} is shown m the bottom of figure 5 5 • 
{?} {g,r} W {t} {u} {v} 
{p} {<?} M {s} {t} {v} 
Figure 5 5 Relational representations Jom(<5, {g}, {r}) and Join(<5, {г}, {u}) 
The sets {q, r} and {r, u} in figure 5 5 specify the join structure of the relational rep­
resentation under consideration (see also [Lek92]) Next the population of the P-join is 
considered 
Let J be an information structure and let R be a relational design for J Furthermore, let 
Ti,r2 6 R be relation types (ri φ r2) with type related attribute types Hi 6 ΓΙ,ΟΪ € r2 
Then the population of Join(ñ,οι,α2) is defined by the (outer) join (eg [Cod79]) applied 
to the new relation type 
Example 5.2.4 
The population of relational design Join(<5, {g}, {r}) is shown in figure 5 6 D 
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{p} {q,r} {s} {t} 
tti òi Ci di 
{и} 
6l 
{ν} 
di 
d i 
Figure 5.6: Population of Join(<5, {q}, {r}) 
Usually, redundancy and null values are not considered on the conceptual level. The follow­
ing example illustrates how redundancy and null values may be introduced on the internal 
level. 
Example 5.2.5 
The population of representation Join(<5, {r}, {u}) is shown in figure 5.7. This popula­
tion contains null values. The population of representation Jo¡n(<5, {i}, {v}) containing 
redundant information is shown in figure 5.8. • 
Ы {я} 
ai ¿>i | 
{r,u} 
bi 
b2 
{s} 
C\ 
{t} 
di 
{v} 
di 
di 
Figure 5.7: Population of Join(i5, {г}, {u}) containing null values 
{P} Ш І 
αϊ 6i 
w 
bi 
{*} 
Ci. 
Cl 
{и} 
bi 
b2 
{t,v} 
di 
di 
Figure 5.8: Population of Join(<5, {i}, {г;}) containing redundancy 
5.2.3 A relational mutat ion sys tem 
Let X be an information structure and let 6 be the corresponding direct relational repre­
sentation. Then the solution space <S
r
 of candidate relational representations is inductively 
defined as follows: 
Direct representation: δ G <S
r 
Derived representations: R € ST Л З
а ь а 2 е д [ Я ' = Join(Ä, аі,аг)] =*- R' 6 «Sr 
Note that formally the solution space S
r
 is not contained in the solution space S of candidate 
tree representations (S
r
 % S), because elements of S
r
 do not contain edges whereas elements 
of S do. Next we consider the number of joins in relational representations. Let Τ be an 
information structure with fact types Τ. The corresponding direct relational representation 
S consists of \T\ relation types. Consequently the number of fact type joins in 5 is equal to 
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zero, i.e. no fact types have been joined. In the other extreme all fact types are joined in a 
single relation type. In that case the number of fact type joins is equal to |T\ — 1. Relational 
representations consisting of a single relation type are also called universal relation types 
(see e.g. [U1189]). 
This leads us to the following. The solution space ST of candidate relational representations 
for a given information structure 1 with fact types Τ consists of \T\ hyperplanes, where a 
hyperplane v% Ç ST is the subset of <Sr containing the relational representations with i joins 
(0 < г < \?\ - 1). 
Example 5.2.6 
As an example, the information structure from figure 5.1 has a solution space consisting 
of three hyperplanes. In figure 5.9 these planes are shown. In this example, the lowest 
plane only contains the direct relational representation, whtle the highest plane contains 
the candidate universal relation types. G 
1/2 = {Я5.Дб,Я7} 
Ä 7 = | 
Д в = | 
Яв=| 
{Ρ} 
Ы 
Ы 
{q,r,u} {s} {t} {v} | 
{q,r} {u} {s} {t,v} 
{q,u} {r} {s} {t,v} 
V\ = {Äl, Ä2i Дз. Ri] 
4 = {S} 
Я4 = | | M {я,г} U) {t) | IM Ы 
«8=1 {?} {?-«} M M Ы {t\ 
«2=1 M 
ы 
1 {r,u} | {s} m {v\ 
Ді=ІІ{р} (9І I 1 {t,v\ w IM UÌ 
Figure 5.9: Hyperplanes for running example 
Using the above definition of solution space <Sr, the navigation process through Sr is based 
on mutation system Mr = (5 r , Join, Split). Operator Split is defined as the inverse of 
operator Join. Let R G vx Ç ST be a relational representation for information structure Г, 
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where 0 < г < \J-\ — 1. Now for the mutation of R into ал alternative representation R' 
two basic possibilities can be recognized: 
• R' € vx+i : R' is the result of joining two relation types in R. 
• R' £ vx-\ : R' is the result of splitting a relation type in R. 
Example 5.2.7 
In figure 5.10 the possible mutations for the solution space from figure 5.9 are shown. 
This figure also shows how the solution space ST is induced from the direct relational 
representation δ written as RQ here. Ü 
Figure 5.10: Mutations for example solution space 
5.3 Encoding of solution space 
Encoding mechanisms are often used to obtain a suitable problem representation. For 
example, in information retrieval (e.g. [FS91]) an allocation of documents may be encoded 
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as a document vector. If d is the number of documents, a document vector is a sequence 
of integers between 0 to d — 1. As another example, in query optimization (e.g. [BFI91]) a 
join processing tree is encoded by linearizing it into an ordered list of cells containing join 
processing details. 
In this section we present an encoding mechanism for the description of tree represen­
tations by a total function a : V —• V U TZ. This encoding mechanism enables us to 
describe operators for initial generation and further mutation (section 5.4) on a high level 
of abstraction. 
5.3.1 Strategy for encoding tree representations 
The encoding we introduce is based on the concept of anchors (see lemma 3.2.1). All nodes 
being the source of some edge and having an atomic base have a unique anchor. As a result 
all nodes have an anchor, except for root nodes and nodes containing objectifications. This 
leads us to the encoding of a tree representation by anchor function a : V —• V U 1Z, 
defined as follows. 
( Node(p) Ρ Anchor(Node(p)) (Node(p) € П) (Node(p) £ Tl Λ Base(p) € Τ) (Node(p) g 7г Л Base(p) g Τ) 
So for predicator ρ 6 V the function α yields either a node (in case ρ is in a root), or it 
yields predicator ρ (in case ρ is an objectification), or the anchor of the node containing 
predicator ρ (otherwise). In order to simplify the encoding, predicatore will be numbered 
from 1 to \V\ and trees from —1 to — \Щ. 
Example 5.3.1 
In figure 5.11 we see a tree representation for the running example (figure 5.1), using 
predicators 1, ..., 7 and tree -1. The function a assigns e.g. a(l) = 1, a(2) = —1 and 
Q(6) = 5. The entire tree representation is encoded as: 
P-
Q ( P ) : 
1 
1 
2 
-1 
3 
-1 
4 
4 
5 
5 
6 
5 
7 
7 
In examples we use the following shorthand notation: I - I - I 4 5 5 7 
Decoding a function a into a tree representation is done by operator DecodeForest, which 
uses elementary operator DecodeFactType. Starting with the roots of the trees (negative 
positions in the encoding), operator DecodeForest traverses trees downwards using the prop­
erties of Anchor and Hook. Let ρ = Hook(/) be the hook of some fact type ƒ. We first 
consider the question how to find the positions in encoding a for the children of node 
Node(p) dealing with fact type ƒ. This is done by the operator DecodeFactType. For hook 
ρ this operator yields the following classes of children. 
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Figure 5 11 Tree representation with numbers 
extension: The first class contains the nodes in λί containing a predicator q 6 Fact(p) — {p} 
For hook ρ this class is called the extension of Fact(p), denoted as Ext(Fact(p)) Each 
predicator q e Fact(p) — {p} is the anchor of the associated node q = Anchor(Node(ç)) 
As a consequence, in encoding a these nodes are indicated by a(q) = q Λ Base(ç) £ A) 
objectifications: The second class contains those nodes in Λί containing an objectifica-
tion г of Fact(p), indicated in α by a(r) = г Λ Base(r) = Fact(p) 
The traversal downwards in DecodeForest can now be described as follows Let η g Λί be a 
node which is visited during traversal We consider the question how to find the positions 
in encoding α corresponding to the children of node η If η is a root (Vp6n [a(p) < 0]), 
each predicator ρ € η is a hook and can be handled by DecodeFactType If η is not a root 
(Vpe„ [a(p) > 0]) and Base(n) € T, then again each predicator ρ e η is a hook If η is not a 
root and Base(n) ^ T, node η contains a unique predicator ρ = Anchor(n) Each predicator 
q 6 Fact(p) — {p} is the hook of the associated fact type q = Hook(Fact(g)) and can again 
be handled by DecodeFactType 
5.3.2 Generat ion of encoded tree representations 
In this section the generation of encoded tree representations is considered We describe the 
effect of procedure ProcessFactType from section 3 3 1 in terms of the encoding mechanism 
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introduced in the previous section Procedure ProcessFactType is the action to be performed 
in the main loop of procedure GenerateForest (see section 3 3 1) 
The generation process is initialized by a(x) = 0 for all predicatore χ In each iteration 
of procedure GenerateForest, procedure ProcessFactType is called with nodes m and η as 
parameters These parameters were selected by procedure Can Extend Let m = {ρ} be 
a singleton set containing an unused predicator, ι e Fact(p) has not yet been represented 
(a(p) = 0) Furthermore, let q € η be a used predicator (a(q) Φ 0) such that ρ and q are 
type related (ρ ~ q) The processing of Fact(p) by ProcessFactType(m, n) consists of two 
phases which will now be described In the first phase the new hook ρ is installed, where 
either ρ is added to Node(g) or a new root {p} is created 
a(v) = l a{q) n m * n [P)
 \ — |?г| — 1 otherwise 
In the second phase all new anchors are installed and the objectifications of Fact(p) are 
treated This is performed by the assignment a{x) = x, for new anchors χ € Fact(p) — {p} 
and for objectifications χ € V with Base(x) = Fact(p) 
Recall from section 3 3 1 that during the generation process a tree representation will grow 
from an incomplete representation to a complete representation As a consequence \1Z\ = 0 
in the initial stage and \1Z\ < \F\ after termination 
Example 5.3.2 
The tree representation m figure 5 11 (and figure { 3) may be constructed by the 
following sequence of actions ProcessFactType({2}, {2}), ProcessFactType({3}, {2}), 
ProcessFactType({6}, {5}) Note that other sequences may lead to the same result (see 
also the breadth-first and depth-first scenarios mentioned in section 3 5 1) G 
The call ProcessFactType(m, n) where m = {ρ} involves each predicator in Fact(p) and each 
predicator χ with Base(x) = Fact(ç) Let ||Fact(p)|| be the number of objectifications of 
Fact(p) Then the number of integer assignments needed for ProcessFactType({p},n) is as 
follows 
Lemma 5.3.1 NrAss(ProcessFactType({p},n)) = |Fact(p)| + ||Fact(p)|| < \V\ 
5.3.3 Embedding index selection 
Often the population of an internal representation Γ can only be accessed in a primitive 
way, for example sequential access If however a particular node in Τ needs faster access, 
e g direct access, an efficient access path (also called index) can be provided If the number 
of nodes in Τ equals k, there are 2* possible index configurations The problem of index 
selection deals with the question how a suitable index configuration can be found 
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In this section the basic operators Addlndex and Droplndex are embedded within our problem 
encoding These operators can be used for searching through the set of candidate index 
configurations, either interactively or on the basis of index selection algorithms (see e g 
[Mot87]) 
Let α be the encoding of representation Τ Then the candidate index configurations can 
be encoded as follows 
I a(p) (a{p) = 0 or Node(p) is not indexed) Q(p) - \P\ ( Û (P ) < 0 a n d Node(p) is indexed) 
a(p) + \V\ (a{p) > 0 and Node(p) is indexed) 
Recall that predicator ρ is in a root node if a(p) < 0 Consequently, indexed root nodes 
are still encoded by negative numbers The corresponding operator Addlndex(n) where η is 
a node changes the value of a,(x) accordingly (for i G n ) 
n M _i a,{x)-\V\ {-\V\<at(x)<0) 
a
'
[X)
 -\a{(x) + \V\ (0<at(x)<\V\) 
Example 5.3.3 
Consider the tree representation and its encoding from section 5 3 1 Suppose two 
indexes are added by performing Addlndex({l}) and Addlndex({2,3}) The encoding of 
the resulting tree representation is as follows 8-8-8 4 5 5 1 
The operator Droplndex(n) restores the effect of Addlndex(n) It is defined as follows {x € n) 
a{x) =i°l(x) + \V\ a,(x)  \V ( - 2 | 7 > | < а , ( х ) < - | Л ) 
( |7>|<α,(ι)<2|7>|) 
5.3.4 Similarity templates 
Similarities among different solutions for a given problem can be expressed using similarity 
templates (see also [Hol75], [Gol89]) We will define this concept in terms of the encoding 
of tree representations 
A similarity template specifies a set of encoded representations, with similarities at certain 
positions The symbol * is used as don't care symbol A similarity template r then is an 
extension of the anchor function introduced in section 5 3 
τ V—>"Ρυπυ{*} 
Let a be an anchor function and let r be a similarity template Anchor function α matches 
template r if the following condition is satisfied 
VpeP И р ) = * V т(р) = a{p)} 
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Example 5.3.4 
Recall the tree representation from figure 511 The encoding a of this representation 
is given below, along with a similarity template τ 
1 -1 
-ι 4 5 5 7 
1 * -1 4 5 * 7 
Then clearly a matches τ Here τ specifies all tree representations where predicator 2 
is Hook(/), predicator 3 is Hook(p), and predicator 6 is Hook(/i), with the additional 
requirement that predicator 2 must be m a root О 
This section is concluded with two elementary properties Let r be a similarity template 
with d don't care positions We then have the following property 
Lemma 5.3.2 The number of matchings of r is restricted by (2 \V\)d 
Proof: 
Each don't care position can be filled either with a predicator or with a root (see section 
5 3) In both cases the number of possibilities will not exceed \V\ (index selection is 
not considered here, see section 5 3 3) Now the result is easily derived, since there are 
d don't care positions О 
The number of don't care positions will not exceed the number of predicators (d < \V\) 
Using this information and lemma 5 3 2, a rather pessimistic upperbound for the size of the 
internal solution space is as follows 
Lemma 5.3.3 | 5 | < (2 * \V\)\V\ 
5.4 Mutations for tree representations 
In this section we introduce a mutation system M = (<S, Prune, Graft, Promote), where S is 
the internal solution space from chapter 3 and Prune, Graft and Promote are mutation op­
erators for elements of S These operators can be used for searching through S on the basis 
of so-called evolutionary algorithms (automated database design algorithms, see chapter 
6), or for the definition of more advanced transformation operators, such as crossover (see 
section 5 5) 
5.4.1 The Prune mutat ion 
Let Τ = (Λί, Ε, Í) be a tree representation The Prune mutation cuts off a part of a tree 
in Τ in order to create a new tree (within T) It is not exactly a subtree which is cut off, 
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because the new tree (also called cutting) is obtained by node splitting The node splitting 
process is defined in terms of three elementary operators φ, φ and φ 
The cutting is specified by the operator φ, the remainder of the representation is specified by 
the operator φ, and the union of these two is described by the merge operator θ From the 
viewpoint of the cutting operator ψ, a set of properties is isolated from a representation 
From the viewpoint of the remainder operator Φ, a set of properties is removed from a 
representation The starting-point for the Prune mutation is a predicator Predicator ρ is 
a valid application point for pruning, denoted as VahdPrune(T,p), if it is a hook This fact 
type will be completely disconnected from the accomodating node, including descendant 
nodes and edges With respect to objectified fact types we restrict ourselves to internal 
representations with connected objectifications Therefore hook ρ is required to have an 
atomic base Now first an example is given 
Example 5.4.1 
Recall the tree representation Τ from figure 5 11 consisting of a single tree Figure 
5 12 shows this representation after pruning fact type h The resulting representation 
T' = Prune(T, u) consists of two trees with root {q, r} and {u} 
Other applications of the Prune mutation to this representation are Prune(T, q) and 
Prune(T, r) In case cutting-point q is chosen, fact type ƒ will be represented in a 
separate tree In case cutting-point r is chosen, the subtree containing fact type g and 
h will be represented in a separate tree As a consequence, cutting-pomts q and r have 
the same effect Prune(T, q) = Prune(T, τ) • 
The effect of the Prune mutation is easily expressed in terms of the anchor function a for en­
coding tree representations (see section 5 3) Let a be an anchor function for representation 
Γ and let ρ be a hook in Τ Then the effect of Prune(T,p) is expressed by 
a(p) = - \П\ - 1 
Consequently, the number of integer assignments needed for Prune(T, p) is as follows 
Lemma 5.4.1 NrAss(Prune(T,p)) = 1 
The effect of the Prune mutation can also be expressed in terms of the tree representation 
mechanism (nodes, edges, labels), although this is more complicated Let Τ be a tree 
representation and let ρ = Hook(/) be a hook in Τ Furthermore, let π = Node(p) Then, 
the local effect of pruning Τ in ρ is as follows η = η — {ρ} In order to give an exact 
definition of the global effect of pruning Τ in hook p, we base the Prune mutation on the 
operators φ, ψ and © 
Ргипе(Т,р) = ф(Т,р) (Т,р) 
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Figure 5.12: Representation 7" = Prune(T, u) consists of two trees 
First the merge operator is considered. The merge operator © is used for the union of two 
disjoint representations, i.e. having no predicatore in common: (иЛ/Ί) Π (LWJ) = 0. This 
merging is performed by simply uniting the separate components of the representations: 
nodes, edges and labelling. 
Next we describe the remainder operator φ detailed, the cutting operator ψ can be handled 
analogously. Let Τ = (Ai, E, ê) be a representation and let ρ = Hook(/) be a valid cutting 
point with η = Node(p). Let DescNodes(p) and DescEdges(p) be the set of descendant 
nodes and edges respectively: 
DescNodes(p) = {x e λί\χ ->* ζ — η Λ £{(ζ,η)) = ƒ} 
DescEdges(p) = {(χ,у) € Ε\χ 6 DescNodes(p)} 
The remainder of Τ after cutting in predicator ρ is the (incomplete) representation T' = 
φ(Τ,ρ). Let Τ' = (Αί',Ε',ί1). This representation is defined as follows: 
ΛΛ = Af-DescNodes(p)-{n}u( , z .
 u
 !"Γ { p } \ 
^'
 l
 ' I {n—{p}} (otherwise) 
E' = E - DescEdges(p) 
t = £[E'} 
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If point of application ρ is not valid for pruning, or does not even occur in the representation 
at hand, the remainder φ yields the original representation: Τ = φ(Γ,ρ). The cutting φ 
then yields the empty representation ε = (0,г, г). 
This section is concluded with a basic property of the Prune mutation. Let Τ be a tree 
representation. 
Lemma 5.4.2 Pruning a singleton root has no effect: V{p}eTC [T = Prune(T,p)]. 
Proof: 
No node splitting is necessary, since {p} is a root. Consequently, the cutting ψ(Τ,ρ) 
is a representation consisting of a single tree. This tree is the tree from Τ with root 
{p}. The remainder Φ(Τ, p) is a representation consisting of the remaining \TZ\ — 
1 trees. Therefore, merging the cutting and the remainder yields the original tree 
representation. G 
5.4.2 Correctness of the Prune mutation 
In this section the correctness of the Prune mutation is considered. Let Τ = (yV, E, Í) be an 
internal representation for information structure 1 containing predicators V. Furthermore, 
let predicator ρ be the hook of some fact type. We consider the question whether T' = 
Prune(T,p) is still a correct internal representation for J . The wellformedness conditions 
¿i to ¿β for internal representations discussed in section 3.2 are informally summarized in 
figure 5.13. 
condition 
<1 
<2 
<3 
«e 
explanation 
base representation (nodes): 
predicators in the same node are type related 
predicators in the same node belong to different fact types 
fact representation (edges): 
edges are labelled by fact types to reflect the information structure 
fact types are located around a single parent 
predicators involved in an edge occur in the label of some associated edge 
completeness: 
each predicator is involved in some edge 
Figure 5.13: Wellformedness conditions for tree representations 
First the correctness of the remainder operator Φ is considered: 
Lemma 5.4.3 Pruning does not kill: Forest(T,I) =*• Vpe7> [Forest^(T,p),J)] 
Proof: 
If predicator ρ is not a valid point for pruning, then Τ = Φ(Τ,ρ) and the lemma is 
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obvious. If ρ is a hook in T, then Τ' = Φ(Τ,ρ) is the remainder of Τ after disconnecting 
Fact(p) including descendants. If Node(p) = {p} then {p} is a root. In that case the 
lemma is also obvious, since no node splitting is necessary, and T' contains all trees 
from Τ except for the tree with root {p} (see also lemma 5.4.2). 
However, if Node(p) φ {ρ} then fact type Fact(p) is disconnected by splitting η = 
Node(p) i n n - {p} and {p}, where Τ contains node n— {p}. In order to guarantee 
Forest(T",I) the wellformedness conditions ii to ¿5 from figure 5.13 are checked as 
follows. 
First the nodes in T' are considered. Since no predicators are added to existing nodes 
and representation Τ satisfies conditions ii and <2> it can be concluded that represen­
tation T' also satisfies ii and t2. 
Next the edges in T' are considered. We have to consider conditions i3, U and i5 for (a) 
the single edge e, in T' with source m, and (b) the edges e¿ in T' having destination 
m. For condition i3 combined with case (a) observe that ρ £ £(e3) and therefore 
m Π é(e,) φ 0. For condition ί3 combined with case (b) observe that ρ £ £(e¡¡) and 
therefore m Π і(е^) φ 0· 
For condition Í4 it is sufficient to note that T' contains all edges from T, except the 
edges in DescEdges(p). Condition i5 is satisfied for the same reasons as condition <3. 
D 
The cutting operator ψ has a similar property, which can be treated analogously: 
Lemma 5.4.4 After pruning the cutting is alive: Forest(T, X) => Vp6T> [Forest(^(T,p),I)] 
Next the correctness of merging is considered: 
Lemma 5.4.5 Forest(Tb 1) Λ Forest(T2,I) => Forest(Ti @T2,1) 
Proof: 
Merging of two representations 7\ = (Λ/Ί,-Еь^і) and Ti = (Л/^-Ег.^г) results in a 
new representation 7Ί φ T2 by uniting the nodes, edges and labels. Representations 7\ 
and T2 are assumed disjoint: (υΛ/Ί) П (иЛЛг) = 0- Therefore representation Т
г
 Т2 
contains exactly the nodes, edges and labels from Λ/Ί, λί2, Εχ, E2, ¿ι and l2. From 
this the lemma can be derived. • 
The correctness of the entire Prune mutation is a property of main interest: 
Theorem 5.4.1 CompleteForest(T,I) =^ VpeT> [CompleteForest(Prune(T,p),I)] 
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Proof: 
From the previous lemmas it is now clear that pruning is at least partially correct: if 
CompleteForest(r, J ) then Vp6P [Forest(Prune(T,p),X)]. So it is sufficient to show that 
Prune(T,p) also satisfies condition i6 expressing completeness (see figure 5.13). 
Is each predicator from I involved in some edge in Prune(T, p)? The answer is yes. 
Let remainder Φ(Τ, ρ) and cutting ψ{Τ,ρ) contain predicators Vy and "Ρψ respectively. 
Then Vy Π V^ = 0 and V = <ц U ^, where each predicator in Vy occurs in some 
edge in Φ(Τ,ρ) and each predicator in V$ occurs in some edge in ψ(Τ,ρ). О 
5.4.3 The Graft mutat ion 
The intention of the Graft mutation is to describe an inversion of the Prune mutation. Let 
Τ be a tree representation including predicatore ρ and q, where predicator ρ is the hook 
of Fact(p) and has an atomic base. Predicator q is a valid application point for grafting 
predicator p, denoted as ValidGraft(T,p, q), if ρ and q are type related and q does not belong 
to a descendant node of p: 
ρ = Hook(Fact(p)) Λ Base(p) € Α Λ ρ ~ q Λ Node(g) £ DescNodes(p) 
Predicator q is not allowed to belong to a descendant node of p, as this would result 
in a cyclic representation rather than a tree representation. If ValidGraft(T,p, q) then 
T' = Graft(T,p,q) is the representation that has ψ{Τ,ρ) grafted into Node(g), by adding 
predicator ρ to Node(g). Additionally it is assumed from now onwards that Node(p) = {p} 
is a root. If this is not the case, mutation Prune(T, p) can be used to achieve this. 
The effect of the Graft mutation is expressed in terms of the anchor function a as follows. 
Let a be an anchor function for representation Τ and let g be a valid application point for 
grafting predicator p. Then the effect of Graft(T, p, q) is expressed by: 
a(p) := a(q) 
So the number of integer assignments needed for Graft(T,p, q) equals the number of assign­
ments needed for Prune(T.p): 
Lemma 5.4.6 NrAss(Graft(T,p,q)) = 1 
Example 5.4.2 
Recall the tree representation Τ from figure 5.11. Suppose node {2,3} is split by mu­
tation Prune(T, 2). Now mutation Graft(T, 2,7) adds predicator 2 to node {7}. As a 
consequence, m the new representation fact type f is represented below fact type h. In 
the encoding this mutation is simply expressed by a(2) := 7. Q 
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The effect of the Graft mutation applied to representation Τ = (N,E,£) is expressed in 
terms of nodes, edges and labels as follows Let representation T' = Graft(T, p, q) be the 
result of grafting hook ρ onto m = Node(<7), and let η = Node(p) Suppose T' = (Я', Ε',ί') 
Then the new set of nodes Af' is defined as follows 
JV' = λί-{τη,η}υ{τηοη} 
These nodes are connected by all edges from T, with the modification of the (incoming and 
outgoing) edges for m into (incoming and outgoing) edges for mil η Furthermore, each 
edge (i,n) e E is replaced by (x,mUn) The inherited edges keep their labels from T, 
while the modified edges are labelled according to their origin in Τ 
5.4.4 Correctness of t h e Graft mutat ion 
The correctness of the Graft mutation is a property of main interest Let Τ = (Λ', E, i) be 
an internal representation for information structure 1 containing predicatore V Then the 
following property holds 
Theorem 5.4.2 The Graft mutation yields correct representations 
CompleteForest(T,I) =ï Vp4eT,Va|idGraft(rp,) [CompleteForest(Graft(T,p,9),I)] 
The proof of this property is analogous with the proof of lemma 5 4 3 (pruning does not 
kill) and is omitted here 
A basic property of the Prune — Graft mutations is that pruning restores grafting (see also 
figure 5 14) 
Lemma 5.4.7 Vp4evv3udGr3h(TP4) [T = Prune(Graft(T p, q) p)] 
Proof: 
Let p,q € V be predicatore s t q is a valid application point for grafting predicator 
ρ Then in representation T' = Graft(T,p, q) predicator ρ has been added to Node(g) 
Now we have ValidPrune(T',p) According to the definition of the Prune mutation, in 
representation T" = Prune(7",p) predicator ρ is removed from Node(<j) Consequently 
T = T" Π 
Graft(r,p,g) 
Γ „ Γ' 
Ршпе(Г',р) 
Figure 5 14 Pruning restores grafting 
Similarly, grafting restores pruning 
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Lemma 5.4.8 Vp6^ ValidPrune(T,p) ,eNode(P) - {p} [T = Graft(Prune(T, p), p, q)] 
This section is concluded with the property that mutations Prune and Graft are each others 
inverse 
Theorem 5.4.3 З
м е Р
 [T = Graft(T,p,g)] <i=> 3
r e P [T = Prune(T', r)] 
Proof: 
This theorem expresses that (=>) if the Graft mutation has modified a representation Τ 
into T', it is always possible to restore the original situation using the Prune mutation, 
and (-^) vice versa For part (=>) choose r = ρ and apply lemma 5 4 7 
For part (·*=) consider the following Let г be a valid application point for pruning If 
Node(r) = {r} then pruning has no effect (lemma 5 4 2) Consequently Τ = Τ' Now 
choose ρ = q = г to obtain the theorem If Node(r) φ {г} then choose ρ = τ and 
q e Node(r) — {r} and apply lemma 5 4 8 to obtain the theorem G 
5.4.5 The Promote mutat ion 
The next mutation operator generates a variation of a tree representation by promot­
ing an anchor predicator to a hook predicator Let ρ be the anchor of Node(p) and let 
q be the hook of Fact(p) Then anchor ρ can become the hook of Fact(p) by swapping 
edge (Node(p), Node(q)) to (Node(g), Node(p)) This is the local effect of the Promote mu­
tation (see also figure 5 15) 
Promote(T,p) 
Figure 5 15 Local effect of promotion anchor ρ becomes hook 
However, the shape of the tree must be changed in a consistent manner Therefore all 
edges with ƒ = Fact(p) have to be redirected their target node was originally Node(g), 
but will be Node(p) after promotion So T' = Promote(T, p) is a tree representation with 
the same set of nodes, only some edges redirected, and all labels unaffected In order to 
restrict the affected edges to those with label ƒ, we require Node(<?) to be a root node Now 
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a predicator ρ in representation Τ is a valid application point for promotion, denoted as 
ValidPromote(T,p), if: 
3„e/v[p = Anchor(n)] Λ Node(Hook(Fact(p))) € TZ 
The effect of the Promote mutation is expressed in terms of the anchor function a as follows. 
Let ρ be an anchor in representation Τ and let a be an anchor function for T. Furthermore, 
let q = Hook(Fact(p)) be a predicator in Fact(p). The effect of promotion Promote(T', p) 
then is expressed by: 
, , _ ƒ q if χ e Node(g) 
° W : - \
 Q ( ? ) ifxeNode(p) 
As a consequence, the number of integer assignments needed for Promote^, p) equals: 
Lemma 5.4.9 NrAss(Promote(T,p)) = |Node(p)| + |Node(Hook(Fact(p)))| < \V\ 
Example 5.4.3 
Consider predicator s m the left part of figure 5.16. The result of Promote(T, s) is 
given in the right part. • 
Let Γ = (Λ/', Ε, ί) be a tree representation and let ρ be an anchor to be promoted. What 
would happen if Node(Hook(Fact(p))) is not a root node? Then the edges to be redirected 
are more difficult to determine. Suppose Promote' is a promotion operator allowing anchor 
ρ to be in any node. Now in T' = Promote'(T, p) predicator ρ is in general not promoted a 
single level upwards, it has to be promoted upto the root of its tree. Otherwise T' would 
be an incorrect representation. 
In order to determine the edges to be redirected, consider the edges E'(p) on the path from 
node η = Node(p) to the root of the tree: 
S'(P) = {(*.»} 6 £ | N o d e ( p ) - · * } 
In Promote'(T,p) the edges in E'{p) are replaced by their reversal: {(y,x) \ (x,y) € E'(p)}. 
Furthermore, the edges labelled with the same fact type as the edges in E'{p) should be 
redirected. Let F(p) be the set containing these fact types, defined as: 
F[p) = {fer\3.ee(P)[t{e) = f\} 
Then the edges in {e € E — E'(p)\£(e) € F(p)} should be replaced by the following edges: 
{(У,х) \3{у,:)е.Е,М£Е'(р),хФуШУ,г)) € F{p)]} 
The definition of Promote(T, p) in terms of the representation mechanism from chapter 3 
(nodes, edges, labels) has in fact been given above by Promote'(T, p), because the Promote 
mutation is a special (elementary) case of the Promote' mutation. For the Promote mutation 
there is just one edge in E'(p). 
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Promote(T, s) 
Figure 5 16 Promoting predicator s to become hook 
5.4.6 Correctness of the Promote mutat ion 
In this section the correctness of the Promote mutation is considered Let Τ = (Λ/', Ε, ί) 
be an internal representation for information structure Τ containing predicatore V Fur­
thermore, let ρ be a predicator s t ValidPromote(T, p) We consider the question whether 
T' = Promote(T, p) is still a correct internal representation for X The wellformedness con­
ditions ij to ¿β for internal representations are summarized in figure 5 13 The full definition 
of these conditions is found in chapter 3 
Theorem 5.4.4 Promotion is correct 
CompleteForest(T,I) => V p e P V a h d P r o m o t e ( r p ) [CompleteForest(Promote(T,p), J ) ] 
Proof: 
Let Τ = (λί, Ε, ί) be a correct tree representation for information structure I and let 
predicator ρ be a valid application point for promotion Let 7" = Promote(T, p) be the 
result after promotion Then T" satisfies wellformedness conditions t\ and t^, because 
promotion does not affect the nodes 
Next the edges are considered (conditions ¿з, t4 and <5) The set E'(p) contains a single 
edge (Node(p), Node(Hook(Fact(p)))) This edge is reversed and consequently the 
resulting edge satisfies condition Í3 (note that Node(p) as well as Node(Hook(Fact(p))) 
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have an atomic base). The set F(p) contains a single fact type: Fact(p). So all edges e 
with ¿(e) = Fact(p) are redirected. Their source node remains the same, but their target 
node is changed. Their target node was Node(Hook(Fact(p))) in T, and will be Node(p) 
in X". Consequently the redirected edges also satisfy t3, since ¿(e) U Node(p) φ 0. 
For condition i4 it is sufficient to observe that in T' all edges e with label ¿(e) = Fact(p) 
have the same target node: Node(p). Condition t$ expresses that all predicatore in-
volved in an edge must occur in the label of that edge, or in the label of an associated 
edge. Consequently the predicators involved in the edge in T' that has been reversed 
satisfies ¿5, but what about the redirected edges (i.e. the other edges with label Fact(p))? 
Let (m, Node(Hook(Fact(p)))) be such an edge in Τ and let (m, Node(p)) be the result­
ing edge in T' after redirection. Then the predicators in target node Node(p) satisfy 
i5, as this is also the target node of the reversed edge. Furthermore the predicators in 
source node m also satisfy t¡, because the labels of the incoming and outgoing edges 
of node χ did not change. 
Finally condition i6 is considered (completeness). This condition requires that each 
predicator must occur in some edge. Consequently this condition is also satisfied, since 
all nodes from Τ will again be source or target of some edge in T' (particularly the 
nodes m, Node(p) and Node(Hook(Fact(p)))). ü 
This section is concluded with the property that the Promote mutation describes its own 
inverse. 
Theorem 5.4.5 T' = Promote(T,p) =• 3qíV [T = Promote(T', <?)] 
Proof: 
This theorem expresses that in case the Promote mutation has modified a represen-
tation Τ resulting in T", it is always possible to restore the original situation using 
the same mutation operator. Let T' = Promote(T, p). Now choose q = Hook(Fact(p)) 
in the original representation T. In T' predicator q is a valid application point for 
promotion, and Promote(T',q) results in Т. О 
5.5 Additional considerations on mutations 
In this section several additional aspects of mutations are discussed. We first address prop­
erties of mutation systems, such as closedness and completeness (5.5.1). Then the attention 
is focussed on the notion of distance between internal representations (5.5.2), and recursive 
nested tables are introduced (5.5.3). Finally the notion of crossover is addressed (5.5.4). 
The aim of crossover is to combine two internal representations into a single representation 
containing a part of both original representations. 
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5.5.1 Propert ies of mutat ion systems 
An тг-агу mutation system M = (S,μι, ...,μ
η
) over a given solution space S consists of 
S along with a collection of mutation operators μι,...,μ
η
 over S. Mutation system M 
over solution space S is called closed if application of mutation operators always produces a 
representation within S. As an example, in the previous section it was shown that mutation 
system M = (S, Prune, Graft, Promote) is closed. 
Let M = (S,ßi,...,ßn) be a mutation system. A mutation path T0,...,Tk of length к in M 
is a sequence of elements of S, such that T, can be mutated into T,+i (for 1 < i < к — 1). 
Mutation system M is called complete if it has the following property: 
VIiV6s [There exists a mutation path from ι to y in M] 
Let M
r
 = (5
r
, Join, Split) be the mutation system for relational representations introduced 
in section 5.2. This mutation system has the following property: 
Theorem 5.5.1 Mutation system ΛΊ
Γ
 is complete. 
The completeness of MT is a direct consequence of ST being inductively defined using 
mutation Join, combined with the fact that mutation Split is defined as the inverse of 
mutation Join. For tree representations a similar property holds: 
Theorem 5.5.2 Mutation system M = (S, Prune, Graft, Promote) is complete. 
Proof: 
Let i , y 6 5 be internal representations. We construct a mutation path from χ to y in 
three phases. 
The pruning phase: First the trees in χ are broken down as much as possible using 
the Prune mutation. Let T' be the resulting representation. The promoting phase: 
Now the trees in T' are inspected and all predicatore being a hook in y but not in T' 
are promoted. The grafting phase: Finally, new trees are constructed according to the 
structure of y. • 
Note that the completeness considered in theorem 5.5.2 assumes the representation mech­
anism introduced in chapter 3. For other representation mechanisms, other mutation op­
erators may be necessary. 
5.5.2 Distance between internal representations 
Equivalence between data models is an important topic in data modelling (see e.g. [Kob86b], 
[AS84], [JNS83] and [Bor78]). However, even if data models are equivalent in some sense, 
they often are quite different in another sense. So it is desirable to have a mechanism for 
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expressing the degree of inequality between (equivalent) data models. In this section, such 
a degree of inequality is introduced in the context of the internal solution space 5. It is 
called the distance between internal representations. 
First the anchor distance is introduced. This distance is based on the encoding a for tree 
representations and is similar to the well-known Hamming distance (see e.g. [Ham80]). Let 
x, y £ S be tree representations and let a
x
 and ay be their encoding. Then the anchor 
distance D i s t a l , α„) is defined as the number of predicatore having a different encoding. 
More concretely, if P(a
x
,ay) = {p e V\ ax(p) φ аа(р)} then D i s t a l , a y) = \P(ax,ay)\. 
Example 5.5.1 
Let a be an anchor function for tree representation Τ containing predicators p, q, r 
ands, s.t. ValidPrune(T,p), ValidGraft(T, q,r) on¿Val¡dPromote(T, s). Furthermore, let 
aPrunei QPromotei QGraft be the anchor functions resulting from Prune(T, p), Graft(T, q, r), 
Promote(T, s) respectively. Following lemma 5.4-1, 5.4-6 and 5-4-9 there are the fol-
lowing anchor distances: 
DlSta(Q,Qp r u n e ) = 1 
Dista(a,QGraft) = 1 
Dista(a, aPromote) = |Node(p)| + |Node(Hook(Fact(p)))| 
a 
Next the mutation distance is introduced. Let M = (S, μι,..., ßn) be a mutation system over 
solution space S, and let χ and у be elements of S. Then the mutation distance Dist
m
(i, y) 
is defined as the length of the shortest mutation path in M from χ to y. This is equal to the 
minimal number of steps needed to mutate χ into y, using the mutation operators μι,..., μ
η
. 
Example 5.5.2 
Let M
r
 = (S
r
, Join, Split) be the mutation system for relational representations intro­
duced m section 5.2. For the running example the mutation distance between elements 
of S
r
 is easily determined from figure 5.10. For instance: 
Dist
m
№,n!) = 0 
Distm(Äi,Ä3) = l 
Distm(Ä5 lfle)=2 
D¡s t m (ñ b f i 7 )=3 
D 
Depending on the mutation operators the mutation distance may be symmetric, but this 
is not necessarily the case. Mutation system Mr clearly has the following property: 
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Lemma 5.5.1 The mutation distance in MT is symmetric. 
The above lemma is a direct consequence of the fact that mutation Split is defined as the 
inverse of mutation Join. For tree representations a similar property holds: 
Lemma 5.5.2 The mutation distance in M = {S, Prune, Graft, Promote) is symmetric. 
Proof: 
Mutations Prune and Graft are each others inverse (theorem 5.4.3) and mutation 
Promote describes its own inverse (theorem 5.4.5) О 
5.5.3 Construct ing recursive nested tables via mutat ion 
Although the nested tables discussed so far provide a powerful mechanism for implementing 
database structures, they do not allow recursion. In this section we describe how the 
representation mechanism from chapter 3 is related to the notion of recursive nested tables. 
This notion is based on the following observations. In a nested table (or nested relation) 
an attribute may be a table itself ([Col90], [RKS88], [SS86]). The interpretation of a tree 
representation as a nested table is based on tree traversal from the root downwards (see 
section 3.2.5). As a consequence, a special situation occurs if a node belongs to its own 
descendants. Then there is a cycle. Note that cyclic representations are not within the 
internal solution space <S, since elements of S are required to consist of trees (see chapter 
3). 
We first consider the construction of such cycles in a given representation Τ = (Λί,Ε,ί), 
and then give an example. Let ρ e m ç J\f be a hook and let q 6 η € λί be a type related 
predicator, such that η e DescNodes(p). Then q is not a valid application point for grafting 
predicator p. Suppose Graft' is a graft mutation accepting g a s a valid application point for 
grafting predicator T. Now mutation Graft'(T, p, q) forces ρ to be moved downwards within 
its own descendants. So the resulting representation contains a cycle. 
Example 5.5.3 
Recall the tree representation Τ from figure 5.11 ¡or the running information structure 
(figure 5.1). Let T' = Prune(T, 3) be the representation with root nodes {2} and {3}. 
Mutation Graft'(T',3,7) results in a cycle from node {3,7} to node {5,6}, and then 
again to node {3,7}. Figure 5.17 shows the corresponding nested tables with recursion 
level 0 and recursion level 1 (the recursion level is the number of extra traversais 
through the cycle). • 
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Figure 5.17: Nested tables with recursion level 0 and 1 
5.5.4 The Crossover operator 
In this section the Crossover operator is addressed. The aim of crossover is to combine 
two internal representations into a single representation containing a part of both original 
representations. This can be done by exchanging subtrees between internal representations. 
Let Ті,Тг be tree representations and let Pi,P2 be predicators in ΧΊ,Τ2 respectively. Fur­
thermore let D\ = U DescNodes(pi) be the set of predicators occurring in descendants of p\ 
in T\ and let D 2 be defined analogously for p2. Now predicators p\ and p2 are valid applica­
tion points for crossover, denoted as ValidCrossover(Ti,pi,72,p2) if the following property 
holds: 
Pi = Hook(Fact(pi)) Л p2 = Hook(Fact(p2)) Л pi ~ p2 Л D\ = D2 
We first express the Crossover operator in terms of encoded tree representations. Let αϊ, 
α2 be anchor functions for representations T\, T2 respectively, and let pi,p2 be predicators 
s.t. ValidCrossover(T1,pi,T2,p2). Then crossover based on Pi,p2 results in two new anchor 
functions a\ and a2, defined as follows: 
Q/ ιχ\ = ƒ а2Іх) if ι € A U {p2} 
^ ' | αι(ι) otherwise 
a'(x) = l Ûl(x) l f i e Z , l U W 2
 I оч{х) otherwise 
In order to define the Crossover operator in terms of the tree representation mechanism, a 
generalization of the Graft mutation is used. The simple case where Node(pi) = {pi} can 
be expressed in using the merge operator from section 5.4.1: 
Crossover(Tbpi, Г2,р2) = $(Тирі)®тр{Т2,Р2) 
Note that if 7\ = T2 this is similar to the Prune mutation (see section 5.4.1). More complex 
cases where Node(pi) φ {pi} are treated as follows. The original mutation Graft(T,pi,p2) 
grafts ip{T,pi) into Node(p2). Now let GraftCross(Tbpi,T2,p2) be the graft operator that 
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grafts ψ{Τϊ,ρ·ί) into Node(pi) in representation 7\ Then the Crossover operator is defined 
by 
Crossover(Ti,pi,7,2,p2) = GraftCross (Φ(ΤΊ,ρι),<7, Γ2,ρ2) where q € Node(pi) — {pi} 
It may however be hard to find valid application points for crossover, as the requirement 
defined above is quite restrictive (particularly Di = Z)2) To solve this problem the re-
quirement Val id Crossover can be relaxed Then, in case violation of wellformedness occurs, 
either repairment (patching) or legalization (penalization) should be performed (see e g 
[Gol89], [Dav91], [Mic92]) We will not elaborate this further in this thesis 
5.6 Summary and outlook 
In this chapter a mutation system (<S, Prune, Graft, Promote) was introduced It was shown 
that the mutation operators Prune, Graft and Promote are correct in the sense that the result 
of a mutation is a correct internal representation, and complete in the sense that all internal 
representations in S can be produced An encoding mechanism a for these representations 
was introduced, so that the representations and their mutation can be described on a high 
level of abstraction The embedding of index selection in the encoding mechanism was 
considered 
The mutation system (<S, Prune, Graft, Promote) enables us to navigate through the internal 
solution space S Different kinds of navigation aiming at optimization will be considered 
in chapter 6 A prototype optimizer will be introduced in chapter 7 
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Chapter 6 
Database optimization by evolution 
от tat sat sri narayana tu 
puTTishottama guru to 
Sarva Dbarma 
6.1 Introduction 
Conceptual data models are intended to specify what kind of data must be handled by 
an information system ([Gri82]) These models do not consider implementation oriented 
aspects, such as time/space utilization As a result, a typical problem to be addressed 
during the database implementation process is database optimization, dealing with the 
question what internal representation is the 'best' for a particular application environment 
Each application environment has a corresponding optimal internal representation (or more 
than one) which is attuned to the requirements of that environment The requirements can 
for example be as follows many updates (not to be postponed) for 5000 hospital patients, 
relatively few updates (some of them may be postponed, others not) for 600 hospital co­
workers, and no updates for 50 surgeons Summarizing one and the same conceptual data 
model can have different optimal internal representations, depending on the requirements 
of the application environment, and database optimization is concerned with finding that 
optimal representation 
The aim of this chapter1 is to identify basic objectives for database optimization, and to 
set up a framework in which these objectives can be treated This framework is based on 
evolution of internal representations, using the mutation systems from the previous chapter 
Optimization of response time and storage space will gain extra attention 
This chapter is organized as follows First database optimization drivers and constraints are 
considered (section б 2) Then database profiles are considered in section 6 3 These profiles 
'This chapter is mainly based on [Bom94d], [BLW94a] and [BLW94b] 
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can be used for computing the expected response time and the expected storage space 
requirements for a given internal representation Section 6 4 describes such a cost model 
Finally, in section 6 5 a general framework for (evolutionary) optimization is discussed, 
which can be used for different drivers and constraints The chapter is concluded with a 
summary and outlook 
6.2 Basic database optimization drivers 
In this section basic database optimization drivers are considered Special emphasis is given 
to optimization of response time and storage space 
6.2.1 Framework for database optimization 
Database optimization may be driven by different objectives, such as structural properties, 
integrity constraints or time/space cost functions For a given objective, there may be 
a constraint expressed in terms of another objective Such a constraint then is used to 
explicitly exclude certain representations from the optimization process As an example, 
when optimizing the response time of a CD-ROM database application, there exists a strict 
storage capacity threshold The table in figure 6 1 presents further examples of database 
optimization drivers under different constraints These examples will be shortly addressed 
below More details will be discussed in the next sections 
approach 
O N F [LNâ8| 
INDP CTL93] 
LRSI [Ami85] 
INSEL [Млг Э] 
C D ROM [CF89J 
R E A L T ЮіавЗ] 
M MDB [De Э4І 
o p t i m i z a t i o n driver 
s t r u c t u r e 
X 
integr i ty 
X 
•enaitivity 
X 
t ime 
χ 
X 
X 
X 
space 
X 
X 
X 
cons t ra in t 
s t r u c t u r e 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
integr i ty 
X 
X 
sensit ivi ty t ime 
X 
•pace 
X 
X 
X 
Figure 6 1 Examples of database optimization drivers and constraints 
All examples considered here are constrained by structure, since it must be guaranteed that 
the result of the optimization process is a correct internal representation for the conceptual 
model under consideration 
The first line of the table in figure 6 1 contains the Optimal Normal Form (ONF [LN88], 
[LN87]), where the number of tables is minimized under the condition that the represen­
tation is at least in 5th normal form So, for ONF the optimization process is driven by 
a structural property (number of trees or tables), while it is constrained by integrity con­
straints from the conceptual model The ONF requirement and the question whether par­
ticular algorithms indeed produce representations in ONF is examined in detail in [NH89], 
[Rit94a] and [Rit94b] 
Next, inclusion dependencies (INDPs) are considered Minimization of inclusion dependen­
cies is a typical case of integrity-driven optimization (e g [CTL93], [CTFB89]) The number 
of inclusion dependencies cannot be reduced to zero, as this would introduce anomalies in 
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the form of e.g. redundancy. So optimization here is driven by as well as constrained by 
integrity. 
Other important objectives are response time and storage space. Different approaches can 
be identified, such as time optimization without space threshold (e.g. [Ami85]) and time 
optimization with space threshold (e.g. CD-ROM [CF89]). In index selection (INSEL) 
response time is optimized, under the condition that no storage space is unnecessarily 
wasted ([Mar83]). Algorithms for index selection may also consider a storage capacity 
threshold (see e.g. [Mot87]). 
Time optimization with a strict time threshold occurs in the design of databases used in 
real-time systems. Problems with the choice of data(base) structures for real time databases 
are addressed in e.g. [Gla83] and [Pre92]. The problem of space optimization with a space 
threshold occurs for example during the design of data structures for (parts of) databases 
residing in main memory (see e.g. [De 84]). 
The aim of an optimization driver is usually described in terms of a fitness function 
Fitnessu/ : S —• ÌR, where S is some solution space of candidate representations and 3? 
is the set of real numbers. The function Fitness is controlled by the parameters in Uf. The 
database optimization problem is now formulated as follows. Find χ € S with: 
Fitnessy/(x) = max ÍF¡tnessu/(¡/) \y € SJ 
U/ contains parameters used for e.g. constraint specification. In this context, the term 
'constraint' refers to constraints that exclude certain representations from the optimization 
process. These constraints may be related to the integrity constraints occurring in the 
conceptual data model, but this is not necessarily true. The storage capacity threshold 
in CD-ROM database applications is an example of a constraint which is not related to 
integrity constraints from the conceptual model. 
6.2.2 Structure-driven optimization 
In structure-dnven optimization the fitness function only depends on the internal represen-
tation at hand. It does not consider integrity constraints occurring in the conceptual data 
model, nor does it consider information about database usage (e.g. expected query pat-
terns). First an example is given where the fitness function is not parameterized (U/ = z). 
Example 6.2.1 
The optimization process may be driven by the height of the trees in internal repre-
sentations: Fitness(T) = Height(T). An optimizer driven by this fitness function will 
search for representations consisting of trees with maximum height. О 
Other possibilities are Breadth(T) and NrTrees(T). An objective threshold К can be used 
here by specifying fitness parameters üj = {К, ƒ} where 1 < К < \F\ and function 
ƒ . 5R —• SR specifies how representations exceeding К are treated. 
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Example 6.2.2 
Consider the fitness function from the previous example. Suppose this function is used 
with parameters U/ = {К, ƒ}, where function ƒ is defined by f(x) = 0 for all χ € SR: 
сч
 m ƒ 0 (if Height(T) > К) 
Fitness^ ƒj (Τ) = J
 H e ¡ g h t ( T ) ( o t h e r w i s e ) 
Ля optimizer driven by this fitness function will search for representations with maxi­
mum attainable height not exceeding К. О 
However, structure-driven optimization is usually constrained by other properties. These 
properties may be related to the integrity constraints С in the conceptual data model, or to 
the time/space utilization of the representation under consideration. The following example 
is based on U/ = {C}. 
Example 6.2.3 
Let Anomaly be a boolean operator, checking whether particular anomalies occur in 
representation Τ (e.g. update anomalies). Then, minimization of the number of trees 
under the condition that there are no anomalies can be based on the following fitness 
function: 
0 (if Anomaly(T.C)) ƒ i  Anomaly( 
F , t n e S S { C } ( T ) = l N 7 T i k m (otherwise) 
D 
The fitness function described in example 6.2.3 typically describes the fitness of candidate 
representations in cases where normalization is combined with structure-driven optimiza­
tion. A well-known example is the so-called Optimal Normal Form (ONF). According to 
[LN88] a relational representation is in ONF if it is at least in 5th Normal Form and the 
number of relations is minimal. Further details about ONF are found in [NH89], [Rit94a] 
and [Rit94b]. 
6.2.3 Integrity-driven optimization 
Integrity constraints may become objective of optimization by counting the number of 
anomalies or dependencies (of a particular kind) in a representation. Here the fitness 
parameters U¡ = {С} are directly used for evaluating the fitness function, rather than for 
constraining it (see example 6.2.3). 
Example 6.2.4 
Assume an objective NrDep that expresses the number of dependencies of a particular 
kind. Then the fitness function may be as follows: 
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Note that the fitness function in the above example is used for undesirable dependencies, 
since their number is minimized. Also it is possible to use a fitness function which is driven 
as well as constrained by integrity constraints. 
Example 6.2.5 
Assume an objective NrDep and a boolean operator Anomaly checking whether par-
ticular anomalies occur (e.g. update anomalies). Then, minimization of the number 
of dependencies under the condition that there are no anomalies can be based on the 
following fitness function: 
/rrn f 0 ( i f Anomaly(T,C)) 
Fitness/ -:}(T) = { W 1 } - \ MTDi^j (otherwise) 
This approach is applied in e.g. [CTL93] and [CTFB89], where the number of inclusion 
dependencies is minimized. The motivation for minimizing the number of inclusion depen-
dencies between trees (or tables) is that these dependencies complicate update transactions. 
The fitness functions considered above provide a global framework for optimization driven 
by integrity constraints. Usually, different classes of dependencies are considered, and 
within each class there may be different kinds of update overhead. 
6.2.4 Sensitivity-driven optimization 
An internal representation is sensitive to changes in the conceptual schema, if minor changes 
of the conceptual schema result in major changes of the internal representation. So sensi-
tivity is an undesirable property and may therefore be objective in database optimization. 
This is applied in [Ami85]. 
6.2.5 Time/space-driven scalar optimization 
In time/space optimization there are two objectives: response time and storage space. 
Several problems are related to these objectives. As an example, it is well-known that 
the properties of Time and Space express conflicting, rather than cooperative objectives. 
This results in the so-called time/space trade-off. Another problem is the fact that Time 
and Space are noncommmensurable. So it is not possible to compare these objectives 
directly: bytes cannot be compared to seconds. This complicates the question how to find 
an appropriate internal representation. 
One way of treating optimization problems with more than one objective is scalanzation, 
also called weighting of several objectives. Other approaches will be discussed in the next 
sections. 
In scalarization ([VG81]) the objectives for optimization are combined in a single fitness 
function. So for time/space optimization this leads to the following: 
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Fitness(T) = /(Time(T),Space(r)) 
Example 6.2.6 
A typical approach to specify a scalar function is to compute a weighted sum Let 
k\,ki > 0 be weight coefficients {к\,кг £ IS/) The fitness function then is defined as 
follows 
'
t n e S S
^ ' ~ AT! χ Time(T) + k2 x Space(T) 
An alternative for the weighted sum from example 6 2 6 is to multiply Time and Space 
Then the coefficients ki and k2 lose their importance For the weighted sum we consider 
the choice of k\ and k<i in more detail 
On the one hand the coefficients k\ and k2 can be related to each other (eg ki = β, 
ki = 1 — β with β € [0,1]) On the other hand (if unrelated) these coefficients can be used 
to compute the cost of an internal representation If k\ = 7t is the unit cost of (response) 
time and k2 = 7S is the unit cost of the storage media to be used, then the total cost is 
defined by 7( χ Time(T) + 7S χ Space(T) The parameters considered so far are presented 
in the table in figure 6 2 
parameter 
ß 
7ί 
7» 
explanation 
weight coefficient for time optimization 
unit cost of response time 
unit cost of storage media 
Figure 6 2 Parameters for scalanzation 
Combination of all parameters leads to the following general fitness function 
Fitness(T) = 
β χ 7, χ Time(T) + (1 - β) χ ъ * Space(T) 
Finally the definition of scalar optimahty is given Let Τ be a representation in solution 
space S Representation Τ is called a scalar optimum in S under weight coefficient β, 
denoted as ScalarOpt(T, ß,S), if there are no representations with a higher fitness 
V r e 5 [Fitness(T) < Fitness(T')] 
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6.2.6 Time/space optimality 
In this section we consider optimality with respect to response time and storage space. Let 
Τ be a representation in solution space S. Representation Τ is called a selfish time optimum 
in S, denoted as SelfishT¡meOpt(T, S), if there are no representations with a better response 
time: 
V r e 5 [Time(T) < Тіте(Г)] 
Selfish space optimality is defined in a similar way. Representation Τ is called a selfless 
time optimum in S, if there are no representations with equal space but better time: 
V r e 5 [Space(T) = Space(T') =Φ Time(T) < Time(T')] 
This is denoted as SelflessTimeOpt(T, S). Again, selfless space optimality is defined in a sim­
ilar way. The general fitness function for scalar optimization from section 6.2.5 guarantees 
selfless time/space optimality: 
Lemma 6.2.1 ^ о д ) [ScalarOpt(T, 0,S) => SelflessTime0pt(T,5) Λ SelflessSpaceOpt(T,S)] 
Proof: 
By contradiction. Suppose representation Γ is a scalar optimum which is not selfless 
time optimal. Then there is a 7" with equal space but better time. So Fitness(T') > 
Fitness(T) since weight coefficient 0 Φ 0. Consequently Τ is not a scalar optimum 
(contradiction). In the same way it is shown that representation Τ is selfless space 
optimal. • 
It is easily seen that scalar optimality under 0 s (0,1) does not guarantee selfish time/space 
optimality. Let representation Τ be a scalar optimum in solution space S. Then there may 
be other representations with better time, since в φ 1. Then Τ is not selfish time optimal. 
For the same reason Τ is not guaranteed to be selfish space optimal (0 φ 0). 
6.2.7 Time/space-driven vector optimization 
In vector optimization the optimization process is driven by more than one objective, with­
out combining these criteria in a single fitness function. Then two representations 7\ and 
T2 with properties T i m e ^ ) , Space(7\), T¡me(T2) and Space(T2) can only be compared by 
comparing their properties directly. This is done using a variety of binary relations. 
Let Т\,Тг be internal representations. Then representation Ti is called better than repre­
sentation Ti, denoted as T2 < T\, if there is improvement on both criteria: 
multiple improvement: Тіте(Гг) < Time(7\) Λ Spaced) < Space(Ti) 
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Example 6.2.7 
Let χ be an internal representation with average response time T
x
 and storage space 
requirements S
x
. Suppose another representation y is obtained (eg. by means of mu­
tation) with response time Ty < Tx and storage space Sy < Sx The situation is shown 
in figure 6 3 In this case representation y is better than representation x: y < χ • 
Time 
Tx 
Ту 
Tz 
Л I I I I i 1 I I 
Sy Sz Sx SP' 
Figure 6 3 Representations with different time/space properties 
Binary relation < is irreflexive and transitive It is neither symmetric nor antisymmetric 
The definition of the reflexive counterpart (7\ < T2) is analogous So in figure 6 3 y' < χ 
(and of course у < χ) Representation T2 is called an alternative for representation 7\, 
denoted as T2 <> 7\, if there is improvement on at least one criterion 
single improvement: Time(T2) < Time(Ti) V Space(T2) < Space(Ti) 
Example 6.2.8 
Consider representation y in figure 6 3 Suppose another representation ζ is obtained 
with response time Tz < Ty and storage space Sz > Sy In this case representation ζ 
is an alternative for representation y ζ О y Furthermore y <> ζ and ζ < χ ü 
Relation <> is irreflexive Following the above definitions we get T2 < 7\ =*· T2 <> T\ 
Note that in figure 6 3 representation z' is also an alternative for representation у A 
preference for mutation у —> ζ or у —* ζ' will depend on the requirements of the particular 
application environment This will be considered in a more general context in section 6 2 8 
The fact that representations 7\ and T2 have equal response time as well as storage space is 
denoted as 7\ = T2, rather than 7\ = T2 Relation = is reflexive, symmetric and transitive 
Here we have T2 Ξ 7\ => T2 ¿І T\, expressing that equality excludes multiple improvement 
(which is obvious) The same holds for single improvement 
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Next we consider domination, a frequently used notion in multi-objective optimization 
([Par96], [VG81]). Representation T2 is said to dominate representation 7\, denoted as 
T2 -< Ti, if T2 < 7\ and T2 <> Tx. 
Example 6.2.9 
In figure 6.3 we have y -< χ and ζ -< χ, but also у' Ч χ. ü 
The condition for domination can be rewritten as T2 -< 7\ -«· T2 < T\ Λ T2 φ 7\. Following 
[Par96] and [VG81] we now define the set of nondominated representations. This set is 
called the Pareto Optimal set of representations PO(5) Ç 5, after V. Pareto: 
PO(5) = { T € 5 h 3 r e 5 [ T ' 4 T ] } 
Why is the set PO of interest for time/space optimization? The reason is that in time/space 
optimization, the optimum is always in PO. This holds for different time/space optimization 
approaches. Two basic possibilities will be discussed in the next section: using preferences 
or thresholds. 
This section is concluded with the property that scalar optimality guarantees Pareto opti-
mality: 
Lemma 6.2.2 V ( 0 , i ) [ScalarOpt(T,/?,S) =• Τ € PO(5)] 
Proof: 
By contradiction. Suppose representation Τ is a scalar optimum which is not in PO. 
Then there is a representation T' £ S such that Γ' -< T. This means that (a) T' <T 
and (b) T' <>T. 
According to (b) we have Time(T') < Time(T) or Space(T') < Space(T). If however 
Time(T') < Time(T) then it follows from (a) that Space(T') = Space(T). This leads 
to Fitness(T') > Fitness(T) since β φ 0. But this is not possible because Γ is a scalar 
optimum. For the same reason Space(T') < Space(T) is not possible (β φ 1). As a 
result, Τ e PO. α 
6.2.8 Preferences and thresholds in time/space optimization 
In this section preferences and thresholds in optimizing response time and storage space 
are considered. In multi-objective optimization with time preference a representation Τ is 
optimal, if selfish time optimality is guaranteed: 
SelfishTime0pt(T,5) Λ SelflessSpace0pt(T,5) 
Here first aim is optimization of response time. In the upper left corner of figure 6.4 
optimization with time preference is illustrated. There is a selfish time optimum, whereas 
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selfish space optimahty can not be guaranteed 
optimization under space preference 
Similarly the lower left corner illustrates 
SelflessTimeOpt(T, S) Λ SelfishSpaceOpt(T, S) 
Multi-objective optimization with time preference is applied in e g [Ami85] An internal 
representation is called optimal ([Ami85]), if (1st preference) update time is minimal, (2nd 
preference) retrieval time is minimal, (3rd preference) storage space is minimal, and (4th 
preference) the representation is insensitive as much as possible to changes in the underlying 
conceptual data model2 
Time 
Time 
selfless 
space 
minimum 
¡ 
; 
selfish 
J·* nine 
ι minimum 
Space 
selfish 
minimum 
1' selfless 
. _ > t - - _ _
 t | m e 
minimum 
Space 
Time 
Time 
selfless 
space 
minimum 
• spdce 
- - f< • 
threshold 
selfless 
- lime 
minimum 
Space 
space 
minimum 
' time 
r
 J selfless 
time 
\ minimum 
Space 
Figure 6 4 Selfish optimization (preference, left) and selfless optimization (threshold, right) 
Another example comes from the area of index selection (e g [Mot87], [Mar83]) In most 
cases algorithms for index selection perform multi-objective optimization with time pref­
erence Here retrieval time is improved by adding efficient access paths, which will cost 
extra storage space and may lead to worse update behaviour An index configuration with 
optimal time is to be determined (selfish time optimahty), such that no storage space is 
unnecessarily wasted (selfless space optimahty) There may be a threshold with respect to 
storage space Then access paths are added as long as storage space is below the threshold 
Optimization with thresholds is discussed in more detail below 
The following lemma expresses that time preference optimahty guarentees Pareto optimal­
l y 
This explains why the approach is designated URSI in the table in figure 6 1 
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Lemma 6.2.3 TimePref0pt(T,5) = > Γ ε PO(5) 
Proof: 
By contradiction Suppose Τ £ PO Then there is a T' € 5 such that (a) T' <T and 
(b) Τ' Ο Τ First we consider (a) This leads to Time(T') = Time(T), since time 
preference optimality guarantees selfish time optimality (by definition) 
Next we consider (b) T' <> Τ means Time(T') < Time(T) or Space(T') < Space(T) 
According to (a), time improvement is not possible So Space(T') < Space(T) But 
this is not possible, since Time(T') = Time(T) by (a) and Τ is selfless space optimal by 
definition of TimePrefOpt This leads to a contradiction As a consequence Τ e P O 
D 
A similar property holds for space preference optimality In (single-objective) time opti­
mization with constrained space a representation Τ is optimal for space threshold К if the 
following property holds 
Space(T) < К Л V
r e 5 [Space(T') < К =*· Time(T) < Time(T')] 
This is denoted as SpaceConstrTimeOpt(T, K, S) Here an important requirement is the 
space maximum К In multi-objective optimization with space threshold К a representation 
Τ is optimal, if it has the following property 
SpaceConstrTimeOpt(T, K,S) Λ SelflessSpaceOpt(T, S) 
This definition is illustrated in the upper right corner of figure 6 4 Optimization with a 
time threshold is illustrated in the lower right corner In both cases there is selfless time 
optimality and selfless space optimality The optima in multi-objective optimization with 
thresholds are also Pareto optimal 
Lemma 6.2.4 SpaceConstrTimeOpt(T, K, S) Λ SelflessSpaceOpt(T, S) =Φ· Τ e PO(«S) 
Proof: 
By contradiction Suppose Τ $ P O Then there is a T' € S such that (a) Τ' < Τ 
and (b) T' <> Τ First we consider (a) This leads to Space(T') < К and thus 
Time(T) < Time(T') by definition of space constrained time optimality Another 
application of (a) now results in Time(T) = Time(T') 
Therefore, since Г is selfless time optimal Space(T) < Space(T') This is in contradic­
tion with (b) since Time(T) = Time(T') As a consequence Τ e PO D 
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Space constrained time optimization occurs for example in the design and optimization of 
CD-ROM database applications, where the storage space capacity is restricted. Basic file 
organizations and access methods for CD-ROM are discussed in [CF89]. The fact that the 
storage capacity of a CD is huge but still limited is further addressed in [KBD89], where 
emphasis is given to compression and encryption techniques. 
The definitions given in this section lead to the matrix in figure 6.5. This matrix should 
be read as follows. When there is a threshold on one of the objectives, optimal internal 
representations are selfless time and selfless space optimal (upper left corner). The same 
holds for time/space scalar optimization. When there is a preference for one objective over 
the other, optimal representations are selfish optimal with respect to the objective with 
preference, and selfless optimal for the other objective. 
selfless space optimal selfìsh space optimal 
selfless 
time 
optimal 
selfish 
time 
optimal 
space threshold 
time threshold 
scalar 
time preference 
space preference 
Utopia 
Figure 6.5: Selfless/selfish time/space optimality 
The situation where selfish time optimality is combined with selfish space optimality rarely 
occurs. This is called a Utopian situation ([YL76], [VG81]). This situation is characterized 
by ^Ті,т2еРО P~ì = T2} which means that even single improvement is impossible. 
6.3 Characterization of application environment 
In order to characterize the environment in which the database under development will 
operate, several kinds of database profiles can be used. We consider access profiles, data 
profiles and device profiles. These profiles will be discussed below and will be illustrated 
for the information structure shown in figure 6.6. 
6.3.1 Access profiles 
In this section access profiles are considered. An access profile contains information about 
the user requests to be performed, including retrieval as well as update requests. The 
intention of an access profile is to specify the frequency of different (classes of) requests. 
This frequency may be absolute or relative. In some cases it is more convenient to interpret 
the values in an access profile as the probability or priority of the requests. 
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Figure 6 6 Example information structure for access and data profiles 
We describe two kinds of access profiles path profiles and affinity profiles A path profile 
specifies paths through an information structure, along with their frequency Each path is 
defined in terms of predicatore from the information structure A path profile (Paths, Freq) 
consists of a set of paths and a frequency function Freq Paths —• IN Two predicators ρ 
and q occurring as a sequence in a path should be type related or belong to the same fact 
type 
ρ ~ q V Fact(p) = Fact(q) 
Example 6.3.1 
Figure 6 7 shows a path profile, specifying paths through the information structure 
from figure 6 6 along with their relative frequency Note that the latter two paths in 
this profile are overlapping and that the highest priority is given to joining fact types 
f3 and /6 D 
Relative frequency 
1 
5 
4 
Path through information structure 
Р з , Р 4 , Р ю , Р і і 
P6,P7,Pl2,Pi3 
Рі,Р2,Р5,Рб,Р8,Р9 
Figure 6 7 Example path profile for given information structure 
Path profiles can be further generalized by specifying additional properties of the paths 
under consideration For example, the kind of access (retrieval or update) of the paths under 
consideration can be added Other examples are maximum response time and cnticahty of 
paths Cnticahty here can be interpreted as the seventy of the effect when the system fails 
to respond in time More details about cnticahty are found in [Mus93] 
A similar approach is used in [NCWD84] and [LZ93], where an access profile consists of 
transactions (instead of paths) and attributes (instead of predicators) More details about 
paths through information structures are found in [HPVV93] and [DMP84] 
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Next we consider affinity profiles. An affinity profile is a ρ χ ρ matrix R with ρ = \V\, 
where R{i,j) gives the affinity between predicatorp, and predicatorpj. The affinity between 
predicators p, and p ; can be interpreted as the frequency of path traversal from p, to py 
Then the matrix R can be computed as follows: 
ß<Paths,Freq)(M')= Σ ^eq(P) 
sequence p,[P, occurs in PePaths 
An alternative way of computing an affinity profile can be based on so-called atomic oper­
ations. Atomic operations are used in e.g. [Ris91], though this approach does not compute 
affinity profiles. 
6.3.2 D a t a profiles 
In this section data profiles are considered. A data profile contains a quantification of the 
database contents. The first property to quantify is the size of the database contents. A 
size profile (Nrlnst, LabelSize) consists of the following functions: 
Nrlnst : C>-+№ 
LabelSize : £ ^ I N 
The function Nrlnst specifies the expected number of instances for each object type, while 
LabelSize specifies the expected size of the labels of a given type. 
Example 6.3.2 
Figure 6.8 shows an example function Nrlnst, specifying the relative number of instances 
for each object type m the running example (figure 6.6). G 
Object type: 
Relative nr. of instances: 
А В С D h f2 h h h h 
3 2 2 1 1 2 3 1 2 1 
Figure 6.8: Example data profile for running example 
Besides the size of the database contents, a data profile may specify several other properties. 
The following quantitative descriptors can be distinguished ([MCS88]): 
1. descriptors of central tendency such as mode, mean and median. 
2. descriptors of dispersion such as range (maximum and minimum), variance and stan­
dard deviation. 
3. descriptors of size such as the number of instances (cardinality) and the number of 
distinct values. 
4. descriptors of frequency distribution such as normality, uniformity, and value intervals 
and counts. 
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6.3.3 Device profiles 
In this section device profiles are considered A device profile is a characterization of the 
platform the database will run on This includes properties of software as well as hardware 
Typical software parameters are related to the target DBMS As an example, a device 
profile may specify the kinds of indices (access paths) the DBMS supports and the query 
optimization strategies that are applied Typical hardware parameters are related to storage 
media, e g seek time, rotational delay and block transfer time Another hardware parameter 
is the storage capacity, though this capacity may also be restricted by the software used 
The approach in [Mot87] uses access profiles in combination with device profiles The device 
profile here specifies the total number of disk blocks available for the database, the size of 
a block, the cost of a block, average access time and cost of access 
6.3.4 Techniques for database profile acquisition 
In this section the question how to obtain profiles is addressed Profiles may be obtained 
during information system analysis and during information system maintenance These 
possibilities are described below 
During information system analysis the system and its environment are described, for exam-
ple using (conceptual) data models and (conceptual) process or transaction models Profiles 
may be obtained here by characterizing user requests in an access profile and database con-
tents in a data profile If there is a coupling between data models and process or transaction 
models, the access profile can be defined based on this coupling Then the retrieval and 
update behaviour for particular parts of the data model should be analysed and quantified 
according to the associated process model Further details about the coupling between data 
models and process models for information systems may be found in e g [HPR93], [HV91], 
[Hof93] and [Ram94] 
During system maintenance, profiles can be computed from a log-book describing the user 
requests that have been performed in a specific time interval Besides an access profile, 
these requests can also be used to estimate an average data profile (particularly the update 
requests) A more direct way to obtain a data profile is to examine the database contents 
at particular points in a given time interval 
In [\Ios90] a data profile is extracted from an operational database for the purpose of 
estimating the size of query results in the context of query optimization In [MCS88] data 
profiles are considered and corresponding manipulation operators are described, such as 
BuildProfile, UpdateProfile and EstimateProfile 
In [Mus93] profiles are considered for the purpose of software-reliability engineering A 
step by step method for developing profiles is discussed, and different kinds of profiles 
are defined, such as customer profiles, user profiles, system-mode profiles and functional 
profiles The use of these profiles for other purposes is considered, including performance 
engineering 
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Finally there is the possibility of a library of predefined profiles for different types of ap­
plications in different environments, e g personnel information systems in an environment 
with many updates for particular parts of the personnel conceptual data model Another 
example of applications in a specific environment is a database for image processing (see 
e g [WLN87]) Note that the use of predefined profiles are more or less related to bench­
marking In [Gra91] several benchmarks are considered, including a portable benchmark 
for relational database systems 
6.3.5 Identity database profiles 
When judging the quality of candidate internal representations, database profiles are used 
to characterize the target environment of the database under development In this section 
we introduce so-called identity profiles These profiles may be used when only a global 
comparison between candidate representations is required, or when it is not possible to 
define non-identity profiles 
First identity access profiles are considered Let ρ = \V\ and let (R, U) be an access profile 
consisting of a ρ χ ρ retrieval matrix R and a ρ vector U Entry R(i,j) specifies the affinity 
between predicator pt and predicator p_,, and entry U(i) specifies the frequency of update 
operations on predicator p, Profile (R, U) is an identity access profile, if it has the following 
properties 
1 Unconnected predicatore have no affinity 
Vp,,e-P [ρ φ q V Fact(p) φ Fact(ç) <^> R(p, q) = 0] 
2 All connected predicatore have the same affinity 
V PIPÍ« I«6P[#( Í>I .P2) Φ 0Л R(q
u
q2) φ 0 =*• Д(р ь р 2 ) = Λ(?ι,?2)] 
3 All predicators have the same update pattern 
4P4&>Mp) = U(q)] 
Next identity data profiles are considered Let D be a data profile, defined as а к vector 
with к = \0\ where D(i) specifies the number of instances in the population of object type 
o, € О Profile D is called an identity data profile if it has the following properties 
1 All atomic object types have the same number of instances 
V
aiaizA{D(a1) = D(a2)} 
2 All fact types have the same number of instances 
л л
Ы О ( Л ) = £ Ш 
So identity profiles assume uniformity Consequently these profiles don't characterize the 
actual access patterns and database contents For more details about the implications of 
assuming uniformity in database profiles, the reader is referred to [Chr84] 
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6.4 Computation of objectives for optimization 
In this section the computation of expected storage requirements and expected average 
response time is discussed. First some general considerations are given. 
6.4.1 Approach to objective computation 
As was mentioned in the previous section, values in profiles may be absolute or relative. 
In our case, relative values will suffice since we are mainly interested in comparing internal 
representations. We therefore express storage requirements in terms of abstract space units 
(s.u.), and average response time in terms of abstract time units (t.u.). It is stressed here 
that the evolution mechanism for searching through the solution space of internal represen­
tations (section 6.5) is independent of the underlying cost model for those representations. 
As a consequence, different cost models may be embedded in this framework. The cost 
model we describe is based on the following definitions: 
1. I is a (defoliated) flattened information structure, consisting of n-ary fact types. 
2. D = (Nrlnst, LabelSize) is a data profile, specifying the number of instances of object 
types in I , along with the expected size of label instances. 
3. A is an access profile, specifying the expected pattern of retrieval and update requests 
to be performed on J . 
4. Τ is an internal representation of Ζ consisting of nodes Λ/", where I Ç M is the set of 
nodes accessible by index. 
6.4.2 Storage space requirements 
A data profile D can be used to estimate the expected storage requirements SpaceD(T) for 
a given internal representation: 
SpaceD(T) = ^ DataSpace(n, D) + J ^ lndexSpace(n, D) 
ηζΤΖ nÇl 
where 72. and I contain all root nodes and indexed nodes, respectively. For a given entity 
type χ the expected size (LabelSize) of the identifying labels is denoted as Size(x). Then 
the space needed for an index on node η is restricted by the number of instances in the 
population of that node: 
lndexSpace(n, D) = |Pop(Base(n))| χ Size(Base(n)) 
where Base(n) is the common pater familias in node n. Next we consider the computation 
of DataSpace(n, D). Let η be a node with incoming edges labelled by /i,..., ƒ* (see figure 
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Figure 6.9: Generai structure of tree 
6.9). If к = 0, then node η is a leaf node. For к > 0 fact type ƒ, is represented using the 
nodes τη,ι, ••-,τη,ι
ί
 being children of node n. So lt = |/,| — 1. 
Now the expected storage requirements for node η is recursively defined by: 
DataSpace(n, D) = |Pop(Base(7i))| χ !<><* S¡ze(Base(n)) + Σ |Ρορ(/,)| χ DataSpace(m,JTD) 
In this formula |Pop(Base(n))| is the maximum number of tuples in node n. Each tuple t 
has exactly one root value in η and at most |Pop(/,)| sub-tuples in child m t J, nested within 
t (1 < г < к, 1 < j < ¿,). The size of the root value (say of type x) is given by Size(i). 
6.4.3 Average response t ime 
Next we discuss the processing of access profiles. We use access profile A = (R, U) consisting 
of a ρ χ ρ matrix R, for the expected pattern of retrieval requests, and a p-vector U, for 
the expected pattern of update requests (p = \V\). Entry U
x
 gives the expected number of 
updates for predicator p, per time unit (e.g. per day). Entry ñy gives the expected number 
of accesses to be performed from predicator p, into predicator pr Then, the average response 
time of representation Τ based on profiles D and A is defined as: 
Time0i i4(T) = Σ с ч x Rrj + Σ d, χ f/, 
where c t ; is the cost for an access from Node(pt) into Node(pj), and d, is the cost for updating 
Node(p
v
). 
For the computation of ctJ and d, several approaches can be used. Usually a detailed 
estimation is given in terms of memory blocks, pages, number of I/O operations, buffer 
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size, etc. Here a global cost estimation in terms of nodes of the internal representation will 
suffice. Let ξ be the average time needed for processing a single storage unit (e.g. a byte). 
Furthermore, let S(y) be a shorthand for Size(Base(py)) χ |Pop(Base(py))|. Then, the cost 
c,; for access from Node(p,) into Node(pj) is defined by: 
ί ξ χ S(i) (Node(P;) e I) 
lJ
 \ξχ S{i) χ S(j) (otherwise) 
Next we consider the cost d
x
 for updating predicator p,. In the absence of an index on 
Node(pt), the maximum number of changes will be equal to the number of instances in 
Base(p,). An index on Node(pt) will double this, as a result of index maintenance: 
ί ξ χ 5(¿) (Node(p,) * I) 
' \ 2 χ ξ χ S(i) (otherwise) 
6.5 Evolutionary algorithms for database optimiza­
tion 
In this section a framework for evolutionary database optimization is introduced. The 
framework is based on the mutation operators from the previous chapter. 
6.5.1 Searching t h e internal solution space by evolution 
A conceptual data model has a large number of candidate internal representations. This 
number is exponential in the number of fact types contained in the conceptual model (see 
chapter 3). As a consequence, the enumeration of all candidate internal representations 
is far from attractive. Therefore a flexible mechanism for navigating through the internal 
solution space is introduced. This mechanism is embedded in a general framework for 
evolutionary algorithms. 
The intention of evolutionary algorithms for internal representations is to enable a database 
designer to generate different internal representations for a given conceptual data model, 
and to manipulate these (preliminary) representations, i.e. to modify them and to make 
them evolve into more desirable designs. The situation is illustrated in figure 6.10. Each 
small circle corresponds to an internal representation. 
An evolutionary approach to database optimization uses the following framework. First 
an initial internal representation is generated, using an algorithm in the style of chapter 
3. Then a database designer has the opportunity to activate evolutionary algorithms, 
modifying representations into new representations. In this way it is possible to interactively 
'walk' through the internal solution space. 
The evolutionary algorithms we describe are based on mutation systems. As an example, 
in mutation system M = (S, Prune, Graft, Promote) the operators Prune, Graft and Promote 
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representations 
Figure 6 10 Searching the solution space 
are used for searching the internal solution space S The operators Addlndex and Droplndex 
can also be used here Furthermore, the operator Crossover can be used 
Often evolutionary algorithms apply mutation operators in a (multi-)set of internal repre-
sentations, which will be called a pool here3 This leads to the general description in figure 
6 11 
Evolutionary algorithm 
Generate initial pool of internal representations 
w h i l e Not ready d o 
Pool = Mutate (Pool). 
Select candidates 
e n d 
Figure 6 11 Generic description of evolutionary algorithm based on mutation 
In figure 6 11 operator Mutate is a macro-operator ([BS93]), transforming a pool of internal 
representations into a new pool This macro-operator then is defined in terms of local-
operators Prune, Graft and Promote, transforming an internal representation into another 
internal representations 
Evolution within solution space S is driven by the fact that each internal representation 
has an associated fitness, specified by the function Fitness 5 —• 3i Depending on the 
objective of the optimization process, a particular parameterization of this fitness function 
is chosen In section 6 2 several basic database optimization drivers were introduced, using 
different kinds of parameters 
'Usually the term population is used (see e g [BS93]) We prefer the term pool, because in this thesis 
the term population refers to data instances (see chapter 2 and 4) 
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6.5.2 Outline of an evolutionary algorithm 
In this section an outline of an evolutionary algorithm is described, which is a rewrite of 
the outline given in [BS93] The initial pool of internal representations is denoted as Pool0 
This pool evolves as Poolt for t > 0 until Termmate(Pool() yields true Furthermore, at 
point in time t there are temporary pools Pool'¡ and Pool" The algorithm is given in figure 
6 12 and will be explained below 
Evolutionary algorithm 
t = 0 , 
Podo =[Γι, . r j e s " , 
Evaluate [Fitnessu,(Pooln(l)), , Fitnessy^(Pooln(/i))]. 
w h i l e Not Termmatey ((Pool t) do 
Pool', = Recombineu r(Pool(), 
Pool" = Mutateu.JPool',) 
Evaluate [ F i t n e s s ^ ( P o o l " ( l ) ) , , F i tness^(Pool"(A))], 
Pool , + 1 = Select U j (Pool" U Qt). 
t =t + l, 
end 
Figure 6 12 Outline of an evolutionary algorithm 
The function Fitness is controlled by parameters Vj The macro-operator Mutate is defined 
in terms of the mutation operators Prune, Graft and Promote Operator Mutate decides 
which internal representations are used for mutation, and which points (predicatore) are 
used for applying specific mutation operators This process is controlled by mutation pa­
rameters U
m
 More precisely, parameters U
m
 are used by operator Mutate in order to 
determine Τ € PoolJ and p,q € V such that either ValidPrune(T,p), ValidGraft(T,p,q) or 
ValidPromote(T, p) Furthermore there is a macro-operator Recombine which is defined in 
terms of the operator Crossover The operator Recombine is controlled by parameters Ur 
In each iteration a parent pool of size μ is modified using operators Recombine and Mutate 
This results in offspring pool Pool'( and Pool" of size λ Then a selection routine Select 
controlled by parameters U, determines the new pool Poolt+i of size μ from Pool'('uQ(, 
where Qt g {0, PoolJ 
6.5.3 Sett ing up an evolutionary algorithm 
In this section further details about setting up an evolutionary algorithm are discussed The 
topics that will be addressed are mentioned in the informal description of an evolutionary 
algorithm in figure 6 13 (this description is based on [BLW94a], [LK93]) 
The description shown in figure 6 13 will now be further refined and related to the problem 
of database optimization We first discuss the preliminary actions 
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Evolutionary algorithm: {informal description} 
preliminary actions; {parameterization and initialization} 
w h i l e further evolution is needed d o 
generate offspring; {reproduction, pairing, recombination and mutation} 
determine Rtness; {fitness evaluation and scaling} 
survival of the fittest {selection and replacement} 
end . 
Figure 6.13: Informal description of evolutionary algorithm 
Preliminary actions 
Parameterize fitness function: The fitness function is the yardstick for optimization. Typi­
cally, this function uses domain-dependent parameters. By choosing a particular parameter­
ization Uf this function is concretized for a specific application. In our case the underlying 
conceptual data model is a domain parameter, along with the associated database profiles 
(including time/space thresholds). 
Parameterize evolution routines: Evolution routines describe the process of evolution. One 
may choose for very general evolution routines (domain-independent), or more specific 
(domain-dependent) routines. In our case, the evolution routines Mutate and Recombine 
parameterized with U
m
 and U
r
 are based on the operators introduced in chapter 5. So these 
routines are domain-dependent. Examples of domain-independent evolution routines are 
the standard mutation and crossover operators for bitstrings (see e.g. [Gol89]). Examples 
of parameters in U
m
 and U
r
 are the mutation rate and the crossover rate, specifying the 
probability that mutation or crossover must be performed. Furthermore, the size μ of 
parent pool Poolt and the size λ of offspring pool Pool', and Pool" are evolution parameters. 
Finally, the control parameters Ut and Us for routines Terminate and Select are important 
evolution parameters. These will be discussed in more detail below. 
Generate initial pool: In this step an initial pool is created. Each element in this pool 
should describe some candidate solution to the optimization problem under consideration. 
In our case, each solution is an (encoded) internal representation for the original conceptual 
data model. 
Generation of offspring 
The next refinement of the description from figure 6.13 involves the generation of offspring. 
Operator Recombine constructs a pool Pool', for a given pool Pool¡, followed by operator 
Mutate constructing a pool Pool'/ (see the outline of an evolutionary algorithm in figure 
6.12). This involves the following activities. 
Reproduce representations: The operators Recombine and Mutate first set up a context 
for applying the operators Crossover, Prune, Graft and Promote, by reproducing (copying) 
some of the representations from the current pool. A selection criterion that shows bias for 
representations with comparatively high (scaled) fitness values can be used here. 
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Pair representations As a preparation for operator Recombine pairs of representations are 
formed The pairing may be random or more sophisticated 
Recombination Apply operator Crossover to each pair of representations This procedure 
swaps fractions of representations ( "partial candidate solutions" ) so that new representa-
tions are formed in the temporary pool For a pair T\, T<¡ the fractions are selected by op-
erator Recombine by determining predicators pi, pi such that ValidCrossover(T1,p1,Τ<ι,ρ·ί) 
Mutation Apply mutation operators Prune, Graft and Promote For representation Τ the 
application points are selected by operator Mutate by determining predicatore ρ, q such that 
either ValidPrune(T,p), VahdGraftfT.p.g) or ValidPromote(T,p) 
Determination of fitness 
Next the fitness of each representation in the temporary pool Pool'/ is determined in two 
steps 
Evaluate pool In evolutionary algorithms usually each solution in the current pool is de­
coded to obtain its actual meaning (see eg [Mic92], [Raw91]) This is then passed on to 
the fitness function in order to calculate and store its quality In our case fitness can be de­
termined without explicitly decoding the individuals, ι e decoding and fitness computation 
occurs simultaneously 
Scale fitnesses Sometimes fitness values are referred to as "raw" when they are not suitable 
as such for the replacement procedure that will be applied after fitness computation This 
is for instance the case when this procedure processes fitness values (rather than fitness 
ranks) and large fitness fluctuations occur In order to become suitable, the fitness values 
are scaled on behalf of the selection procedures used The scaling may be linearly or more 
sophisticated 
Selection and replacement 
In the final step of the evolution cycle, the principle of survival of the fittest will be applied 
The representations in the temporary pool Pool" replace a number of representations in 
the current pool Poolt The latter are determined by procedure Select according to some 
criterion, for example one with bias for the worst performing representations 
Before the next evolution step is started, a termination criterion for the main program loop 
is applied, based on either the observed fitness or on a maximum number of transformation 
steps If it succeeds the algorithm is made to terminate, otherwise it continues 
Note that the recombination and mutation steps, as they modify representations, are con­
cerned with how the solution space is explored, whereas all other steps are concerned with 
the rate at which currently useful information (as indicated by current fitnesses) is ex­
ploited In general, the performance of an evolutionary algorithm depends critically on the 
proportion between the rates of exploration and exploitation 
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6.5.4 Fitness function versus objective function 
The function Fitness may be defined in terms of a more elementary objective function o. 
In simple cases the functions о and Fitness are identical. The more complex case, where 
objective function and fitness function are different, occurs for example when there exists 
an objective threshold. This is illustrated in the following example. 
Example 6.5.1 
Optimization using an objective threshold can be based on fitness parameters tí/ = 
{К, f}, where К is an objective threshold and f : 3ì —> 3î is a function specifying 
how objective values exceeding К are mapped to fitness values. The fitness function 
then may be defined as: 
Fitne« m - I / ( 0 ( T ) ) ( 0 ( T ) > K) 
F , t n e s s R / } ( T ) _ j o ( T ) ( o t h e r w i s e ) 
In section 6.2 the use of such fitness functions in database optimization was illustrated. 
6.5.5 Basic selection criteria 
In this section basic selection criteria are introduced. Let Ρ = ΡοοΙ( be a parent pool of 
size μ and let R = Pool" be an offspring pool of size λ. 
First a random walk is considered. This runs under Q = 0, i.e. the current pool Ρ is not 
needed for the selection of the new pool. It is simply defined as follows: 
Random walk: 
Select(ñ) = R 
From now on we assume Q = P. Individual hill climbing may be defined using a configura-
tion with a single parent representation and a single offspring representation: (μ = A = 1). 
Selection then is performed as follows: 
Individual climbing· 
Select(K) = m a x ( P U R) 
Steepest ascent aims at the maximal improvement that can be obtained (in a single itera­
tion). It may be defined using a larger offspring pool size (μ = 1 and λ > 1). Offspring R 
here is obtained by performing all possible mutations to P. Then, again, selection is done 
as follows: 
Steepest ascent: 
Select(tf) = m a x ( P U R) 
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Pool climbing may be defined using a larger parent pool (μ > 1 and λ = 1) Selection then 
is performed as follows 
Pool climbing 
Р - т і п ( Р ) и Я (otherwise) 
S,lect(fi) = { P ( ifm i„(PUñ)#m ,n(P)) 
Here offspring R can be obtained in several ways, under control of parameters У
т
 and 
U
r
 It may for instance be obtained by performing a mutation on a randomly chosen 
representation in Ρ In section 6 5 6 a pool climber is described where R is obtained by 
performing a mutation on the best representation in Ρ 
An overview of more advanced selection criteria is given in [BS93] This includes ba­
sic techniques applied in évolution strategies ([Sch95], [Rec73]), evolutionary programming 
([Fog91], [FOW66]), and genetic algorithms ([Gol89], [Hol75]) Some aspects involved in 
these advanced approaches were discussed in section 6 5 3 
6.5.6 An example pool climber 
In the previous section basic selection criteria were introduced individual climbing, pool 
climbing and steepest ascent In this section an example pool climber is described In 
this pool climber a representation with minimal fitness may be replaced by a mutation of 
a representation with maximum fitness This is done if the result of the mutation is not 
worse than the representation with minimal fitness Crossover will not be considered here 
A single evolution step is in general made by first creating a context for mutation, followed 
by the actual mutation Both actions are taken care of by macro operator Mutate Creating 
a suitable context for mutation is done using five simple selection routines These are listed 
in figure 6 14 For each routine the effect is described 
Selection routine 
SelectMax(Pool) 
SelectMin(Pool) 
SelectValidPrune(T) 
SelectValidGraft(T) 
SelectValidPromote(T) 
Explanation 
Select a representation from Pool with maximal fitness 
Select a representation from Pool with minimal fitness 
Select a predicator from Τ for pruning 
Select two predicatore from Τ for grafting 
Select a predicator from Τ for promotion 
Figure 6 14 Selection routines 
We describe how a single pool climbing step is made using the Promote mutation For other 
mutation operators the same scenario can be applied 
1 A context for promotion is created as follows 
Τ = SelectMax(Pool) 
ρ = SelectVahdPromote (Γ) 
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2 The promotion is now performed as follows 
T' = Promote(T,p) 
3 Next the current worst element may be replaced by a mutation of the current best 
element 
T" = SelectMin(Pool) 
if Fitness(T") < Fitness(T') then Replace (Γ" Γ') 
The replacement in the third step is performed by operator Select, rather than by operator 
Mutate (see the outline of an evolutionary algorithm in figure 6 12) Note that this step is 
fully deterministic, whereas the first two steps are not 
More advanced replacement mechanisms have a nondeterministic nature, for example re­
placement based on fitness proportional selection (see e g section 8 4 5 and 8 4 6) 
6.6 Summary and outlook 
In this chapter the attention was focussed on database optimization Basic possibilities for 
optimization were distinguished, including structure-driven, integrity-driven, sensitivity-
dnven and time/space-driven optimization Also, database profiles and the computation of 
expected storage requirements and expected average response time was considered Finally 
a framework for evolutionary database optimization was described 
In chapter 7 a prototype optimizer will be discussed This prototype (at the time of writing 
this thesis) contains some of the basic strategies described in this chapter, such as random 
walk, hill climbing, steepest ascent, single improvement and multiple improvement A 
further formalization of the evolution process using Markov chain theory is presented in 
chapter 8 
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Evolutionary Database Optimizer 
vasudeva go mahwarupa tu 
chidananda han tu 
Sarva Dharma 
7.1 Introduction 
One of the requirements defined in the introduction is executabihty of approach. More 
concretely, we want to be able to activate optimization algorithms, for example by typing: 
edo -h750 -sql {generate SQL code after 750 steps hill climbing} 
от : 
edo -a5 -sql2 {generate Nested-SQL code after 5 steps steepest ascent} 
or : 
edo -s500 -cod {generate CODASYL code after 500 steps single improvement} 
This illustrates batch optimization. However, since we don't have any experience with 
this kind of optimization, we also need an interactive environment where optimization 
algorithms can be interactively called, interrupted, and adjusted by changing control pa­
rameters. 
The aim of this chapter1 is twofold. Firstly, we describe how evolutionary database opti­
mization algorithms can be embedded in an interactive database optimization tool. Sec­
ondly, this chapter aims at reporting early experiences with basic evolutionary algorithms 
such as random walk, hill climbing, steepest ascent, single improvement and multiple im­
provement. These algorithms were introduced in chapter 6. The optimization tool we 
implemented and used for the experiments is called EDO for Evolutionary Database Opti­
mizer. 
'This chapter is based on [Bom94c], [Bom95], [Run94] and some of the previously mentioned articles. 
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The organization of this chapter is as follows In section 7 2 the intention and architecture 
of EDO is described Furthermore, a piece of program is discussed Section 7 3 gives 
a first acquaintance with EDO We present the Main Menu, the Status Report and the 
Evolution Screen In section 7 4 experimental results for the basic evolutionary algorithms 
from the previous chapter are discussed Finally, in section 7 5 a framework for combining 
basic evolutionary algorithms is described, and illustrated with experimental results The 
chapter is concluded with a summary and outlook 
7.2 Introduction to EDO 
7.2.1 Intention 
The intention of EDO is to support profile-based evolutionary database optimization, in 
combination with constraint-based evolutionary optimization In profile-based optimization 
the evolution process in the internal solution space S is guided on the basis of profiles 
estimating the expected usage of the database, while constraint-based optimization guides 
the evolution process in S on the basis of integrity constraints from the conceptual data 
model As was mentioned before, emphasis is given to profile-based optimization 
7.2.2 EDO architecture 
Figure 7 1 presents the architecture of EDO This is explained as follows First, the Con­
verter generates internal representations for the conceptual model under consideration 
Next, the Evolver modifies the current pool of internal representations Routines from 
these modules may be activated interactively via a main menu, which is described in the 
next section The Evolver consists of three main parts the Evaluator for fitness evaluation, 
the Selector for selecting possibilities for mutation and for selecting mutated representations 
to be accepted, and the Transformer for applying mutation operators 
7.2.3 A piece of program 
In this section a piece of program is given in order to illustrate the realization of the 
evolution mechanism in EDO This program concerns the Promote mutation Recall from 
section 5 4 5 that the effect of Promote(T,p) is expressed by 
, . _ ƒ q if χ € Node(g) 
a[X)
 * \ a{q) if ι e Node(p) 
where predicator ρ is an anchor and predicator q = Hook(Fact(p)) is a hook m a root node 
The realization of this mutation in Pascal is given in figure 7 2 
The realization of the Promote mutation in figure 7 2 is based on a two dimensional array 
of integers Here Pool is a PoolSize χ \V\ array, where Pool[T, p] contains the encoding for 
predicator ρ in representation Τ This encoding was introduced in section 5 3 1 
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Conceptual 
Model 
EDO 
Convener 
Evolver 
Evaluaior 
S / 
Selector 
rransformer 
Control Paramele« 
Internal 
Representations 
Figure 7 1 System architecture of EDO 
proc Promote(X,p Integer) 
{ This procedure performs a promote mutation on representation Τ } 
{ Predicator ρ will be promoted } 
var Counter, AnchorP q, AnchorQ Integer, 
begin 
g = Hook(Fact(p)), 
if IsAnchor (T,p) a n d InRoot (T,q) t h e n begin 
AnchorP = Pool [T,p] 
AnchorQ = Pool [T,q], 
for Counter = 1 t o NrPreds do begin 
i f Pool [T, Counter] = AnchorQ t h e n begin { Going down } 
Pool [T, Counter] = q 
endif , 
if Pool [T Counter] = AnchorP t h e n b e g i n { Going up } 
Pool [T Counter] = AnchorQ 
endif 
end 
endif 
end 
Figure 7 2 Realization of promote mutation using array of integers 
First routines IsAnchor and InRoot check whether promotion is allowed. Then each pred­
icator in Node(g) gets coding value q and each predicator in Node(p) gets the old coding 
value of q (ι e Anchor Q) All other predicators remain unchanged 
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7.3 First acquaintance with the EDO user interface 
The aim of this section is a first acquaintance with the EDO user interface. The interface 
will be illustrated with an example random walk. 
7.3.1 Overview of user interface 
In this section the user interface of EDO is summarized. We first consider the Main Menu 
shown in figure 7.3. 
EDO Main Menu 
File Inspector Generator Evolver Lister Options 
Input 
Output 
Log-book 
Schema 
Pool 
Evolution 
<fl> : Help 
Exhaustive 
Random 
Singleton 
Grouping 
Normalization 
Random walk 
Hill climbing 
Steepest ascent 
S-improvement 
M-improvement 
Normalization 
Experiments 
<Esc> : Quit 
Pool 
Log-book 
SQL 
Files 
Inspector 
Generator 
Evolver 
Lister 
Last action : 4,2 
Figure 7.3: Main Menu of prototype optimizer 
The main menu shown in figure 7.3 is explained as follows. There are six sub-menus: 
Files, for editing files; Inspector, for getting detailed information about the conceptual data 
model, the current pool of internal representations or the evolution process until the current 
moment; Generator, for generating an initial pool of internal representations; Evolver, for 
activating evolutionary algorithms modifying the current pool; Lister, for producing output; 
Options, for setting control parameters of the tool. 
The EDO user interface includes two other parts: the Status Report and the Evolution 
Screen. The Status Report is presented below the Main Menu. It gives general information 
about current parameter settings and fitness properties. More detailed information about 
parameter settings can be obtained via sub-menu Options, while more detailed fitness 
properties are found via sub-menu Inspector. 
The Evolution Screen is displayed after activating the Evolver. It presents information 
about the evolution process. EDO has already had several versions of the Evolution Screen, 
varying from a simple ASCII screen to a graphical screen. The Evolution Screen will be 
discussed in more detail in the next sections. 
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7.3.2 Realization of random walk 
In this section we consider the realization of random walk (see also section 6.5.5). The 
intention of the algorithm is as follows. First an initial pool of internal representations is 
generated. Then this pool is iteratively modified. In a pool modification each element ι of 
the current pool is replaced by a randomly generated mutation y. The algorithm is given 
in figure 7.4. 
Random walk: 
Generate initial pool and evaluate fitness; 
while Not ready d o 
for each χ in pool do 
Generate y := Mutate (x) and evaluate fitness; 
Replace ( i , y) 
end 
end . 
Figure 7.4: Realization of random walk 
Here Mutate is a generic term for mutation operators (e.g. Prune, Graft and Promote). Let 
PoolSize be the number of internal representations in a single pool and let Steps be the 
number of evolution steps made. Then the complexity of the algorithm shown in figure 7.4 
is given by: 
PoolSize χ (g + f + Steps χ (m + f)) 
where g is the cost of generating an initial internal representation, f is the cost of a single 
fitness evaluation, and m is the cost of a mutation. For generation and mutation, the 
number of (re)construction steps is restricted by the number of predicatore (see chapter 5). 
In each (re)construction step a simple and rather cheap assignment is made. On the other 
hand, fitness evaluation requires a number of multiplications which is at least quadratic in 
the number of predicators (see the cost model in section 6.4). As a result, the formula given 
above shows that the bottle-neck in the performance of evolutionary algorithms is fitness 
evaluation, rather than the actual mutation mechanism. 
7.3.3 The Status Report 
The first activity in the random walk algorithm in figure 7.4 is the generation of an initial 
pool of internal representations, using the Generator from the Main Menu. After completing 
the generation process, the system gives the Status Report shown in figure 7.5. 
From the first column of the Status Report in figure 7.5 we conclude that the conceptual 
model under consideration is called 'Schema 2'. The profiles used for optimization are 'Data 
profile Γ and 'Access profile 1'. As the Status Report shows, the conceptual model consists 
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Schema 
Data profile 
Access profile 
Object types 
Fact types 
Predicatore 
2 
1 
1 
10 
5 
13 
Current fitness 
Max fitness 
Ciment space 
Mm space 
Current time 
Mm time 
000317 
000317 
311 
311 
320 
320 
Space weight 
Pool size 
Randseed 
Steps 
Display mode 
Step mode 
5 
4 
1 
30 
0 
0 
Figure 7 5 Status Report after initial generation 
of 10 object types, where 5 object types are composed object types (fact types), with 13 
predicatore in total 
Next we consider the second column of the Status Report In the current pool the minimal 
space is 311 s u (space units), the minimal time is 320 t u , and the highest fitness is 
0 00317 fu Since this is the initial pool, the best properties in the current pool (eg 
Current fitness) are equal to the best properties found in the evolution process until now 
(e g Max fitness) 
In the third column of the Status Report we find some system parameters The importance 
of storage optimization (Space weight) is 0 5 The number of representations in a single pool 
(Pool size) is 4, while the number of evolution steps to be made by evolutionary algorithms 
(Steps) is 30 Also, we find some other parameters (Randseed, Display mode, Step mode) 
which are outside the scope of this thesis 
7.3.4 The Evolution Screen 
Next we will activate a random walk, using the Evolver from the Main Menu During the 
evolution process the Evolution Screen shown in figure 7 6 is constructed 
In the left part of the Evolution Screen in figure 7 6 a graph is given with horizontal axis 
age and vertical axis plane In the right part a graph is given with horizontal axis age and 
vertical axis fitness We first explain the age on the horizontal axes 
Let Poolt be the result after evolution step t (see also 6 5 2) The initial pool of internal 
representations, denoted as Pool0, is produced by the Generator Each next pool Pool<+i 
is produced by the Evolver, and is the result of mutating pool Pool( where < > 0 The age 
on the horizontal axes corresponds to t 
Next we explain the plane-axis The solution space 5 of candidate internal representations 
for a given information structure J with fact types Τ consists of \T\ hyperplanes, where a 
hyperplane ν, Ç S is the subset of 5 containing the representations with j joins (0 < j < 
\T\ — 1) The numbers on the plane-axis correspond to values of j More details about 
these planes are found in section 5 2 
As a consequence, the left figure in the Evolution Screen shows in which parts of the solution 
space S the evolution process is performed For instance, the pool resulting from the first 
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Figure 7 6: Evolution Screen during random walk 
iteration of the evolver, denoted as Pooli, is shown in the first column of graph plane/age 
We see that the elements of this pool are in hyperplanes uQ and v\. If Pooli contains an 
element from plane v}, the graph shows a dot ' ' in position (t, j). The average plane for a 
given pool is given by a hyphen '-'. 
Next we explain the fitness on the second vertical axis As was mentioned in section 6 2, 
each internal representation in S has a certain fitness. The graph fitness/age is expressed 
as a percentage of an upperbound for the conceptual model under consideration As an 
example, Pooli contains internal representations with a fitness of 30 % and 40 % of the 
upperbound, while the average fitness in that pool is 40 %. 
7.3.5 Inspecting t h e results 
When an evolution process has been completed, there are several ways to examine the 
results Of course the Evolution Screen itself has given information about the evolution 
process. After returning to the Main Menu further investigation is possible as follows 
Firstly, the Status Report contains new values with respect to the fitness. In the excerpt of 
the Status Report shown in figure 7 7, we see that the maximal fitness in the current pool 
is 0 00156 (Current fitness), while the maximal fitness found during the evolution process is 
0 00323 (Max fitness) Compared to the original values in figure 7 5 the former property has 
worsened, while the latter property has improved This is a typical feature of random walk. 
Similar properties with respect to Space and Time are given Note that an improvement is 
indicated by an increasing fitness and by a decreasing Space and Time. 
As was mentioned before, the Status Report only gives global information about fitness 
properties. Therefore, a second possibility for further investigation is provided by the 
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Current fitness 
Max fitness 
Current space 
Mm space 
Current time 
Min time 
0 00156 
0 00323 
969 
309 
280 
260 
Figure 7 7 Excerpt of Status Report after evolution 
Inspector from the Main Menu The Pool Inspector gives more detailed information about 
the current pool, while the Evolution Inspector gives more information about the evolution 
process which resulted in the current pool 
Finally there are several possibilities for writing information to output files Such a file may 
for example contain the current pool of internal representations specified in terms of SQL 
This then can be used for prototyping Also, the file may contain a so-called log-book of 
the entire evolution process This can be used for further processing by plotting programs 
As an example, the graphs in section 7 5 4 and appendix В were produced using Gnuplot 
Moreover, the file may contain Latex commands for further processing The graph in section 
7 4 6 was produced in this way 
7.4 Using basic evolutionary algorithms 
In this section we describe experimental results of basic evolutionary algorithms introduced 
in chapter 6 random walk, hill climbing, steepest ascent, single improvement, multiple 
improvement Appendix В contains the typical fitness development graphs for these algo­
rithms 
7.4.1 Realization of hill climbing 
In this section we consider the realization of hill climbing (see also 6 5 5) We describe a 
simple climbing algorithm and formulate some basic properties 
The intention of the algorithm is as follows First an initial pool of internal representations 
is generated Then this pool is iteratively modified In a pool modification each element ι 
of the current pool may be replaced by a randomly generated mutation у of χ Whether χ 
will actually be replaced by у depends on their fitness In this way the hill climbing nature 
is guaranteed The algorithm is given in figure 7 8 
Next we formulate some basic properties of the algorithm in figure 7 8, involving the fitness 
of the internal representations found during a search process 
1 In each stage of the evolution process the current pool contains the best internal 
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Hill climbing: 
Generate initial pool and evaluate fitness; 
while Not ready d o 
for each χ in pool do 
Generate y := Mutate (x) and evaluate fitness; 
i f Fitness (x) < Fitness (y) 
t h e n Replace (x,y) 
end 
end 
end . 
Figure 7.8: Realization of hill climbing 
representation found as yet: 
V¿>0 [MaxFitness(î) = CurF¡tness(¿)] 
where CurFitness(i) and MaxFitness(i) express the properties introduced in section 7.3.3 
with respect to Pool¿. 
2. Therefore, the best representation in the current pool cannot be worse that the best 
representation in previous pools: 
Vj>oV(K¿<j [CurFitness(z) < CurFitness(j)] 
3. As a direct consequence, this property also holds for the best representation found as 
yet: 
Vj>0V0<¿<j [MaxFitness(i) < MaxFitnessij)] 
The computational complexity of the hill climbing algorithm shown in figure 7.8 is basically 
the same as the complexity of the random walk algorithm from section 7.3. If however a 
'steepest ascent' hill climber is used, each step evaluates all possible mutations, rather than 
a single one. Then the complexity Steps χ (m + f) becomes Steps χ Ν χ (m + f), where Ν 
is the average number of neighbours. 
7.4.2 An example hill climbing run 
In this section we make an example hill climbing walk. We use the information structure 
from figure 7.9 and the access profile and data profile from figure 7.10. In this example run, 
the weight coefficient for time optimization is set to 0.7. 
After generating an initial pool of internal representations using the Generator, hill climbing 
is activated using the Evolver. During the evolution process the Evolution Screen shown 
in figure 7.11 is constructed. 
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Figure 7.9: Information structure 
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Type: 
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1 2 
Figure 7.10: Example access profile (top) and data profile (bottom) 
The graph fitness/age in figure 7.11 clearly shows the climbing nature. From the fitness 
distribution it can be concluded that the maximal fitness that was found in the evolution 
process is 0.00544 f.u.. We shortly examine the corresponding internal representation. In 
the optimal internal representation that was found, fact type /3 is represented in a separate 
nested table with key ps'. 
Хг of pa h 
X\ of pe Xi of p7 
Fact types /i and /2 are represented in a common table with key p 3 (obtained from fact 
tyPe /i)· Fact type /2 is nested within the subtable for fact type j \ . 
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Figure 7.11. Evolution Screen during hill climbing 
Хз of Рз 
л 
Xi Of P2 X\ of p i , p 4 /2 
Xi Of P5 
Fact types /5 and /4 are represented in a common table with key p ^ (obtained from fact 
type /5) F a c t type /4 is nested within the subtable for fact type /5 
X2 of p 1 2 h 
X\ of Pu Xz of РкьРіЗ /4 
X2 of Рэ 
As was mentioned at the beginning of this section, in this example hill climbing run the 
weight coefficient for time optimization was 0 7 Therefore, the highest priority is given 
to the access profile It is easily checked that the internal representation discussed above 
supports the access profile from figure 6 8 appropriately, e g in terms of the number of 
inter-table accesses needed for that profile, without going to the extreme of representing 
the complete information structure in a single table 
The values of the properties of Time and Space for this internal representation are given 
in section 7 4 4 Also, a comparison with other values of the weight coefficient for storage 
space will be given. We now first make a comparison with random walk 
9 
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1 7 
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7.4.3 Comparison with random walk 
In this section we make a random walk for the same information structure under the same 
conditions The resulting Evolution Screen is shown in figure 7 12. 
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age 
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Figure 7 12· Evolution Screen during random walk 
From the graph plane/age in figure 7 12 it can be concluded that the random walk has 
searched in a larger part of the solution space (compared to the graph plane/age in figure 
7.11) This is one of the advantages of random walk and for this reason random walk may 
blindly find rather good solutions 
However, the graph fitness/age shows that the maximal fitness is found at a later stage 
(compared to the graph fitness/age in figure 7 11) Furthermore, the Status Report which 
is shown after returning to the Main Menu indicates that the maximal fitness found during 
the evolution process is lower than the maximal fitness that was found by hill climbing in 
the previous section 
The Evolution Screen discussed so far is a first attempt to give feedback to the users of 
EDO during an evolution process Of course this screen is too simple since it is an ASCII 
screen instead of a graphic screen As an example, it is not possible to write between fitness 
line 3 and 4 (see e g figure 7 12) In figure 7 13 a more exact graph is given for the example 
runs discussed above. 
In figure 7.13 we see that random walk at first gives better results than hill climbing 
(maximum fitness after 6 and 10 mutations) Later hill climbing finds representations that 
are not found by random walk 
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max. fitness during hill climbing 
avg fitness during hill climbing 
max. fitness dunng random walk 
avg Fitness during random walk 
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Figure 7.13: Average and maximum fitness 
7.4.4 Time/space trade-off 
The focus of this section is the time/space trade-off. In EDO this trade-off can be examined 
in several ways, for example by means of scalar optimization varying the weight coefficient 
for time optimization β from 0 to 1 (see also section 6.2.5). As a result of this variation, 
representations with different time/space properties will be found. 
We describe the results of an experiment using the information structure given in figure 
7.9. We make hill climbing runs for /3 = 0,^, ^ ,..., 1. In each case the optimal internal 
representation is recorded after 30 and 60 evolution steps. Each run is initiated from the 
same internal representation. This representation is indicated by Steps = 0 in figure 7.14. 
Time 
3 2 0 -
110 — 
Л Ш -
290 -
280 -
2 7 0 -
zen-
2 5 0 ^ 
240—i 
230 — 
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о—о 
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о Steps = 30 
' 
о. Ü — о 
tvr- 1 1 1 1 V ι ι ι ι 
ti) 70 «О 90 100 19» 200 210 220 ЬрЭСС 
Figure 7.14: Representations with different time/space properties 
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After 30 evolution steps with different values of β, five different optima are found These 
optima are indicated by the line Steps = 30 in figure 7 14 The optimal representation 
discussed in section 7 4 2 is depicted as a small square The optima that are found after 
30 more evolution steps are indicated by the line Steps = 60 In accordance with intuition, 
this line is closer to the origin of the time/space axes than the line indicated by Steps = 30 
The optimum after 30 steps which ignores space optimization (0 = 1) is given in position 
(190,260) This optimum is dominated by other optima with better properties for Time as 
well as Space However, after 30 more evolution steps this optimum has a value for Time 
which is not dominated by any of the other solutions 
Next we consider the results of a similar experiment with a larger conceptual model (14 
fact types) Again scalar optimization is applied with different values for weight coefficient 
в The result is shown in figure 7 15 
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Figure 7 15 Different time/space properties with number of tables 
Several candidate internal representations are given in figure 7 15, with an indication for 
their storage requirements and average response times Also, the number of tables in a 
candidate is given As expected, representations with a low time property (obtained by high 
/3) consist of relatively few tables (e g 3, 4) These representations however need relatively 
much space On the other hand, representations with a high time property (obtained by 
low β) consist of relatively many tables, and need relatively little space 
7.4.5 Number of tables versus time/space/fitness 
The previous section was concluded with an example concerning the number of tables 
(trees) in an internal representation In this section the relation between number of tables 
and time/space values is examined in more detail Also the relation with fitness values is 
considered 
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We use a simple conceptual model containing 5 fact types. For this model 100 evolution 
steps are made using random walk. Each representation found during the evolution process 
is evaluated with respect to response time, storage space and fitness. The results are shown 
in figure 7.16. 
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Figure 7.16: Tables-time, tables-space and tables-fitness relation 
In the left part of figure 7.16 a graph tables-time is given. The middle part presents a graph 
tables-space. Again, representations with many tables have a high time value and a low 
space value, and vice versa (see also 7.15). The graphs also give the average time and space 
per value of the number of tables (dashed line). In the right part of figure 7.16 a graph 
with the corresponding fitness values are given. 
Although the form of the dashed lines (average properties) in figure 7.16 seems likely, this 
cannot be generalized. Other experiments give different results. This not only depends on 
the underlying cost models, but also on the specific realization of the evolutionary algorithm 
used (in this case random walk). 
7.4.6 Generating Latex output 
During an evolution process the user receives information about time, space, and fitness 
development via the Evolution Screen. The first version of the Evolution Screen was an 
ASCII screen. Such a screen can be printed easily using the 'Print Screen' key on the 
keyboard (see e.g. figure 7.12). 
A more recent version of the Evolution Screen is constructed by graphic routines. When 
graphic routines write information to the screen, EDO may also write the corresponding 
Latex commands to a file. In figure 7.17 we see an example of the resulting graph. Such 
a Latex graph can be printed separately or it can be integrated in database design docu­
mentation. 
In figure 7.17 we see a Pareto-Optimal front consisting of five internal representations. 
During the evolution process, the Pareto-Optimal front moves towards the origin of the 
time/space axes. 
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Figure 7.17: Graph constructed by Latex generator 
7.5 Combining evolutionary algorithms 
In this section we consider the possibility of combining different evolutionary algorithms. 
The experimental results were obtained using a more realistic solution space: the conceptual 
model contains 50 fact types; so the solution space contains at least 250 « 101S internal 
representations. 
7.5.1 Approach to combining evolutionary algorithms 
As was mentioned before, an evolutionary algorithm runs under a specific setting of control 
parameters, such as the number of evolution steps to be made and the weight coefficient for 
time/space optimization. We now define an experiment as an algorithm, which (1) contains 
one or more evolutionary algorithms and (2) automatically manipulates control parameters. 
Figure 7.18 presents an overview of the situation. 
In the previous sections some experiments were described. As an example, in order to 
examine the time/space trade-off, hill climbing was used with different weight coefficients 
for time/space optimization (section 7.4.4). In this section we describe a more complex 
experiment based on layered evolution. 
7.5.2 Framework for layered evolution 
Evolutionary algorithms can be combined by dividing the evolution process into a number 
of levels. As an example, the process can be started at level zero with ko steps random walk. 
From the k0 representations that are produced this way, ¿o representations are selected as 
crossroads for further development. Different selection strategies are possible, and therefore 
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experiments 
evolutionary algorithms 
, 
mutation operators 
Automatic manipulation of control parameters 
(chapter 6) 
(chapter S) 
Figure 7 18 Mutations, evolutionary algorithms and experiments 
the selected representations are not necessarily the ones with the highest fitness Taking 
these selected representations as starting point, the evolution process is continued in level 
one with k\ steps The evolutionary algorithm here could again be random walk, but could 
also be a more directed one, such as hill climbing Now, a selection of ¿i representations is 
made The process of further developing selected representations can be repeated several 
times In this way the evolution process consists of a number of levels, each of which applies 
a specific evolutionary algorithm under a specific setting of control parameters 
This framework, called survey search, leaves enough room to vary different control param-
eters In figure 7 19 the framework is illustrated for four levels 
Solution space 
~ ~ l^vel zero mutation path 
—— Level one mutation path 
Level two mutation path 
Level three mutation path 
• Starting point of crossroad 
О Promising representation 
© Local or global optimum 
Figure 7 19 Survey search consisting of four levels 
In figure 7 19, four search levels are defined the first three levels perform a random walk, 
whereas the last level uses a directed evolutionary algorithm, for instance a hill climber 
or steepest ascent For levels zero and one, the crossroads are selected such that they are 
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uniformly distributed over the mutation path performed. For level two, a number of steps 
random walk is performed, but no crossroads are selected. 
At this point, the solution space is covered with a network of mutation paths. From this 
network the most promising representations are further developed in the last level. So these 
promising representations serve as initial representations for a directed algorithm. 
7.5.3 Set-up of experiment with layered search 
In this section the set-up of an experiment aiming at comparison between survey search 
and conventional hill climbing is described. We use a four level survey search. First, three 
levels random walk provide us with ten promising representations. The remaining fourth 
level consists of hill climbing mutation paths, starting from these promising representations. 
The configuration of the different levels in survey search experiment is given in figure 7.20. 
Repnscnuiun 
9O0 
Figure 7.20: Survey search configuration (first three levels only) 
The configuration in figure 7.20 is explained as follows: 
Level 0: This is the start level. 900 evolution steps are performed here, starting from a 
randomly chosen starting-point, and using random walk. Each 100th step is selected 
as a crossroad. 
Level 1: Starting from each of the 9 obtained crossroads, 100 evolution steps are per­
formed, again using random walk. At this level each 20th representation is selected as 
a crossroad. 
Level 2: The previous level provided us with 45 new crossroads. From each of these, 15 
steps random walk are performed. 
Level 3: Until now, 2475 internal representation were examined. The ten best represen­
tations will be starting-point for 50 steps hill climbing. This makes the total number 
of steps: 
2475+ (10 x50) =2975 
Level 0 
' Level I 
Ч
2
" > J 
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For conventional hill climbing, four starting-points are used: two random representations, 
one singleton representation (i.e. each fact type is represented in a separate tree), and one 
grouping representation (i.e. the entire information structure is represented in a single tree). 
The number of evolution steps to be performed from each starting point then becomes: 
2 9 7 5
 7ΑΛ 
и 744 
4 
7.5.4 Evaluation of results 
In this section the results of the experiment discussed in the previous section are evaluated. 
The fitness development for survey search is given in figure 7.21. Figure 7.22 presents the 
fitness development for conventional hill climbing. 
0.05-
0-1 , , 1 , , , , , , 
0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 
Steps 
Figure 7.21: Fitness development for survey search 
The following conclusions can be drawn from the fitness development graphs in figure 7.21 
and 7.22. 
optima: Conventional hill climbing finds the best representations. Even the worst optimum 
for hill climbing (found by the grouping starting-point) is better than the best optimum 
for survey search. 
convergence: Both survey search and conventional hill climbing are still improving the 
fitness at the end of the evolution process. This indicates that there is no convergence 
yet. This is not surprising since a conceptual model with 50 fact types has an internal 
solution space of 250 « 1015 representations. 
In order to characterize the fitness development during the evolution process, let f
x
 be the 
maximum fitness after χ evolution steps. Then the following properties can be used to 
express further differences between figure 7.21 and 7.22: 
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Figure 7.22: Fitness development for conventional hill climbing 
• The fitness improvement Fitnesstmp expresses the improvement of fitness in a specific 
step interval (¿,j): 
Fitnessimp = ƒ , - ƒ , 
• The relative fitness improvement Fitnessrtmp expresses the fitness improvement com-
pared to the fitness of the first representation of a specific step interval (i, j): 
Fitness,. ƒ. 
• The stepwise fitness improvement FitnessSOTip expresses the average fitness improvement 
per evolution step in a specific step interval (i,j): 
Fitness.; 
J - » 
• The fitness efficiency Fitness^/ expresses the ratio of the number of improving evolution 
steps to the total number of evolution steps in a specific step interval (i,j): 
FitnesSe// = where: Im = {г < χ < j \ f
x
 > f
x
-i} 
J -г 
These quantities are computed for survey search in interval (1,50) and for conventional hill 
climbing in interval (1, 50) and (1, 745). The results are given in figure 7.23. The figure 
shows the maximum values found. 
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Property 
Fitness (xl(T3) 
Fitness improvement (xlO-3) 
Rel fitness imp 
Stepwise fitn imp (xlO-3) 
Fitness efficiency 
Survey search 
after 50 steps 
0 174 
0 055 
0 464 
1 127 
0 327 
Hill climbing 
after 50 steps 
0 128 
0 022 
0 671 
0 452 
0 367 
after 745 steps 
0 218 
0 198 
1387 
0 266 
0 081 
Figure 7 23 Maximum values for step interval characterization 
We first consider the results after 50 evolution steps At this point, survey search has 
found a maximum fitness of 0 174, whereas hill climbing has found a maximum of 0 128 
The difference is even more clear for the fitness improvement and for the stepwise fitness 
improvement So this might lead us to the conclusion that survey search is not that bad 
However, survey search had a preparation and is finished after these 50 steps, while hill 
climbing has just started This aspect becomes clear in the relative fitness improvement 
and the fitness efficiency Then hill climbing has the highest values As a result of the first 
three levels, the starting-points for survey search are better than those for hill climbing 
Therefore it may be expected that hill climbing is able to perform more impioving steps, 
leading to a higher Fitnessrei and Fitnesse// 
Next we consider the results after 745 steps Now hill climbing has found the best fitness 
and has the highest fitness improvement This fitness improvement is the result of the 
grouping starting-point (see figure 7 22), which has an extremely low fitness, leading to an 
extremely high relative fitness improvement Note that hill climbing has a lower stepwise 
fitness improvement and fitness efficiency than survey search This means (1) that survey 
search relatively makes more improvements than hill climbing (fitness efficiency) and (2) 
that these improvements are relatively larger But since hill climbing makes more evolution 
steps it results in the best fitness (0 218) 
7.5.5 Further examinat ion 
The results from the previous section show differences in the performance of two approaches 
to optimization Conventional hill climbing found better representations than survey search 
However, this may be otherwise when the approaches are adapted There are several 
possibilities for adaptation 
extension: Increase the number of evolution steps for conventional hill climbing and for 
the last level of survey search 
reconfiguration: Change the configurations e g by changing the number of starting-
points Less starting-points will allow longer climbing paths for hill climbing and 
for the last level of survey search 
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Another possibility is extension combined with reconfiguration. We have tried extension 
with 7000 evolution steps. For conventional hill climbing this results in ^ p = 1750 ad­
ditional steps. For survey search this results in ^ ^ = 700 additional steps. Now both 
approaches found the same fitness (0.240). 
The definitions for step interval characterization given in the previous section (e.g. Fitness,
mpr) 
can be used to compare each combination of step intervals. As an example, figure 7.24 
presents the fitness improvement for the extended experiment. The intervals contain 75 
steps. 
8 
о 
a. 
E 
с 
XL. 
0.04-
0.03-
0.02-
0.01-
75 150 225 
Hill climber 
Survey search — 
" ^ ^ - ^ . ^ - - ^ ^ v 
300 375 450 525 600 
Step Interval 
675 7SO 
Figure 7.24: Fitness improvement for different intervals 
The graphs in figure 7.24 should be read as follows. We consider the dashed line (survey 
search). In the first 75 steps there is a fitness improvement of 0.022. The second interval 
gives an improvement being somewhat smaller. In the third interval the improvement 
descends drastically, but it is restored a little in the fourth interval (225 - 300). Note that 
both graphs descend in the long run, as could be expected (as a result of convergence). 
7.6 Summary and outlook 
In this chapter we introduced the prototype for evolutionary database optimization EDO. 
For a given conceptual data model, this interactive tool allows a database designer to gen­
erate internal representations and to make these representations evolve into more desirable 
ones. The fitness of internal representations is estimated on the basis of profiles, character­
izing the environment in which the database under development will operate. 
In chapter 8 a formal basis for describing the dynamics of the underlying algorithms is 
introduced. This will be based on Markov theory. 
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aatmalmga shiva tu 
Sarva Dharma. 
8.1 Introduction 
Data schema transformations gain a lot of attention in the world of database theory (see 
eg [De 93], [HCDM92], [Hal91], [Kob86a]) However, there is no technique for describing 
and predicting the dynamics of schema transformation processes The aim of this chapter1 
is to define such a technique 
More concretely, we describe mutation, evolution and optimization of internal representa­
tions using Markov chain theory (see e g [GS92]) We show how this description can be used 
for considering the dynamics of database design processes, in terms of success probability, 
first success probability, local optimum probability, and success entropy In [Too94] several 
other properties are considered, including the expected time to find a global optimum and 
the expected fitness after a given number of evolution steps 
Several Markov chain models have been introduced for the purpose of describing and pre­
dicting the behaviour of evolutionary algorithms In [GS87] a basic approach was intro­
duced Further extensions were presented in [Suz93], [Hor93] and [Mah93] These models 
are representation dependent, ι e the underlying problem representation encoded as strings 
of zeros and ones appears directly in the given formulae Consequently these models cannot 
be used for data schema transformations We therefore take a slightly different approach 
The definitions given here are representation independent So, the formulae for transition 
matrices and success probabilities do not assume a particular problem representation This 
has the advantage that our definitions may be used for entirely different problem domains 
'This chapter is based on [Too94] and [TB95] 
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However, we focus on basic evolutionary algorithms, instead of the more complex algorithms 
considered in the above references 
The organization of the chapter is as follows In section 8 2 the use of Markov chains for de­
scribing evolution dynamics is explained Section 8 3 presents several new properties of the 
solution space of internal representations These properties include local and global optima, 
which then are used for the definition of critical and dead representations In section 8 4 
transition matrices are given for basic evolutionary algorithms random walk, hill climbing, 
steepest ascent and single/multiple improvement (see also chapter 6) Furthermore, fitness 
proportional selection mechanisms are considered In section 8 5 probabilities are consid­
ered We define success probability, first success probability, local optimum probability, 
and success entropy The formulae given will be illustrated using the transition matrices 
from the previous section The chapter is concluded with a discussion (section 8 6) and a 
summary 
8.2 Using Markov theory for evolution dynamics 
In this section we show how Markov theory can be used for describing the dynamics of evo­
lutionary algorithms Let X0 be the stochastic variable giving an initial internal representa­
tion, and let Xt be the stochastic variable giving the internal representation resulting from 
evolution step t where t > 1 Then the series (chain) of variables {X0, Xit X2, } = {Xn} 
describes a database design process 
The state space of a chain {X
n
} coincides with the internal solution space 5 introduced in 
chapter 3 The transitions for a chain {X
n
} correspond with the mutations from chapter 
5 The evolutionary algorithms from chapter 6 determine the transition probabilities Since 
only the current representation, and not its predecessors, determines the possible transitions 
to a next representation, the chain satisfies the Markov property ([GS92]), and hence the 
chain is a Markov chain 
The evolutionary algorithms from chapter 6 have stationary transition probabilities, ι e 
the probabilities are independent of the number of evolution steps that have already been 
made This property allows the analysis to be based on the one step transition matrix Ρ 
containing the transition probabilities 
The running example for this chapter is based on the information structure in figure 8 1 
The solution space for this information structure consists of the following representations 
(for each representation the root set ΊΖ is given) There are three representations with a 
single root {p}, {q}, {q,r}, and four representations with two roots {{p}, {r}}, {{p}, {s}}, 
{{я}, {τ}} and {{<?}, {s}} These representations are given in figure 8 2 
The representations in figure 8 2 are numbered from 1 to 7 Each representation has an 
associated fitness which is printed in italic For example, representation 7 has fitness 238 
This is the highest fitness (global optimum) Representation 3 is a optirnum^ocal This 
terminology will be further explained in section 8 3 3 Figure 8 2 also indicates the possible 
mutations 
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Figure 8.1: Running example 
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Figure 8.2: Solution space for running example 
Note that all evolutionary algorithms have the same state space. They only differ in the 
way their transition matrix is defined (section 8.4). 
The state space of a chain {Y
n
}, describing the evolution of a pool consisting of N represen­
tations, is defined by the vectors Y
n
 = {X^\ ..., X^)- Here X^ is the i-th representation 
in the pool at time n. Again the Markov property is satisfied, and hence a chain describing 
the evolution of a pool is also a Markov chain. Pool evolution will not be considered in this 
chapter. 
8.3 Properties of solution space 
In order to prepare the Markov chain analysis we first examine the internal solution space 
S in more detail. The properties considered will be illustrated for the running example (see 
figure 8.2). Let Ρ be a transition matrix, where P{i,j) corresponds to the probability of a 
transition from representation г to representation j . 
8.3.1 Solution space diameter 
In section 5.5.2 the mutation distance Dist
m
 between two internal representations has been 
considered. We now define the diameter of solution space S as the maximum mutation 
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distance between two representations 
Diam(S) = max{Distm(î,;) 11, J € 5} 
The diameter of the running example is 3 The following lemma gives an upperbound for 
the diameter 
Lemma 8.3.1 Diam(5) < 3 χ \F\ - 2 
Proof: 
In the proof of theorem 5 5 2 about completeness of the Prune, Graft and Promote 
operators, a maximum of \F\ — 1 prune applications, \T\ promote applications and 
1^ 1 — 1 graft applications has to be performed Hence the total number of mutations 
to be applied to representation г to mutate it into j never exceeds 3 χ |JF| — 2 D 
From this lemma it follows that given an arbitrary initial representation, there is a way to 
derive any other representation (e g a global optimum) in at most 3 χ |T\ — 2 mutation 
steps Unfortunately the mutation path itself is very hard, if not impossible, to obtain 
The η-steps transition matrix Pn can be used to consider the reachability of representations 
in S In order to guarantee that all representations can be reached, choose η > Diam(iS) 
8.3.2 Neighbour representations 
Representation j is called a neighbour of representation ι, if D\st
m
(i,j) = 1 We then 
write Neighbour^, j) The set of neighbours of a given representation ι now is defined by 
Neighbours(i) = {j e S | Neighbour^, j)} 
The number of neighbours provides an indication for the possible transitions and their 
probability We denote this number by NNb(i) If Np С M is the set of nodes containing 
predicators being type related to predicator p, the maximum number of neighbours of 
representation г € 5 is given by 
Lemma 8.3.2 NNb(z) < \V\ - \T\ + Е
р3/еЛНоок(/)=Р] Wv\ 
Proof: 
By counting the possibhties of the mutation operators Since each neighbour is ob­
tained via the application of a mutation operator, the number of neighbours never 
exceeds the number of possible mutations The converse does not hold in general, 
since certain mutations produce the same neighbour (e g cutting a hook from a root 
node consisting of two hooks cutting the one or the other produces the same repre­
sentation) 
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First consider the Promote mutation The number of possibilities is \Λί\ — \Щ, assuming 
that the anchor to be promoted can be in any node except a root node (see section 
5 4 5) According to lemma 3 2 3 this equals \V\ — \T\ 
Next consider the operators Prune and Graft For each hook ρ the number of possibili­
ties for pruning is 1 The number of possibilities for grafting does not exceed \NP\ - 1 
(the node of which ρ is a part should not be considered, hence the subtraction of 1) 
Summarize over all hooks to obtain the lemma • 
A rather pessimistic, but simple, upper bound for the number of neighbours is as follows 
Lemma 8.3.3 V l 6 5 [NNb(t) < \V\ + \T\ χ (|7>| - \A\)\ 
Proof: 
Consider the possible values for |.VP| for a given predicator ρ Since there are \A\ 
atomic object types, there are also \A\ classes of type related predicatore In each 
class at least one predicator must be contained, and hence a class holds a maximum 
of \V\ - \A\ + 1 predicators Now use |iVp| < \V\ - \A\ + 1 in the previous lemma 
NNb(i) < |P| - И + Σ \NP\ 
Ρ э/еяНоок(/)=р] 
We then get NNb(z) < \V\ - \f\ + \T\ χ (\V\ - \A\ + 1) From this the lemma follows 
α 
In the running example lemma 8 3 3 yields 4+2x(4-3)=6 Lemma 8 3 2 yields 4-2+1+1=4 
for e g representation 7 
8.3.3 Local and global optimal representations 
A representation г S 5 is called a local optimum, denoted as LocOpt(i), if it has the following 
property 
Fitness(i) > max{Fitness(j)| Neighbour(i,j)} 
A local optimum is a 'mountain top' in the so-called fitness landscape A representation г 
is said to be a strong local optimum, denoted as StrongLocOpt(i), if 
Fitness(i) > max{Fitness(j)| Neighbour(i.j)} 
Strong local optima may become absorbing states (ι e a state that cannot be left) for 
hill climbing algorithms, since the only way to abandon such an optimum would be to 
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descend (temporarily) A local optimum г is called a weak local optimum, denoted as 
WeakLocOpt(i), if 
Fitness(i) = max{Fitness(j)| Neighbour(i,j)} 
Weak local optima do not necessarily become absorbing states for climbing algorithms 
However, algorithms that accept only improvements (and no 'O-improvements') have ab­
sorbing states for weak local optima as well Note that all algorithms have the same strong 
and weak local optima, but only for certain algorithms these form a problem as they become 
absorbing 
A mathematical global optimum is a representation with maximal fitness 
Fitness(i) = max{Fitness(j) | j 6 S} 
The global optima are the (high) 'mountain tops' one generally is looking for A global 
optimum is also a local optimum 
We prefer a more general definition, since mathematical optima are not always aimed for in 
practice A representation г £ S is called a bounded global optimum, denoted as GlobOpt(i), 
if Fitness(z) > F, where F is some minimal required fitness value Note that by setting 
F = max{Fitness(j) | j 6 <S} 
the mathematical definition is obtained A global optimum in the bounded definition is not 
necessarily a local optimum as well Note that the number of bounded global optima may 
be high, depending on the definition of F 
In the left-hand part of figure 8 3 the number of global optima for an arbitrary information 
structure is plotted for various values of F In this figure G is the number of 'mathematical' 
global optima Of course the number of global optima as a function of F is discontinuous 
each fitness value corresponds to the end of a 'step' in figure 8 3 (a black dot) The number 
of representations having exactly fitness F determines the difference with the next 'step' 
The right-hand part of figure 8 3 gives the number of global optima for the running example 
8.3.4 Fitness plateaus 
In section 5 5 2 the mutation distance and anchor distance between two representations was 
introduced We now define the fitness distance between two representations г and j by 
Distf(i,j) = |Fitness(i) - Fitness(j)| 
This definition for fitness distance is used for introducing fitness plateaus A set of repre­
sentations Plat Ç 5 is called a ¿-plateau if all t,j € Plat have the following properties 
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Figure 8.3: Number of global optima for various values of minimal required fitness F 
1. Distf (г, j) < δ, where <5 is some constant determining the maximum fitness difference 
between two representations of the plateau. 
2. There exists a mutation path from representation г to j consisting only of representa­
tions being element of the plateau: 
k>li(a-l,...,afc lePlat't
0! =гЛа
к
 = j Л\/i<
n<k[Ne\ghbouT(an,an+1)]\ 
Consequently, the elements of a plateau are points of a connected graph. Note that any 
strong local optimum г implies a 0-plateau Plat which is a singleton set containing only i. 
For weak global optimum г a corresponding 0-plateau contains at least 2 elements. 
8.3.5 Critical and dead representations during climbing 
When climbing algorithms are used, there are representations from which no path (re­
specting the possible transitions) to a global optimum exists: these representations do not 
communicate with any global optimum. Once such a 'dead' representation is visited, no 
global optimum can be reached. More precisely, a representation г is called dead, denoted 
as Dead(i), if: 
- ^ G I o b O p t M ^ -» <?] 
Non-dead representations will be called living. Of course this definition depends upon the 
specific evolutionary algorithm in use. This dependence is reflected through the transition 
matrix Ρ (which is the basis for the communication relation). 
For algorithms with a local optimum problem, the local optima are dead. However, dead 
representations are not necessarily local optima, since a dead representation can still allow 
improvement. In situations where a 0-plateau Plat forms a closed set (V i e pi a t j i p| a t \ρυ = 0]) 
not containing a global optimum, no global optimum can be reached from any representation 
of the plateau. Such a plateau is also called 'dead', because all its representations are dead. 
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Furthermore there are representations from which a global optimum can be reached and 
which communicate with at least one dead neighbour Although these representations do 
communicate with a global optimum, there is a possibility that a neighbour which does 
not communicate with a global optimum is accepted If the algorithm makes the wrong 
decision at such a point (1 e move to a dead neighbour), again no global optimum will be 
found If on the other hand a living neighbour is chosen, there is still a possibility of finding 
a global optimum Representations with these properties are called critical More precisely, 
a representation г is called critical, denoted as Cntical(i), if 
-iDead(i) Л 3 J & s[P(t, j) > О Л Dead(j)] 
The following lemma provides a way to indentify the dead representations when the tran­
sition matrix Ρ is given 
Lemma 8.3.4 Dead(i) <=> ν 0 < λ < | 5 | о\оЪОрЧд)[Рк{г, g) = 0] 
Proof: 
Dead representations do not communicate with global optima, or 
^к>оаоЬО
Р
Цд)[Рк(г,д) = 0] 
Note that Pk covers exactly those paths that have length к A result known from 
graph theory is that if there exists a path with length к > \S\, there also exists a path 
of length Í < \S\ (by repeated removal of cycles) ü 
With this lemma and the transition matrix P, the dead points can be identified by com-
puting P°, P1, P2, P3, , P | 51 If for a given ι all entries Рк(г, g), with g a global optimum, 
are zero, then г is dead If on the other hand at least one entry Pk(i, g) is non zero, г is 
living 
In figure 8 4 the solution space is divided into two components a dead and a living part 
The global optima in figure 8 4 form a special component of the living part The critical 
representations will be located close to the border, as they are alive themselves, but com­
municate with at least one dead neighbour Local optima may be dead or living, depending 
on the evolutionary algorithm and its parameter settings 
By definition, there are no transitions from dead representations to living representations, 
and hence the dead representations form the state space for a sub Markov chain, which is 
a Markov chain itself It is in this part all absorbing local optima can be found 
For the position of strong local optima (SLO) three cases can be distinguished These are 
illustrated in figure 8 5 
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Solution space 
Figure 8.4: Living and dead points in solution space 
1. All strong local optima are alive (AIIStrongAlive(5,P)): 
V,g5,-GlobOpt(!)[StrongLocOpt(i) =>· -.Dead(i)] 
This case corresponds to the lefthand situation in figure 8.5. 
2. The opposite case where all strong local optima are dead (AIIStrongDead(<S, P)): 
v
.65,-Glob0pt(.)[StrongLoc0pt(¿) =• Dead(í)] 
The center part of figure 8.5 illustrates this case. 
3. And the general case, where some strong local optima are dead and others are alive 
(StrongPartialDead(<S,P)): 
^(AIIStrongAlive(S, P) V AIIStrongDead(5, P)) 
The righthand side of figure 8.5 illustrates the general case. 
For weak local optima similar cases exist. The precidates AllWeakAlive, AIIWeakDead and 
WeakPartialDead are defined analogously. From the above it can be concluded that the 'dead 
representation' problem is even bigger than the more apparent local optimum problem. 
8.4 Transition matrices 
In this section transition matrices are given for random walk, hill climbing, steepest as-
cent and single/multiple improvement. Furthermore, random walk and hill climbing are 
generalized to fitness proportional walk and fitness proportional hill climbing. 
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Figure 8.5: Three possibilities w.r.t. the location of strong local optima 
8.4.1 R a n d o m walk 
First random walk is considered (see also section 6.5.5 and 7.3.2). In a random walk, 
for a given representation i a neighbour j is chosen without method or conscious choice. 
We assume that the transitions are fair: transition to one neighbour is equally likely as 
transition to another. Then, the corresponding transition matrix PT is defined by: 
P i = / ШЩГ) if Neighbour(i.j) 
4
 \ 0 otherwise 
It is easily verified that PT is a stochastic matrix, i.e. 0 < p y < 1 and Σ]=\ρι3 = 1· The 
following lemma expresses that random walk is fully alive: 
Lemma 8.4.1 AIIStrongAlive(S, Ρ
τ
) Λ AIIWeakAlive(5, PT) 
Proof: 
In a random walk all local optima can be starting-point of a sequence of transitions 
leading to a global optimum. Consequently all local optima are alive. ü 
The above lemma indicates that random walk has no problems with dead or local optimal 
representations. However, random walk is a 'blind' search, which suggests that it suffers 
from convergence problems. 
The transition matrix for the running example is given in the left part of figure 8.6. 
The random walk transition matrix in figure 8.6 is explained as follows. The first row 
contains all transition probabilities from representation 1 to another representation. In 
the running example (figure 8.2) we see that representation 1 allows three transitions: 
promotion to representation 2 or 3 and grafting to representation 5. Each transition has 
the same probability which then becomes ^, because otherwise the resulting matrix would 
not be a stochastic matrix. Note that p„ = 0 for all i € S. 
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Figure 8.6: Example matrices for random walk and hill climbing 
8.4.2 Hill climbing 
Hill climbing exists in several variants (see also section 6.5.5 and 7.4.1). In this section the 
following variant is used. For a given representation г a neighbour j is generated at random. 
Then i is replaced by j if j has a fitness not lower than the fitness of г. The corresponding 
transition matrix P/, is based on the set of better (or equally good) neighbours defined by: 
B, = {j € Neighbours(i) | Fitness(j) > Fitness(i)} 
Now the transition matrix is defined as follows. If Bx is empty then pXJ is defined by the 
Kronecker delta function 6l} = (if г = j then 1 else 0). For nonempty Bt it is defined by: 
P.j = 
if І е в , 
0 otherwise 
It is easily verified that Рк is a stochastic matrix. Note that hill climbing has a local 
optimum problem: if a representation г only has neighbours with a lower fitness (г is a 
strong local optimum, Bt = φ) the chain will remain in this state forever (г is absorbing) 
without finding any new representations. This is a well-known disadvantage of hill climbing. 
The following lemma expresses this problem. 
Lemma 8.4.2 Local optima during climbing: AIIStrongDead(5, Ph). 
Proof: 
All strong local optima are absorbing under hill climbing, since the only way to leave a 
strong local optimum would be to accept a worsening. Hence all strong local optima, 
not being a global optimum as well, are dead. ü 
Some weak local optima may be found on dead 0-plateaus, while others will be located on 
a living 0-plateau. So in general WeakPartialDead(5, Ph). 
The transition matrix for the running example is given in the right part of figure 8.6. This 
matrix is explained as follows. In the running example (figure 8.2) we see that representation 
1 allows three transitions, and only one transition results in fitness improvement. So, the 
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other two transitions have probability 0 and the improving transition has probability ¿. 
Then, pu has to be | , because otherwise the resulting matrix would not be a stochastic 
matrix. Note that representations 3 (local optimum) and 7 (global optimum) correspond 
to absorbing states (p„ = 1). 
When hill climbing is applied, an efficiency problem occurs. The basis of this problem is 
expressed in the following lemma: 
Lemma 8.4.3 Let T, be the stochastic variable representing the number of consecutive 
transitions from i to i, where г is a non absorbing state. Then: 
Proof: 
The probability for exactly η consecutive transitions from i to г is given by: 
Prob{T, = n) = (p„)n x (1 - P„) 
As a consequence: 
ВД = Е**(р»)пх(і-л.) = 7гт-
n=0 1 P" 
since Ση=οη x i " = z/(l - z) 2 for 0 < ι < 1. 
For hill climbing p„ = 1 — ^ ¿ j Now the lemma follows. О 
From this lemma it can be concluded that if representation г has relatively many worse 
neighbours, there will be many superfluous transitions from г to г. Note that if г is a strong 
local optimum (г is absorbing) the lemma does not apply. However, in that case E[TX] = oo: 
the evolution process will remain in the strong local optimum forever. 
8.4.3 Steepest ascent 
Steepest ascent always aims at a maximal improvement (see also section 6.5.5 and 7.4.1). 
It does not accept any neighbour other than the best. Such a neighbour is not necessarily 
unique. Let the set of 'maximal better' neighbours MB, of representation г be defined as 
follows: 
МВ
г
 = {; e Neighbours(i) I V f c s N e i g h b o u r s ( l )[Fitness(i) > Fitness(A:)]} 
Now the corresponding transition matrix P
a
 is defined as follows. If no better neighbours 
exist (В
г
 = es) then р
ч
 is defined by the Kronecker delta function 6i}. For nonempty Bx it 
is defined by: 
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'
3
 \ 0 otherwise 
The following lemma expresses that steepest ascent is indeed a climber 
Lemma 8.4.4 AIIStrongDead(S, P
a
) 
Some weak local optima may be found on dead O-plateaus, while others will be located on 
a living 0-plateau Hence in general WeakPartialDead(<S, P
a
) 
The matrix for the running example is given in the left part of figure 8 7 From this matrix it 
can be concluded that in the running example each representation has at most one 'maximal 
better' neighbour (| MB, | < 1 for all г) evolution becomes deterministic In other cases 
this situation may occur as well, since the probability that a representation has two or more 
neighbours with exactly the same and maximal fitness is expected to be low (but depends 
on the definition of the fitness function) This property is typical for steepest ascent, and 
has consequences w r t the choice of initial representations (see also section 8 5 4) 
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1 
12 
0 
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0 
1 
4 
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0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
4 
1 
4 
2 
4 . 
Figure 8 7 Example matrices for steepest ascent and S/M improvement 
The matrix in figure 8 7 also shows that the running example forces steepest ascent to arrive 
in an absorbing state in at most one step This absorbing state is either the local optimum 
(representation 3) or the global optimum (representation 7), depending on the initial state 
8.4.4 Single /mult ip le improvement 
Next we consider evolution under single/multiple improvement (see also section 6 2 7) Sin-
gle/multiple improvement is not based on a combined fitness function, but on the separate 
Time and Space components It is a general approach, based on optimization in two direc-
tions (time and space) For example, it is possible to use one algorithm (e g hill climbing) 
to find representations with time improvement, another algorithm to do the same for space 
improvement Then the results are combined If there are any neighbours found by both 
'child' algorithms, one of these is selected as a next representation (since these representa-
tions provide multiple improvement, both on time and space) If there are no neighbours 
o o i o o o o 
o o o o o o i 
o o i o o o o 
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
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in common, then one neighbour from the union is selected (such a neighbour provides a 
single improvement, either on time or on space). Finally if no improvement whatsoever can 
be made, either a disimprovement is accepted, or an absorbing state is entered (depending 
on the exact variant of single/multiple improvement). 
The basic idea is displayed in figure 8.8. Define Ml, as the set of neighbours of г leading 
to multiple improvement, and define N1, as the set of neighbours which do not lead to any 
improvement: 
Ml, = {j £ Neighbours(i)|Time(j) < Тіте(г) Л Space(j') < Space(i)} 
N1, = {j £ Neighbours(î)|Time(j) > Time(z) Λ Space(j) > Space(i)} 
Si 
M 
4 
¿ 
» 
f 
Ni 
л 
·» 
Si 
Space 
Figure 8.8: Areas for single/multiple improvement 
Define the neighbours leading to a single improvement by: SI, = Neighbours(z) — Ml, — N1,. 
Furthermore define m, = | M I , | , s, = | SI, 
transition matrix is defined as follows: 
and π, = | N1, |. Then the corresponding 
m, > 0 => p, ; = 
m , = О Л s, > 0 => p,j = 
m, = О Л s, = 0 => Ру = 
if j e мі, 
otherwise 
¿ if j e si, 
0 otherwise 
1 i f j e N i , 
0 otherwise 
This corresponds with an algorithm that checks all neighbours, computes the sets Ml,, SI, 
and IMI,, and makes transitions according to the general single/multiple improvement idea. 
A disadvantage of this algorithm is that all neighbours and their fitness values must be 
computed. We therefore prefer the approach presented in figure 8.9. 
The corresponding transition matrix Psm is defined by: 
if j e Ml, 
if j e S I , 
if j = i 
otherwise 
NNEw 
NND(.) 
1 пі1+А.«;'Дг+Аі nt 1
 NNb(,) 
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Single/multiple improvement 
Generate y IN Neighbours(t) 
i f y e M I , 
t h e n Replace(t, y) 
else i f y 6 SI, 
t h e n Replace(l, y) WITH Probability \$ 
else Replace(t,y) WITH Probability Ajv 
end 
end 
Figure 8 9 Alternative single/multiple improvement algorithm 
where A5 is the probability a neighbour will be selected if it provides a single improvement, 
and Хм is a similar probability for neighbours that provide only disimprovement The 
probabilities As ала Алг are configuration parameters for this algorithm 
If single/multiple improvement is used, then in general (for As > 0, Ajv > 0) 
Lemma 8.4.5 AIIStrongAhve(S, P
sm
) Л AIIWeakAlive(5, P
an
) 
In case \ s = \ N = 0, then AIIStrongDead(5, Psm) Л AIIWeakDead(5, P s m ) 
The matrix for the running example is given in the right part of figure 8 7 In the example 
A
s
 has been set to | and А# to J Of course A
s
 and X^ should be chosen carefully as p„ 
increases linear with a decrease of As or A;v Note that the values in the P
s m
 matrix in 
figure 8 7 cannot be computed directly from the running example in figure 8 2, since no 
time/space values are shown 
8.4.5 Fitness proportional walk 
Fitness proportional algorithms attempt to guide the evolution process by making transition 
probabilities proportional to the fitness of neighbours The idea is to prefer transitions to 
better neighbours while still allowing a decreasing fitness, for example in order to leave a 
local optimum The corresponding transition matrix P¡\ can be defined as follows 
Í ^ F ' tneSS(JFitn,«m if N e i g h b o u r ^ ) 
[ 0 otherwise 
The matrix for the running example is shown in the left part of figure 8 10 Note that 
p„ = 0 for all % 
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Figure 8.10: Example matrices for both variants of fitness proportional walk 
A disadvantage of the definition above is that each step requires a considerable amount 
of computation, since all neighbours and their fitness have to be computed in order to 
determine the transition probability. 
Similarly to random walk (lemma 8.4.1), fitness proportional walk is fully alive: 
Lemma 8.4.6 AHStrongAI¡ve(«S, Pn) Λ AIIWeakAlive(5, Pn). 
The exhaustive computation in the definition of P¡\ can be avoided by using a bounded fit-
ness proportional selection mechanism. Then it is not necessary to compute all neighbours. 
The corresponding transition matrix P¡i is based on a function /prop capturing the fitness 
proportional part: 
P.j = \ 
в ы * if Neighbour^, j ) 
1
 ~ ШГБм £fceNeighbours(.) Svrop{i, k) if 7 = i 
0 otherwise 
Function f prop can be further parameterized with threshold constants Tmin,Tmoi > 0. Here 
Tmm is an upperbound for the fitness worsening that will be accepted proportionally, and 
Tmax is an upperbound for the fitness improvement that will be accepted proportionally: 
fprop(i,j) = 
0 
FitnessQ)-Fitness(T)+Tm 
7 m m + M n a 2 
1 
if Fitness(j) < Fitness(i) - Tmm 
if Fitness(i) - Tmm < Fitness^') < Fitness(i) + Tm 
otherwise 
So, any neighbour which results in a fitness improvement of at least Tmax will be selected 
with probability one. Neighbours which result in a smaller improvement, or even in a 
worsening (restricted by Tmm), will be selected with a probability proportional to the im-
provement. Neighbours with a worsening of Tmm or more will not be selected at all. Note 
that if Tmax = 0 and Г
т
,„ » 0 the algorithm becomes identical to hill climbing2. 
2Actually, take T
m m
 > 0, but smaller than the smallest fitness difference between neighbours with a 
different fitness 
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The matrix for the running example is shown in the right part of figure 8.10. From this 
matrix it is clear that p„ φ 0. So, although the exhaustive computation in the first definition 
of fitness proportional walk (see above) is avoided, the bounded definition has the problem 
of doing superfluous transitions from i to i. Furthermore it is clear that the two definitions 
result in quite different transition probabilities (see figure 8.10). Of course this also depends 
on the seting of parameters T
min and T , ^ . In the example T m m and Τ^χ have been set 
to 35 ~
 7 
238 
7 ' 
For 'average' T
mm
 the second variant of fitness proportional walk is partially alive: 
Lemma 8.4.7 
StrongPartialDead(5, Pf2) Λ WeakPartialDead(,S, Pf2) 
For sufficiently large T
m m
 all local optima will be alive, whereas for very small values of 
T
min all local optima will be dead. 
The above lemma indicates the strong influence of the parameter T
mm
 on the presence of 
dead points. Hence this parameter should be chosen with care. Small values for T
mm
 result 
in higher p„ values, because the worst neighbours are no longer accepted. However, using 
a large T
m
,„ might lead to the situation where too many bad neighbours are accepted. 
For Tmax a similar property holds. For large T ^ relatively many neighbours are accepted 
proportionally (instead of acceptance with probability one). This again leads to a higher p„, 
which might result in an efficiency problem during evolution (see also the proof of lemma 
8.4.3). 
In figure 8.11 the average value of p„ (w.r.t. all i € S) is plotted as a function of Tmax 
for various values of Tmm. This plot relates to the running example. Note that for values 
°f Tmax which correspond to a fitness difference between two neighbours, a 'break' occurs 
in the plot (e.g. 1, 2 and 4). This is the result of changing proportional acceptance to 
acceptance with probability one, or vice versa (2nd and 3rd case of f prop). Similarly, if 
Т
тгп
, TmaX < 1 there is no proportional behaviour, resulting in a horizontal plot (see figure 
8.11). 
8.4.6 Fitness proportional hill climbing 
Analogous with fitness proportional walk we now consider fitness proportional hill climbing. 
We give the corresponding fitness matrices Ρ/,ι and Pw 
First Phi based on exhaustive computation of all neighbours is considered. Let В
г
 be the 
set of better (or equally good) neighbours of representation г. If ß , = 0 then ptJ = StJ. For 
nonempty 5 , the transition probability is given by: 
Г FitnessQ) ¡f ι с R 
1 0 otherwise 
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Figure 8 11 Average value of p„ as a function of Γ™« for various values of T
m m 
In this case AIIStrongDead(S, Phi) In general some weak local optima can be found on 
dead O-plateaus, while others will be located on a living 0-plateau Hence in general 
WeakPartialDead(<S, Phi) Note that this definition of hill climbing does not have the effi­
ciency problems the hill climber from section 8 4 2 has 
The corresponding transition matrix P/,2 is based on a function hprop capturing the fitness 
proportional part 
P.J 
0 otherwise 
Similarly to the function /prop from the previous section, the function hprop can be param­
eterized with Tmax > 0 specifing the maximum fitness improvement that is accepted fitness 
proportionally Furthermore, we use parameter \P (0 < λρ < 1 specifying the probability 
of accepting a neighbour in the current 0-plateau (once this neighbour has been generated) 
The function hprop then is defined as 
hprop(i,j) = 
0 
FitnessQ)-Fitness(i) 
if Fitness(j) < Fitness(i) 
if Fitness(j) = Fitness(i) 
if 0 < Fitness(j) - Fitness(i) < Tm 
otherwise 
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Parameter Xp can be set to a value above 0 to assure that weak local optima do not become 
absorbing (in contrast with strong local optima) Note that if Tmm of P¡2 is set to 0, the 
definition of Ph2 is obtained (with XP set to 0) 
Here we have AIIStrongDead(<S, Ph2) If λ
Ρ
 = 0, then AIIWeakDead(5, Ph2) In general 
(XP > 0) some weak local optima can be found on dead 0-plateaus, while others will be 
located on a living 0-plateau Hence in general WeakPartialDead(5, Ρ^2) 
8.5 Basic properties of evolutionary algorithms 
In this section we consider basic properties of evolutionary algorithms success probability, 
first success probability, local optimum probability, and success entropy An important role 
is played by the reduced transition matrix, which is defined as follows 
, i _ J ° if GlobOpt(i)vGlobOptO) 
r e d l M j
 ~ \ P{i,j) otherwise 
So the reduced matrix PTei resembles Ρ with the exception of global optima Besides the 
reduced matrix we use the abbreviations given in figure 8 12 for initialization, success and 
first success 
notation 
sk 
FSk 
explanation 
initial representation is г 
success within к steps 
first success after к steps 
definition 
XQ = ι 
3„<*[GlobOpt(X
n
)] 
GlobOpt(Xfc) Λ -iSjfc-i 
Figure 8 12 Abbreviations for initialization and success 
In [Too94] several other properties are considered, including the expected time to find a 
global optimum and the expected fitness after a given number of evolution steps 
8.5.1 Success probability 
In this section we consider the probability that at least one global optimum is found within 
a given (predetermined) number of steps к > 1 This probability is given by 
Theorem 8.5.1 Prob{Sk | ƒ,) = 1 - E^s Р Д Л м ) 
Proof: 
Observe that Prob(Sk \ I, ) = 1 - Prob(-*Sk \ It ) The latter probability can be 
interpreted as the probability of a walk from г to some j , without ever visiting a global 
optimum For a given j this probability is Pr*¿(i, j), since the reduced matrix excludes 
exactly those paths with a global optimum Now summarize over all possible j to 
obtain the theorem • 
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Figure 8.13: Success graphs for running example 
The success graphs for the running example are given in figure 8.13. 
From the graphs in figure 8.13 it can be concluded that hill climbing (including the pro­
portional variants) performs rather poor for the running example. This can be explained 
by the fact that the local optimum (representation 3) is quite tempting for hill climbers, 
but leads them into an undesired absorbing state. Another remarkable thing is the fact 
that hill climbing with deterministic replacement and hill climbing with fitness proportional 
replacement perform almost exactly the same. This suggests that, at least for the running 
example, proportional hill climbing is not worth the extra work. The hill climbers show 
approximately the same probabilities for small k, and since absorbtion (either at repre­
sentation 3 or 7) becomes quite certain for larger values of k, the plots are approximately 
identical in the long run as well. 
The fitness proportional walk (both variants) and single/multiple improvement perform 
somewhat worse than random walk. Although random walk is known to perform very poor 
in general, in the running example it does not. An explanation again relates to represen­
tation 3. Although fitness proportional walk and single/multiple improvement do not have 
a local optimum problem, they are still attracted to representation 3 since its fitness value 
is very close to the global optimum. However, its distance to the actual global optimum 
(7) is 3 (equal to the diameter), which causes a more difficult reachability of representation 
7. Furthermore, parameters T
min and Τ „ „ of the second fitness proportional walk, and 
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parameters Xs and X^ of single/multiple improvement have a substantial influence on the 
results (see e g the analysis of p„ values in figure 8 11) For single/multiple improvement 
there is only one transition yielding a multiple improvement representation 2 to 7 (the 
time/space values in the running example were omitted) So, more single improvement or 
no improvement steps will be made, being more dependent on the setting of parameters Xs 
and Адг 
Only for algorithms without dead point problem ultimate success seems certain, as the plots 
for these algorithms approach one for large fc This is expressed by the following lemma 
Lemma 8.5.1 .е^ііпи^«, Prob{Sk | ƒ,) = 1] <=> Vl65[-.Dead(î)] 
Proof: 
For algorithms without dead representations, all non global optimal representations 
communicate with a global optimum Consequently, in the long run a global optimum 
will be found with probability 1 For algorithms with dead points however, ultimate 
succes is not certain G 
8.5.2 First success probability 
In this section we consider the probability that an evolutionary algorithm finds its first 
global optimum at the fc-th step (fc > 1), given the initial state is ι This probability is 
given by 
Theorem 8.5.2 Prob(FSk | ƒ,) = EciobOptfj) EjeNe,ghbours(s) Р^лЬ,з) ,я 
Proof: 
Let г be the initial state and let ρ be a global optimum The probability that g is the 
first global optimum found at the fc-th step is equal to the probability of 'traversing' a 
path from г of length k— 1 steps, without visiting a global optimum, to some neighbour 
j of g and then making the transition from j to g For a given j this probability equals 
Р
т
Га{гіЭ) зд> since the reduced matrix excludes exactly all global optima Summarize 
over all j and g to obtain the theorem • 
Note that if GlobOpt(z) all probabilities for first success at the fc-th step (fc > 1) are zero 
The first success graphs for the running example are given in figure 8 14 
From the graphs in figure 8 14 it is clear that the first success probability descends with the 
number of steps This is an obvious consequence of the fact that the success probability 
grows with the number of steps (see figure 8 13) However, the relation between success 
probability (theorem 8 5 1) and first success probability (theorem 8 5 2) is not immediately 
clear We therefore examine this relation in more detail 
Lemma 8.5.2 Let -.GlobOpt(z) Then Proò(5fc|/,) = Σ*=ι Prob(FSn\It) 
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Figure 8.14: First success graphs for running example 
Proof: 
Success within к > 1 steps is possible by first success at the η = 1st, ..., A;th step. 
Summarize over π to obtain the lemma. Π 
First success probabilities provide an indication of the steepness of the corresponding suc­
cess probabilities: they can be considered as a sort of "first derivative'. As an example, 
the steepness of the success graph of fitness proportional walk (2) in figure 8.13 is almost 
constant. Consequently, the corresponding first success graph in figure 8.14 is almost hori­
zontal. 
8.5.3 Local opt imum probability 
For certain algorithms (e.g. hill climbing) strong local optima (and sometimes even weak 
local optima) become absorbing states. When an absorbing state is entered, the algorithm 
will be caught there and no further evolution is performed. The following theorem calculates 
the probability of ending up in an absorbing state, without ever visiting a global optimum, 
after a fixed number of steps к > 1. 
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Theorem 8.5.3 Let Abs be a predicate indicating whether a state is absorbing: Abs(j) «=>• 
Pjj = 1. We then have: 
Ргоб(АВДь) Λ-S* |/,) = ¿2 PUho.) 
Abs(a) 
Proof: 
For a given absorbing state a, the probability equals the probability of a walk from г 
to a in exactly к steps, without visiting a global optimum. This probability is equal 
to PrCd{i, a) by definition of Prc¿. Now summarize over all possible a. D 
The local optimum graphs for the running example are given in figure 8.15. Note that no 
graphs are given for random walk, single/multiple improvement and fitness proportional 
walk, since they have no local optimum problem. 
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Figure 8.15: Local optimum graphs for running example 
From the graphs in figure 8.15 it is clear that the local optimum probability grows with 
the number of steps. This is natural because more steps have more possibilities to reach a 
local optimum. However, this is not the case for steepest ascent, which can be explained 
as follows. In the running example, steepest ascent has three possibilities to be in a local 
optimum after к = 1 steps (3/7 я 0.43). For larger A; this is also the case and as a result the 
corresponding graph is horizontal. This is typical for the running example. So, in general 
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steepest ascent is not expected to have a horizontal local optimum graph. Note furthermore 
that local optimum graphs never descend, since it is impossible that more steps have less 
possibilities to reach a local optimum (provided the algorithm used has a local optimum 
problem). 
8.5.4 Success entropy 
The choice for an initial representation may be important for the entire evolution process. 
In this section the importance of initial representations is considered using a well-known 
concept from information theory, called entropy. 
For a random variable X taking values in A, the entropy H is defined by (see e.g. [Gra90]): 
H = - £ Prob(X = χ) χ \og{Prob(X = x)) 
xeA 
where 0 χ log(O) =¿e{ 0. We use this definition to define the influence of initial representa-
tions on the fc-step success probabilities (theorem 8.5.1). 
However, first a correct probability distribution has to be defined. The values taken by 
Prob(Sk\h) for different i e S cannot be used directly, as their sum is not necessarily 
1. Let h be the random variable indicating which initial representation is chosen for an 
evolution process of к steps. Use Ck as an abbreviation for Σ Ι Ε Α - Ρ Γ Ο Ο ^ Ι Λ ) . Now define 
the probability distribution function f к (for Ik) by: 
/
к
[г) = Prob(Ik = ι) = 
Here representations with a higher success probability have a higher probability of becoming 
the initial state. The entropy for fc-step success Hk can now be defined by: 
.es G * G * 
Lower entropy values usually indicate a higher degree of certainty, making the choice of 
an initial representation of greater importance. As an example, for steepest ascent certain 
initial representations (almost) certainly result in success, while other initial representations 
(almost) certainly result in failure. So for steepest ascent, the degree of certainty is high, 
indicating that the choice for the initial representation is of great importance. Figure 8.16 
presents the success entropy graphs for the running example. 
As expected the entropy for steepest ascent is low, indicating that the choice of the initial 
representation is of importance for its success. For random walk, fitness proportional walks 
and single/multiple improvement, the choice for an initial pool seems less important than 
for hill climbing and steepest ascent. This is what we would expect. 
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Figure 8.16: Success entropy graphs for running example 
Note that for hill climbing the choice of an initial pool is even more important than for 
steepest ascent. The reason the various hill climbers are similar is that they have approxi­
mately the same success probabilities (see figure 8.13). 
When the choice for an initial representation is important, so is the choice for an initial 
pool: a pool with many different representations then will yield better success probabilities. 
If on the other hand the initial representation has little influence on the performance of an 
evolutionary algorithm, one could use a simple initial pool consisting of only a few different 
representations or even all indentical representations. 
8.6 Discussion: exploration versus exploitation 
During an evolution process, exploration indicates the force that increases diversity (see e.g. 
[LK93]). An algorithm with high exploration rate is considered a relatively blind search. 
On the other hand, exploitation indicates the force that decreases diversity, trying to direct 
the evolution process towards desired solutions, and cutting off dead ends. Usually there 
is a trade-off between exploration and exploitation. They should be balanced to make a 
good evolutionary algorithm: too much exploration will make the algorithm blind, but too 
much exploitation increases the risk of missing a desired representation, e.g. when ending 
in a local optimum. 
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However, this balance depends on the specific solution space and fitness function. Consider 
for example a fitness function resulting in a single mountain in the solution space. Of course 
exploration is still required, but exploitation should form the strongest force, making ad­
vantage of the easy structure for example by using steepest ascent. If on the other hand a 
solution space with a very rugged structure is used (for example many representations lead­
ing to local optima), exploration becomes much more important: an exploiting algorithm 
will soon find itself in a local optimum. In general, an algorithm with more exploitation 
implies faster success but also a higher risk of failure. For algorithms with more explo­
ration the converse holds: the risk of failure is limited, but it takes longer before a desired 
representation is found. 
As a measure for the trade-off between exploration and exploitation, we use the following 
ratio ύ: 
j 1
 3 c r I R N b ( i ) | 
\S\ ¿ NNb(¿) 
where RNb is the set of reachable neighbours: 
RNb(0 = { j 6 S | p v > 0 A i ? E j } 
In fact i? is the average amount of reachable neighbours as a fraction of the total number of 
neighbours. It varies between 0 and 1. Algorithms with tf я 0 have maximum exploitation, 
at the cost of a minimal exploration. For algorithms with ΰ = 1 the opposite holds. 
We consider ΰ in more detail for the evolutionary algorithms discussed in previous sections. 
Random walk has i?
r
 = 1, since it can explore all neighbours. So random walk does little 
exploitation: it is a blind search, as one would expect. Steepest ascent has #
s
 « 0, since it 
only accepts neighbours with maximum improvement. So steepest ascent exhibits maximum 
exploitation and minimum exploration. 
For hill climbing ϋ directly depends on the (average) number of better neighbours. For 
example, $>, = j if on the average half of the neighbours have a better fitness (and are 
thus reachable). In figure 8.17 these values of ύ are illustrated in a so-called spectrum of 
algorithms. 
Fitness proportional walk has an exploration between the exploration of random walk and 
hill climbing. So uf will be in the range from i?
r
 to tfj,, depending on the setting of the 
parameters. For fitness proportional hill climbing a similar argument can be used: then 
ϋ will be in the range from і?д to •&,, again dependent on the parameters. The ϋ value 
of single/multiple improvement depends on the setting of paramters As and λ^· If both 
parameters are close to 1, then the ϋ value will approach 1 as well. If on the other hand both 
parameters approach 0, single/multiple improvement starts behaving like a hill climber. 
Concluding, the ΰ ratio can be used to choose between different evolutionary algorithms. For 
a rugged solution space, exploration should be preferred over exploitation, and consequently 
algorithms with a larger ΰ should be used. If on the other hand the ruggedness is found to 
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Figure 8.17: Spectrum of evolutionary algorithms 
be quite low, exploitation becomes much more important, and an algorithm with a lower ΰ 
should be applied. Techniques for examining the ruggedness of solution spaces can be based 
on a statistical analysis of the fitness values found by a random walk. This is elaborated in 
more detail in e.g. [Luc93]. 
8.7 Summary and outlook 
In this chapter Markov chain fundamentals for evolutionary database optimization were 
introduced. After examining additional properties of the internal solution space, transition 
matrices for basic optimization algorithms were defined. Then success probability, first 
success probability, local optimum probability and success entropy were defined, and illus­
trated with the given transition matrices. Note that the probabilities were defined for all 
possible transition matrices Consequently other (more advanced) optimization algorithms 
can be easily incorporated. 
This concludes the description of evolutionary database optimization in this thesis. The 
next chapter will summarize our research results and discuss directions for further research. 
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Chapter 9 
Conclusions 
от shanti shanti shanti 
Jai Sai Ram 
In this thesis a new approach to database optimization has been introduced This ap­
proach allows us to describe, execute, and analyze database optimization algorithms The 
optimized database structures that are produced are specified in terms of an underlying 
conceptual data model In order to summarize our research results and identify directions 
for further research, we focus on the requirements discussed in the introduction 
9.1 General requirements 
First we consider general requirements with respect to conceptual data models and their 
internal representations 
formal description of conceptual models: Conceptual data models are input to the op­
timization process and should therefore be defined in a formal way 
The Predicator Model described in chapter 2 is a formalization of object-role models 
The verification of object-role models has also been considered (see [BHW91]) 
Further research should consider the question whether and how other kinds of specifi­
cations can serve as input to the optimization process As an example, object-oriented 
models also need translation into efficient database structures Moreover, the Predi­
cator Model has been extended to the Predicator Set Model (PSM [HW93]), [Hof93]) 
The use of the advanced modelling constructs from PSM in the context of database 
optimization was considered in section 4 5 This however should be examined in more 
detail 
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correctness of internal representations: In order to guarantee correctness of internal 
representations, the representation mechanism used must present a clear relation with 
an underlying conceptual model 
The representation mechanism introduced in chapter 3 is defined in terms of the pred-
icatore from the conceptual model In chapter 4 it was shown how conceptual popula-
tions are transformed into populations of internal representations and how conceptual 
updates affect internal populations 
However, equivalence of conceptual model and internal representations was not for-
mally proved For this formal proof, it is suggested to use homomorphisms between 
the set of possible conceptual populations and the set of possible internal populations 
A first step in this direction was taken in [HP\V92a] and [Bom89] This approach 
is in line with [Par90], where semantic equivalence is also based on sets of possible 
populations 
Another point to be mentioned here concerns objectified fact types The representa-
tion mechanism from chapter 3 allows fact types to be incorported in internal rep-
resentations explicitly (see e g figure 3 2) This is not always the most natural way 
of representing object-role information structures, for example in the case of a fact 
type containing two or more predicators having the same non-atomic base Several 
alternative ways of treating objectifications were discussed in section 4 5 3 
generality of approach: The approach should support different types of target Database 
Management Systems 
The internal representations introduced in chapter 3 can be implemented in terms of 
different data models, including the relational model, the hierarchical model and the 
network model Nested relations were considered in section 3 2 5, and were further 
illustrated in chapter 4 Flat relations can be obtained by observing certain integrity 
rules (see e g parameter NoNesting in section 3 3 2) or by flattening nested relations 
The flattening of nested relations corresponds to ignoring the edges and labels in 
internal representations (see also section 5 2) In section 4 5 2 the use of CODASYL 
network models was considered 
Although nested relations are not exactly the same as conventional hierarchical data 
models (e g IMS data structures [Dat86]), they are quite similar (see also the hierar-
chical record structures in section 3 2 5) 
However, the representation mechanism introduced in this thesis is not the most gen-
eral representation mechanism A more general mechanism may be obtained by relax-
ing the condition that an internal representation should consist of trees of predicator-
nodes For example, we can also allow networks of nodes The resulting mechanism 
then covers the current representations (a tree is a special case of a network), but also 
other kinds of representations such as insertion order graphs ([CH94], [Cam94]) 
Another generalization of the representation mechanism concerns the fact that each 
predicator is allowed to occur in a representation at most once Relaxing this require-
ment will result in more possibilities to introduce redundancy 
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Note that generalization of the representation mechanism will lead to more possibilities 
for optimization. In certain cases this may be desirable, but it will also increase the size 
of the solution space (which may cause problems w.r.t. the performance of optimization 
algorithms). 
9.2 Requirements concerning evolution 
Next we consider the requirements concerning the evolution mechanism. This includes 
the parameterized initialization, the correctness of mutations, and the completeness of 
mutations. 
parameterized initialization: There should be a parameterized generator, producing can-
didate internal representations having specific desirable properties. 
The guidance conditions discussed in section 3.3.2 show how the initialization process 
can be forced to yield representations with specific properties, such as absence of re-
dundancy and optional database fields, or on other structural properties (e.g. database 
table size). These properties are guaranteed on the basis of guidance conditions. 
However, several aspects of conceptual data models were not embedded in the gen-
eration mechanism. For example, more advanced integrity constraints (such as set 
constraints) can also be used to guide the generation process. This would result in 
a more complete parameterization. Advanced integrity constraints and their map-
ping are considered in e.g. [RH93] and [De 93]. Other extensions of the generation 
mechanism may deal with design decisions concerning the implementation of subtype 
hierarchies and identification structures. 
Another direction for future research is a more elaborate comparison of different 
starting-points for the optimization process. So far our experiments did not show 
important inequalities between different initial representations, even if the distance 
between these representations is big (see e.g. figure 7.22). This however has to be 
examined in more detail and the guidance conditions from section 3.3.2 will play a 
central role here. The relation with success entropy indicating the importance of 
initial representations provides an additional possibility to examine this aspect (see 
section 8.5.4). 
correctness of mutations: The mutation operators must result m correct internal repre-
sentations for the same conceptual data model. 
The operators Prune, Graft and Promote introduced in chapter 5 were shown to be cor-
rect (theorem 5.4.1, 5.4.2 and 5.4.4). This correctness could be guaranteed as a result 
of the fact that the mutation operators use knowledge of the underlying conceptual 
model. 
However, it may be desirable to incorporate additional knowledge in the mutation 
operators. As an example, the operators can be further parameterized in the style of 
the generation algorithm from section 3.3.2. 
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Further parameterization may help in solving performance problems, such as the con­
secutive г — г transition problem addressed in lemma 8 4 3 This lemma expresses 
that, if a representation г has many worse neighbours, hill climbing will perform many 
superfluous transitions from ι to г Note that fitness proportional walk may also be 
used to deal with this problem, although the problem mentioned above can also occur 
there (see figure 8 11) 
completeness of mutations: The mutation operators must be complete m the sense that 
for each representation, any other representation can be produced by applying mutation 
operators 
The mutation operators introduced in chapter 5 were shown to be complete The com­
pleteness of Join and Split is a direct consequence of solution space S
r
 being inductively 
defined (theorem 5 5 1) The completeness of Prune, Graft, Promote is guaranteed by 
constructing a mutation path from an arbitrary representation to another arbitrary 
representation (theorem 5 5 2) 
However, this completeness depends on the representation mechanism used for de­
scribing database structures For a more general representation mechanism (see e g 
requirement generality discussed before), additional operators would be necessary As 
an example, a representation mechanism allowing horizontal fragmentation (or parti­
tioning, [CP84]) requires corresponding fragmentation operators Schema transforma­
tions given in [De 93] and [Ver93] can be applied here 
9.3 Requirements concerning optimization 
Next we consider the requirements concerning the optimization process This includes the 
optimization aspect, the executabihty of the approach, and the formalization of optimiza­
tion dynamics 
optimization of internal representations: There should be an instrument for optimiza­
tion w r t several criteria 
The evolutionary approach described in chapter 6 allows for the optimization of dif­
ferent (conflicting) objectives, including response time and storage space Existing 
approaches to database design (e g ONF) were embedded in our framework (section 
6 2) 
Future research should address further integration with existing approaches As an 
example, in [Hal90] and [Hal92] a conceptual model is first optimized before the ONF 
algorithm is applied From our point of view, each conceptual model has a corre­
sponding internal solution space So it would be interesting to compare the internal 
solution space for the optimized conceptual model with the internal solution space for 
the original conceptual model 
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executability of approach: There should be a prototype m which the instrument for op­
timization is implemented. 
The prototype EDO introduced in chapter 7 is ал interactive tool for evolutionary 
database optimization. EDO has been used to obtain basic experimental results. The 
aim of our experimental results was to illustrate the approach. Consequently, conver­
gence and configuration of evolutionary algorithms were not thoroughly examined. 
It is obvious that this has to be examined in more detail. This is particularly the 
case when the approach is enhanced, which may result in problems with respect to the 
performance of optimization algorithms (see also requirement generality considered be­
fore). Another enhancement leading to performance problems concerns the time/space 
cost models. As an example, these cost models will become much more complex when 
considering (a) integrity constraint enforcement after updates, (b) alternative imple­
mentation structures for subtype hierarchies and complex naming references, (c) more 
physically oriented aspects, and (d) different query optimization strategies. 
Then, more advanced evolutionary algorithms and alternative ways of fitness compu­
tation (e.g. based on partial fitness) are likely to become necessary. Integration with 
other optimization approaches may also be of help here (see requirement optimization 
considered before). 
formalization of optimization dynamics: There should be a formal basis for describing 
and predicting the behaviour of the instrument for optimization. 
The Markov chain fundamentals introduced in chapter 8 include transition matrices 
for basic evolutionary algorithms, along with formulae for success probability, first 
success probability, local optimum probability and success entropy. These formulae 
were illustrated in graphs for the running example (e.g. success graphs, figure 8.13). 
However, when considering these graphs only some aspects were highlighted. Future 
research should examine this in more detail. Moreover, in future research a framework 
for comparing experimental results (chapter 7) with theoretical results (chapter 8) 
should be set up. This will also require a further elaboration of ratio i?, used as a 
measure for the trade-off between exploration and exploitation (section 8.6). 
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Legend of symbols 
chapter 
2 
3 
symbol 
С 
1={Т>,0,С,е,Г, Base, Spec) 
V 
Ό 
С 
ε 
JF 
Base V —• О 
Spec ç ε χ ε 
nçv 
Fact V-*T 
P o p ! σ ^
Ρ
η η ( Ω ) 
Pop 
Ω 
dom(/) 
total(r) 
unique(r) 
Т={; ,Е,І) 
Af 
Ε ς Af χ M 
ί E^>T 
Ext(/) ς Af 
Forest(T,r) 
CompleteForest(T,I) 
Node -+АГ 
Anchor Af—*V 
Hook T-*V 
TZÇAf 
S 
s, 
Sr 
explanation 
conceptual data schema 
set of integrity constraints 
information structure 
set of predicatore 
set of object types 
set of label types 
set of entity types 
set of fact types (a fact type is a set of predicatore) 
function specifying the object type in a predicator 
binary relation defining specialization hierarchy 
set of predicatore with non-atomic object type 
function specifying the fact type of a predicator 
function specifying the population of an object type 
(subscript is omitted when no confusion is likely to occur) 
universe of instances used for populating object types 
domain of function 
total role constraint on set of predicatore 
uniqueness constraint on set of predicatore 
internal (tree) representation 
set of nodes (a node is a set of predicatore) 
set of edges 
function specifying the fact type associated with an edge 
set of nodes being children associated with a fact type 
predicate expressing partial correctness 
predicate expressing complete correctness 
function specifying the node a predicator is contained in 
partial function specifying the anchor of a node 
function specifying the hook of a fact type 
set of nodes being the root of some tree 
set of candidate representations (internal solution space) 
set of candidate singleton internal representations 
set of candidate relational representations 
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chapter 
3 
4 
5 
symbol 
φ(η) 
m 
Ы, ,nk]op 
[«ι· ,ijk]rep 
GenerateForest(X) 
CanExtend(m, n) 
ProcessFactType(m, n) 
ProcessObjectifications(m, n) 
CanExtendReduced(m,n) 
NoNesting 
NoRedundancy 
NoOptionals 
SizePreference 
DepthPreference 
Pop T W - p
h n ( i 2 ) 
Pop 
Insertj 
Insertj 
Insert 
Delete 
Modify 
Transform Insertion 
TransformDeletion 
Transform Modification 
InsertAtomicTuples 
DeleteAtomicTuples 
Connect Tuples 
DisconnectTuples 
Join 
Split 
Prune 
Graft 
Promote 
DescNodes(p) Ç H 
DescEdges(p) Ç £ 
Μ = (5,μι, ,μ
η
) 
M = (S, Prune, Graft, Promote) 
Mr = ( 5
r
, Join, Split) 
Dista 
Distm 
Crossover 
explanation 
operator for writing a tree as a nested record type 
primary key of record type 
optional attribute group within record type 
repeating attribute group within record type 
operator generating an internal representation 
operator checking extension of an incomplete representation 
operator extending a representation with a fact type 
operator extending a representation with objectifications 
operator for extension under guidance conditions 
guidance condition for representations without nesting 
condition for representations without redundancy 
condition for representations without optional values 
condition for representations with a specific size 
condition for representations with a specific depth 
function specifying the population of a node 
(subscript is omitted when no confusion is likely to occur) 
operator inserting tuples into object type populations 
operator inserting tuples into node populations 
(subscript is omitted when no confusion is likely to occur) 
operator for deleting a tuple 
operator for modifying a tuple 
operator for conceptual-to-intemal mapping of insertions 
operator for conceptual-to-internal mapping of deletions 
operator for conceptual-to-mternal mapping of modifications 
operator for inserting atomic tuples to a node poulation 
operator for deleting atomic tuples from a node population 
operator for connecting tuples in a node population 
operator for disconnecting tuples in a node population 
mutation operator for joining relation types 
mutation operator for splitting relation types 
mutation operator for pruning a subtree from a tree 
mutation operator for grafting a cutting to another tree 
mutation operator promoting an anchor to become a hook 
set of nodes being the 'descendant' of a predicator 
set of edges being source of 'descendant nodes' 
mutation system over given solution space (general not ) 
mutation system for internal solution space 
mutation system for relational representations 
anchor distance between internal representations 
mutation distance between internal representations 
operator for combining internal representations 
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6 
symbol 
Fitness S -> R 
У/ 
Height 5 — IN 
Breadth S — N 
NrTrees 5 - > N 
tf 
Anomaly 5 —• Bool 
NrDep 5 -* IN 
Time 5 - t S 
Space S -» R 
0 
7t 
7. 
T 2 < T l 
Т 2 < Г ! 
Г2 < > Ti 
Г 2 я Т і 
T Í - ; Γι 
P O ς s 
(Paths, Freq) 
Paths 
Freq Paths —* ]N 
Я 
(Nrlnst.LabelSize) 
Nrlnst σ - > Ν 
LabelSize £ -» IN 
Pool, 
M 
A 
Terminate 
Mutate 
Recombine 
Select 
u« 
u
m Ur 
u. Q, = {0,PoolJ 
explanation 
function specifying the fitness of an internal representation 
fitness parameters 
function specifying the height of an internal representation 
function specifying the breadth of an internal representation 
function specifying the nr of trees m an internal representation 
threshold in optimization 
function indicating whether a given type of anomaly occurs 
function specifying the nr of dependencies in a representation 
function specifying the expected response time of a representation 
function specifying the expected storage space for a representation 
weight coefficient for time optimization 
average cost of response time 
average cost of storage space 
representation T2 is better than representation Ti 
representation T2 is at least as good as representation Ti 
representation T2 is an alternative for representation Ti 
representation T2 has the same properties as representation Ti 
representation T2 dominates representation Ti 
set of Pareto optimal representations 
path profile (access profile) 
set of paths through information structure 
function specifying the frequency of a path 
matrix specifying an affinity profile (access profile) 
size profile (data profile) 
function specifying the expected number of object instances 
function specifying the expected size of the labels of a given type 
multiset of internal representations at a given point in time 
number of representations in parent pool 
number of representations in offspring pool 
operator checking whether evolution process should be ended 
operator transforming a pool into a new pool using mutation operators 
operator transforming a pool into a new pool using crossover operators 
operator for selecting the new parent pool from the old offspring pool 
termination parameters 
mutation parameters 
recombination parameters 
selection parameters 
additional parameter for selection operator 
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chapter 
8 
symbol 
Ρ 
Ρ* 
Prcd 
Diam(5) 
Neigh bours(i) 
IMNb(t) 
s. 
MB, 
Distf 
Plat С S 
*ч 
λ δ . λ * 
Τ τ 
-
1
 mini χmax T
mtn: λρ 
ƒ , 
Sk 
FSh 
Hk 
1> 
explanation 
one step transition matrix for Markov chain 
transition matrix for given number of steps 
reduced transition matrix 
diameter of solution space 
set of neighbours for given representation 
number of neighbour representations 
set of better neighbours 
set of maximal better neighbours 
fitness distance between representations 
plateau of representations 
Kronecker delta function 
configuration parameters for S/M improvement 
configuration parameters for fitness proportional walk 
configuration parameters for fitness proportional hill climbing 
predicate indicating initial representation 
predicate indicating success after given number of steps 
predicate indicating first success after given number of steps 
entropy for success within given number of steps 
ratio for exploration versus exploitation 
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Figure B.l: Fitness, time and space development for random walk 
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Figure B.2: Fitness, time and space development for hill climbing 
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Figure B.3: Fitness, time and space development for steepest ascent 
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Figure B.4: Fitness, time and space development for single improvement 
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Figure B.5. Fitness, time and space development for multiple improvement 
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Mantras and translations 
Mantras and their translations are based on [Kun92], [PP93] and [Bab95] 
от bhur bhuva svah 
tat savitur varenyam 
bhargo devasya dheemahi 
dhiyo yo nah prachodayat 
asto ma sad gamaya 
tamaso ma jyotir gamaya 
mntyor ma amntm gamaya 
loka samasta зикгпо bhavantu 
0, supreme Lord, the source of existence, intelligence and bliss, 
may we prove worthy of Thy choice and acceptance, 
we meditate on Thy transcendental light, 
please illuminate our intellect and lead us unto righteousness 
Lead us from untruth to truth, 
lead us from darkness to light, 
lead us from death to immortality 
May the denizens of the world have peace and happiness 
twameva mata cha pita twameva You are my mother and father, 
twameva bandhu cha sakha twameva You are my closest km and dearest friend, 
twameva vidya sarvmam twameva You are my wisdom and treasure, 
twameva sarvam mum dev deva Oh Lord, You are my everything 
dharmo viswasya jagathah prathistah The world is installed on justice 
от tat sat sn narayana tu 
purushottama guru to 
You are the threefold God in everything, 
You are the divine teacher 
vasudeva go vishwarupa tu 
chidananda han tu 
You are the inner principle in everything, 
You are the universal form 
advitiya tu akaala nibrhaya 
aatmalmga shiva tu 
You are the timeless, pure principle, 
You are the formless renewer 
от shanti shanti shanti May there be inner peace, peace, peace1 
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Samenvatting 
Tijdens de ontwikkeling van een informatiesysteem worden verschillende modelleertech-
nieken gebruikt Deze technieken richten zich met name op de specificatie van gegevens-
modellen en procesmodellen Gegevensmodellen beschrijven om welke gegevens het gaat 
en mogelijk ook hoe ze worden opgeslagen, terwijl procesmodellen beschrijven voor welke 
processen de gegevens nodig zijn In dit proefschrift spelen gegevensmodellen de hoofdrol 
Bij het ontwerpen van gegevensmodellen concentreert men zich eerst op de vraag welke 
gegevens in een systeem opgeslagen gaan worden, en dan pas op de vraag hoe dit op 
geschikte wijze kan gebeuren De eerste vraag houdt zich bezig met zogenaamde conceptuele 
aspecten De vraag hoe gegevens opgeslagen dienen te worden richt zich op zogenaamde 
interne aspecten 
Responstijd en geheugenruimte 
Zoals gezegd, wordt, nadat is vastgesteld welke gegevens opgeslagen moeten worden, bepaald 
hoe dat op geschikte kan gebeuren De uitdrukking geschikt betekent in dit verband dat 
de vragen die aan het systeem gesteld gaan worden snel genoeg beantwoord kunnen worden, 
en tegelijkertijd dat de geheugenruimte die nodig is om alle gegevens op te slaan niet te 
groot wordt 
Hier is sprake van twee doelen die met elkaar in strijd zijn Een wijze van opslaan 
die geschikt is met betrekking tot responstijd, is meestal ongeschikt met betrekking tot 
geheugenruimte Omgekeerd leidt een wijze van opslag met ongeschikte responstijd vaak 
tot een geschikt geheugengebruik We zeggen dan ook wel dat tijd en ruimte uitgewisseld 
worden 
Optimalisatie van gegevensmodellen op basis van evolutie 
Het vinden van een middenweg, waarin tijd en ruimte op zodanige wijze worden uitgewisseld 
dat rekening wordt gehouden met de specifieke wensen en mogelijkheden, wordt ook wel 
optimalisatie van gegevensmodellen genoemd Helaas bestaat er geen algemene benadering 
om deze optimalisatie aan te pakken 
Daarom wordt in dit proefschrift een mechanisme beschreven dat het mogelijk maakt om 
door de verzameling van alle mogelijke gegevensmodellen te navigeren We noemen dit 
evolutie, omdat deze navigatie de geleidelijke ontwikkeling van een (initieel) gegevensmodel 
tot betere gegevensmodellen tot doel heeft Uiteraard zijn we daarbij alleen geintereseerd 
in gegevensmodellen die het conceptuele model op correcte wijze representeren 
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De belangrijkste aspecten die bij een dergelijke evolutie een rol spelen worden hieronder 
toegelicht Hierbij wordt achtereenvolgens gekeken naar (A) conceptuele gegevensmodellen 
en hun interne representaties, (B) optimalisatie van interne representaties en (C) evolutie 
van interne representaties 
A. Conceptuele gegevensmodellen en hun interne representaties 
Conceptuele gegevensmodellen zijn het resultaat van de informatie-analyse en dienen als 
uitgangspunt voor het optimahsatieproces Om optimalisatie binnen een formeel raam-
werk te kunnen beschouwen, moeten conceptuele gegevensmodellen ook op formele wijze 
beschreven worden 
Het mechanisme om interne representaties van conceptuele modellen te beschrijven moet 
een duidelijke relatie laten zien tussen de interne representaties en het oorspronkelijke con-
ceptuele model Dit is belangrijk om de correctheid van interne representaties te garanderen 
Als laatste aspect in deze categorie wordt vermeld dat de benadering voldoende algemeen 
moet zijn Dat wil zeggen het moet mogelijk zijn om verschillende typen gegevensbanksys-
temen als doelomgeving te kiezen, bijvoorbeeld relationele, hierarchische en netwerk syste-
men 
B. Optimalisatie van interne representaties 
Er moet een instrument zijn om gegevensmodellen te optimaliseren met betrekking tot 
verschillende criteria, zoals responstijd en geheugenruimte Deze criteria zijn in strijd met 
elkaar (een betere responstijd komt meestal overeen met een slechter geheugengebruik, en 
andersom), en zijn bovendien niet direct vergelijkbaar (een byte is groter noch kleiner dan 
een seconde) Daarnaast kunnen ook andere criteria een rol spelen bij het optimahsatiepro-
ces, bijvoorbeeld het aantal tabellen of het aantal afhankelijkheden tussen gegevens 
Er zijn twee extra zaken gerelateerd aan bovengenoemde optimalisatie Ten eerste dient 
er een prototype te worden gemaakt dat het instrument voor optimalisatie in werking 
kan stellen Dan kunnen experimentele resultaten worden gebruikt om de benadering te 
illustreren 
Ten tweede moet er een formele basis gedefinieerd worden om het (dynamische) gedrag van 
bovengenoemd instrument te beschrijven en te voorspellen Daarbij kan worden gedacht 
aan de waarschijnlijkheid dat bepaalde wenselijke of onwenselijke situaties zullen optreden, 
bijvoorbeeld de waarschijnlijkheid dat een optimum binnen een beperkt aantal stappen 
wordt gevonden 
C. Eisen met betrekking tot evolutie 
Zoals eerder vermeld richten we ons op optimalisatie op basis van evolutie Wat betreft 
de ïnitiahsatie van het evolutieproces, moet het mogelijk zijn om interne representaties te 
genereren op basis van parameters die het generatieproces sturen Zo kunnen verschillende 
startpunten worden gekozen 
Het evolutieproces zelf wordt gedefinieerd in termen van mutatie-operatoren, die een interne 
representatie kunnen omzetten in een andere De geproduceerde interne representatie moet 
dan opnieuw een correcte representatie zijn van hetzelfde conceptuele gegevensmodel 
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Naast bovengenoemde correctheid moeten mutatie-operatoren compleet zijn, zodat alle 
mogelijke interne representaties ook inderdaad geproduceerd kunnen worden. 
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